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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 

ABSTRACT 

()F ]EJ4(;iNI3E%RIN(3 AJPÎ IjIIDD SCILEyNCIS 

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 

Doctor of Philosophy 

Adaptive Modulat ion and Adaptive Antenna Ass is ted Wireless 

T D M A / C D M A Networks 

by Jonathan S. Blogh 

The performance of a Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA)/Time Division Mul-

tiple Access (TDMA) based cellular mobile network invoking the 7-cell Fixed Channel Allo-

cation (FCA) algorithm and a Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA) algorithm - the Locally 

Optimised Least Interference Algorithm (LOLIA) - in conjunction with frequency re-use 

exclusion zones of both 7 and 19 adjacent cells was investigated. Single element anten-

nas, as well as two- and four-element adaptive antenna arrays located at the base stations 

were used and the system's performance was evaluated in a Line-Of-Sight (LOS) propa-

gation environment. This work was then extended by investigating the network capacity, 

when subjected to a three-ray multipath channel, both with and without Power Control 

(PC). Furthermore, the potential network capacity gains achieved by Adaptive Quadrature 

Amplitude Modulation (AQAM) techniques integrated with P C were also considered. Ad-

ditionally, the effects of two different interference environments, namely the "desert-island" 

and the "wrap-around" scenarios on network capacity were studied. 

Similarly, the network capacity of a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) based, Uni-

versal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA)-like 

cellular mobile network was then investigated. The relative performance of four different 

soft handover algorithms was compared in terms of the network capacity, size of the Ac-

tive Base station Set (ABS) and the mean transmission powers, for both non-shadowed 

and log-normal shadow faded propagation environments. The capacity gains achieved with 

the advent of two- and four-element adaptive antenna arrays were then investigated, under 

both non-shadowed and shadow-faded conditions. Further results were presented, whilst 

performing independent up- and down-link beamforming. Finally, the performance benefits 

of AQAM both with and without beamforming, in conjunction with shadow fading were 

determined. 
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Chapter 1 

In t roduc t ion 

1.1 Background and Overview 

Wireless communications is experiencing an explosive growth rate. This high demand for 

wireless communications services requires higher and higher system capacities. The simplest 

solution would be to allocate more bandwidth to these services, but the electromagnetic 

spectrum is a limited resource, which is becoming increasingly congested [1]. Therefore, the 

efficient use of the available frequencies is paramount [1, 2]. 

Digital techniques have already improved upon the capacity attained using analogue tech-

nology, whilst achieving better performance. However, more efficient techniques allowing 

multiple users to share the available frequencies are necessary. Classic techniques of sup-

porting a multiplicity of users are frequency, time, polarisation, code or spatial division 

multiple access [3]. In Frequency Division Multiple Access [4, 5] the available frequency 

spectrum is divided into frequency bands, each of which is used by a difi'erent user. Time 

Division Multiple Access (TDMA) [4, 5] allocates each user a given period of time, referred 

to as a time slot, over which their transmission may take place. The transmitter must be 

able to store the data to be transmitted and then transmit it at a proportionately increased 

rate during its time slot constituting a fraction of the TDMA frame duration. Alternatively, 

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) [4, 5] allocates each user a unique code. This code 

is then used to spread the data over a wide bandwidth shared with all users. For detecting 

the transmitted data the same unique code, often referred to as the user signature, must be 

used. 

The increasing demand for spectrally efficient mobile communications systems motivates 

our quest for more powerful techniques. With the aid of spatial processing at a cell site, 

optimum receive and transmit beams can be used for improving the system's performance 

1 



in terms of the achievable capacity and the quality of service measures. This approach is 

usually referred to as Spatial Division Multiple Access (SDMA) [6, 3] which enables mul-

tiple users in the same cell to be accommodated on the same frequency and time slot by 

exploiting the spatial selectivity properties offered by adaptive antennas [7]. In contrast, 

if the desired signal and interferers occupy the same frequency band and time slot, then 

"temporal filtering" cannot be used to separate the signal f rom the interference. However, 

the desired and interfering signal usually originate from different spatial locations and this 

spatial separation may be exploited, in order to separate the desired signal from the in-

terference using a "spatially selective filter" at the receiver [8, 9, 10]. As a result, given a 

sufficiently large distance between two users communicating in the same frequency band, 

there will be negligible interference between them. The larger the number of cells in a re-

gion, due to using small cells, the more frequently the same frequency is re-used and hence 

higher teletrafEc density per unit area can be carried. 

However, the distance between co-channel cells must be sufficiently high, so that the 

inter-cell interference becomes lower than its maximum acceptable limit [3]. Therefore, 

the number of cells in a geographic area is limited by the base stations' transmission power 

level. A method of increasing the system's capacity is to use 120° sectorial beams at different 

carrier frequencies [11]. Each of the sectorial beams may serve the same number of users as 

supported in ordinary cells, while the Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) can be increased 

due to the antenna's directionality. The ultimate solution, however, is to use independently 

steered high gain beams for supporting individual users [3]. 

Adaptive Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (AQAM) [12, 13] is another technique by 

which gains in spectral efficiency may be achieved. The idea behind adaptive modulation is 

to select a specific modulation mode, from a set of modes, according to the instantaneous 

radio channel quality [12, 13]. Thus, if the channel quality exhibits a high instantaneous 

SINR, then a high-order modulation mode may be employed, enabling the exploitation of 

the temporarily high channel capacity. In contrast, if the channel has a low instantaneous 

SINR, using a high-order modulation mode would result in an unacceptable Frame Error 

Ratio (PER), and hence a more robust, but lower throughput modulation mode would 

be invoked. Hence, adaptive modulation not only combats the effects of a poor quality 

channel, but also attempts to maximise the throughput, whilst maintaining a given target 

PER. Thus, there is a trade-off between the mean PER and the data throughput, which is 

governed by the modem mode switching thresholds. These switching thresholds define the 

SINRs, at which the instantaneous channel quality requires changing the current modulation 

mode, i.e. where an alternative AQAM mode must be invoked. 



This thesis studies the network capacity gains that may be achieved through the employ-

ment of adaptive antenna arrays and adaptive modulation techniques in both FDMA/TDMA 

and CDMA based mobile cellular networks. 

1.2 Organisa t ion of t he Thesis 

• Chapter 2: The principles behind beamforming and the various techniques by which 

it may be implemented are presented. From this the concept of adaptive beamform-

ing is developed, and temporal cis well as spatial reference techniques are examined. 

Performance results are then presented for three different temporal-reference based 

adaptive beamforming algorithms, namely the Sample Matrix Inversion (SMI), Un-

constrained Least Mean Squares (ULMS) and the Normalised Least Mean Squares 

(NLMS) algorithms. 

• Chapter 3: A brief summary of possible methods used for modelling the performance 

of an adaptive antenna array is provided. This is followed by an overview of fixed 

and dynamic channel allocation. Multipath propagation models are then considered 

for use in our network simulations. Next, metrics are developed for characterising 

the performance of mobile cellular networks and our results are presented for simu-

lations conducted under Line-Of-Sight (LOS) propagation conditions, both with and 

without adaptive antennas. Further results are then given for identical networks un-

der multipath propagation conditions, which are then extended to power-controlled 

scenarios using both fixed and adaptive QAM techniques. These network capacity 

results were obtained for both "island" type simulation areas, and an infinite plane, 

using wraparound techniques, which will be defined later in Sections 3.7.1. 

• Chapter 4: This chapter describes the 3rd generation mobile cellular network, known 

as UTRA - the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access - network, and then presents network 

capacity results obtained under various propagation conditions, in conjunction with 

different soft handover threshold metrics. The performance benefits of adaptive an-

tenna arrays are then analysed, both in a non-shadowed environment, and inflicted 

by log-normal shadow fading having frequencies of 0.5 Hz and 1.0 Hz . This work was 

then extended by invoking adaptive modulation techniques, which were studied when 

the channel conditions were impaired by shadow fading. 

• Chapter 5: Conclusions and further work. 



1.3 Cont r ibu t ions of the Thesis 

• Study of network performance gains using adaptive antenna arrays at the base station 

in an FDMA/TDMA cellular mobile network [14, 15]. 

• Study of network performance gains using adaptive antenna arrays with power control 

at the base station in an FDMA/TDMA cellular mobile network [16, 17]. 

• Design of a combined power control and adaptive modulation assisted channel alloca-

tion algorithm, and characterisation of its performance in an FDMA/TDMA cellular 

mobile network [17, 18]. 

• Comparing the performance of various UTRA soft-handover techniques. 

• Quantifying the UTRA network capacity under various channel conditions. 

• Evaluating UTRA network performance with the aid of adaptive antenna arrays. 

• Demonstrating the benefits of adaptive modulation in the context of both FDMA/TDMA 

and CDMA cellular mobile networks. 



Chapter 2 

Intelligent An tenna Ar rays and 

Beamforming 

2.1 In t roduc t ion 

Adaptive beamforming was initially developed in the 1960s for the military applications of 

sonar and radar, in order to remove unwanted noise and jamming from the output. The 

first fully adaptive array was conceived in 1965 by Applebaum [19], which was designed to 

maximise the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) at the array's output . An alternative approach 

to cancelling unwanted interference is the Least Mean Squares (LMS) error algorithm of 

Widrow [20]. While a simple idea, satisfactory performance can be achieved under specific 

conditions. Further work on the LMS algorithm, by Frost [21] and Griffiths [22], intro-

duced constraints to ensure that the desired signals were not filtered out along with the 

unwanted signals. The optimisation process takes place as before, but the antenna gain 

is maintained constant in the desired direction. For stationary signals, both algorithms 

converge to the optimum Wiener solution [3, 21, 23]. A different technique was proposed 

in 1969 by Capon [24] using a Minimum-Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) or the 

Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM). In 1974, Reed et al. demonstrated the power of the 

Sample-Matrix Inversion (SMI) technique, which determines the adaptive antenna array 

weights directly [25]. Unlike the algorithms of Applebaum [19] and Widrow [20], which 

may suffer from slow convergence if the eigenvalue spread of the received sample correlation 

matrix is relatively large, the performance of the SMI technique is virtually independent of 

the eigenvalue spread. 

In recent years the tight frequency reuse of cellular systems has stimulated renewed 

research interests in the field [6, 3, 23, 26]. In this thesis we will attempt to review the 



recent literature and highlight the most important research issues for UMTS , HiperLAN 

and WATM applications, while providing some performance results. We commence in 

Section 2.2 by reviewing beamforming and its potential benefits, then we provide a generic 

signal model in Section 2.2.3 and we describe the processes of element and beam space 

beamforming. In Section 2.3 we highlight a range of adaptive beamforming algorithms and 

consider the less commonly examined downlink scenario in Section 2.3.5. Lastly in Section 

2.3.6 we provide some performance results and outline our fu ture work. 

2.2 Beamforming 

The signals induced in different elements of an antenna array are combined to form a single 

output of the array. This process of combining the signals from the different elements 

is known as beamforming. This section describes the basic characteristics of an antenna, 

the advantages of using beamforming techniques in a mobile radio environment [6, 3], and 

a generic signal model for use in beamforming calculations. For further details on the 

associated issues the reader is referred to [6, 3, 8, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. 

2 .2 .1 A n t e n n a A r r a y P a r a m e t e r s 

Below we provide a few definitions used throughout this report in order to describe antenna 

systems: 

Radiation Pattern The radiation pattern of an antenna is the relative distribution of the 

radiated power as a function of direction in space. The radiation pattern of an antenna 

array is the product of the element pattern and the array factor, both of which are defined 

below. If f{6, (j)) is the radiation pattern of each antenna element and F{9, ( f ) is the array 

factor, then the array's radiation pattern, G{6,4>), which is also referred to as the beam 

pattern, is given by 

(2.1) 

Figure 2.1 gives an example of a stylised antenna element response, an array factor of 

an 8 element linear array with an element spacing of A/2 steered at 0° and the radiation 

pattern, which results from combining the two. 

Array Factor The array factor, F{9,(p), is the far-field radiation pattern of an array of 

isotropically radiating elements, where 0 is the azimuth angle and cj) is the elevation angle. 

Main Lobe The main lobe of an antenna radiation pat tern is the lobe containing the 
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Figure 2.1: The array factor of an eight element linear array with an element spacing of 
A/2 steered at 0°, the response of each antenna element and the radiation pattern resulting 
from combining the two. 

direction of maximum radiated power. 

Sidelobes Sidelobes are lobes of the antenna radiation pat tern, which do not constitute 

the mainlobe. They allow signals to be received in directions other than that of the main 

lobe and hence they are undesirable, but they are also unavoidable. 

Beamwidth The beamwidth of an antenna is the angular width of the main lobe. The 

3dB beamwidth is the angular width between the points on the main lobe that are 3dB 

below the peak of the main lobe. A smaller beamwidth results from an array of a greater 

aperture size, which is the distance between the two farthest elements of the array. 

Antenna Efficiency Antenna efficiency is the ratio of the total power radiated by the 

antenna to the total power input to the antenna. 

Gracing When the distajice between the antenna array elements, d, exceeds A/2, 

spatial under-sampling of the received radio frequency carrier wave takes place, causing 

secondary maxima [2, 28], referred to as grating lobes, to appear in the radiation pattern, 

which can be clearly seen in Figure 2.2. The spatial under-sampling results in ambiguities 

in the directions of the arriving signals, which manifests itself as copies of the main lobe in 
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Figure 2.2: The array factor of an eight element uniform linear array with element spacing 
of A/2 and 3A/2. The grating lobes associated with the spatial under-sampling-induced 
secondary maxima of the radiated carrier wave are clearly visible for the case when the 
element spacing is 3A/2. 

unwanted directions. The grating lobe phenomenon in spatial sampling is analogous to the 

well known aliasing effect in temporal sampling [28]. Therefore, the distance, d, between 

adjacent sensors in the array must be chosen to be less than or equal to A/2, if grating lobes 

are to be avoided [28, 32]. However, an inter-element spacing of greater than A/2 improves 

the spatial resolution of the array [2], i.e. reduces the 3dB beamwidth as shown in Figure 

2.2, and reduces the correlation between the signals arriving at adjacent antenna elements. 

2 .2 .2 T h e P o t e n t i a l B e n e f i t s of A n t e n n a A r r a y s in M o b i l e C o m m u n i c a -

t i o n s 

2.2.2.1 Mult iple Beams [6] 

The formation of multiple beams, or sectorisation, uses multiple antennae at the base station 

in order to form beams that cover the whole cell site [32]. For example, three beams, each 

with a beamwidth of 120° may cover the entire 360° as seen in Figure 2.3. The coverage area 

of each beam may be regarded as a separate cell, with frequency assignment and handovers 



Interfering sectors 

Desired sectw 

Mobile 

StatMm 

Figure 2.3: An example of sectorisation, using three sectors per base station, showing 
the reduced levels of interference with respect to an omni-directional base station antenna 
scenario. 

between beams performed in the usual manner [33]. No intelligence is required to locate a 

subscriber within a beam and to connect that beam to a radio channel unit. The use of 

multiple beams results in a reduction of the co-channel interference. In the uplink scenario, 

the signal received from the mobile station constitutes interference at only two base stations, 

and additionally in only one sector. In the downlink, the situation is similar, only now the 

sectors which can interfere with the user in the central cell are the images of the interfering 

sectors on the uplink [34], again, as shown in Figure 2.3. 

2.2.2.2 Adaptive B e a m s [6] 

The combined antenna array is used to find the location of each mobile, and then beams 

are formed, in order to cover different mobiles or groups of mobiles [35, 36]. Each beam 

having its own coverage area may be considered as a co-channel cell, and thus be able to 

use the same carrier frequency [7, 32]. In conventional sectorisation the location of the 

beams is fixed, while the adaptive system allows the beams to cover specific areas of the 

cell within which users are located [37]. In intelligent near-future systems the beams may 

follow the mobiles, which benefit from the concentrated transmission power, with inter-beam 

handovers occurring as necessary. 
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Figure 2.4: Switched-diversity combining. 

2.2.2.3 Null Steering [6, 38] 

In contrast to steering beams towards mobiles, null steering creates spatial radiation nulls 

towards co-channel mobiles [39]. The realisation of true nulls or zero response is not possible 

due to practical considerations, such as the isolation of the radio frequency components. 

The formation of spatial radiation nulls in the antenna response towards co-channel mobiles 

reduces the co-channel interference both on the uplink and the downlink [2, 35]. 

2.2.2.4 Diversity Schemes [6, 40] 

The simplest and most commonly used diversity scheme is switched diversity. In this scheme 

the system switches between antennae, such that only one is in use at any one time [1, 41], 

as shown in Figure 2.4. The switching criterion is often the loss of received signal level at 

the antenna being used. The switching may be performed at the Radio Frequency (RF) 

stage, avoiding the need for a down-converter for each antenna. 

Selection diversity is a more sophisticated version of switched diversity, where the system 

can monitor the signal level on all of the antennae simultaneously, and select the specific 

branch exhibiting the highest SNR at any given time, thus requiring an RF front-end for 

each antenna in the system [1], as seen in Figure 2.5. 

In a Rayleigh fading environment, the fading at each branch can be assumed to be 

independent provided that the antennae are sufficiently far apart. If each branch has an 

instantaneous SNR of j i , the probability density function of 7; is given by [3] 

/ ^ I zn 
= pG r (2.2) 

where F denotes the mean SNR at each branch. The probability that a single branch has a 
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Figure 2.5; Selective-diversity combining. 

SNR less than some threshold 7 is given by [3] 

POO 

f < 7] = / = 1 - e"r . (2.3) 
Jo 

Therefore, the probability that all the branches fail to achieve an SNR higher than 7 is [3]: 

f^(7) = f [ 7 i , 7 2 , . . . < 7] = (1 - e (2.4) 

from which the probability density function of the fading magnitude in conjunction with 

selection diversity can be obtained, 

(2.5) 

leading to the average SNR, 7, of selection diversity assisted Rayleigh fading channels as [3]: 

L , 

7 = (2.6) 
1=1 

In maximal ratio combining the signal of each antenna is weighted by its instantaneous 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). The weighted signals are then combined to form a single 

output as shown in Figure 2.6. It has been shown that the maximal ratio combining 

technique is optimal, if the diversity branch signals are uncorrelated and follow a Rayleigh 

distribution [42], and the noise is Gaussian distributed with zero mean. If each branch has 

a gain, gi, the output of the combiner is [3] 

(2.7) 

1=1 
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Figure 2.6: Optimal Combining. 

and if each branch has the noise power, cr^, the total noise power at the output of the 

combiner is [3] : 

1=1 

(2.8) 

Therefore, the SNR at the output of the combiner is given by 

IL 2a%/ 
(2.9) 

It can be easily shown that jl is maximised, when gi = sf/a'^, which is the SNR in each 

branch. The expansion of Equation 2.9 is thus 

E : i = E > (2.i») 
1 

7 l 

"n 1^1=1 I 
1=1 

As 7£, has a chi-squared distribution [3], the probability density function of 71, is [3] : 

p(7l,) = 
r 6 ( ^ _ i ) r 

The probability that j i is less than some threshold, 7, is [3] 

f [7Z, < 7] = ^ p(7z,)d7z, = 1 - e r ^ __ 1)1' 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 



The expectation of Equation 2.12, 7^, is the average SNR at the output of the combiner : 

L 

-XL = r == jrjT, (2.13) 
/ = 1 

where F is the mean SNR at each branch. 

Optimal combining processes the signals received from an antenna array such that the 

contribution from unwanted co-channel sources is reduced, whilst enhancing that of the 

desired signal. The explicit knowledge of the directions of the interferences is not neces-

sary, but some characteristics of the desired signal are required in order to protect it from 

cancellation as if it were an unwanted co-channel source [6]. A popular technique is to use 

a reference signal, such as a channel sounding sequence, which must be correlated with the 

desired signal. The scheme then phase-coherently combines all the signals that are corre-

lated with the reference signal, whilst simultaneously cancelling the waveforms that are not 

correlated with this signal, resulting in the removal of co-channel interferences. 

A base station using an optimal combining antenna array may adjust the array weights 

during the receive cycle, in order to enhance the signal arriving from a desired mobile. A 

system using the same frequency for receiving and transmitting the signals in diEerent time 

slots, such as in the Time Division Duplex (TDD) Digital European Cordless Telephone 

(DECT) [43, 44] system may be able to use the complex conjugate of these weights during 

the transmit cycle in order to pre-process the transmit signal and to enhance the signal 

received at the desired mobile, whilst suppressing this signal at the other mobiles. This 

process relies on the fact that the weights were adjusted during the receive cycle to reduce co-

channel interference, thus placing nulls in the directions of co-channel mobiles [6]. Therefore, 

by employing the complex conjugate of these weights during the transmit cycle, the same 

antenna pattern may be produced, resulting in no energy transmitted towards the co-channel 

mobiles [6]. 

2.2.2.5 Reduct ion in Delay Spread and Mult ipath Fading 

Delay spread is caused by multipath propagation, where a desired signal arriving from 

different directions is delayed due to the different distances travelled [37]. In transmit mode 

an intelligent antenna is able to focus the energy in the required direction, assisting in 

reducing the multipath reflections and thus delay spread. In receive mode the antenna 

array is able to perform optimal combining after delay compensation of the multipath 

signals incident upon it [1]. Those signals whose delays cannot be compensated for may be 

cancelled by the formation of nulls in their directions [45]. 
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Mobile Stations 
Base St ation 

Figure 2.7: A cell layout showing how an antenna array can support many users on the 
same carrier frequency and timeslot with the advent of spatial filtering or Space Division 
Multiple Access (SDMA). 

The directive nature of an antenna array also results in a smaller spread of Doppler 

frequencies encountered at the mobile [46]. For an omni-directional antenna at both the 

base station, and at the mobile the Direction-Of-Arrival (DOA) at the mobile is uniformly 

distributed. Hence the Doppler spectrum is given by Clarke's model [42] as : 

= I/I < /m- (2.14) 

where Ag is the mean power transmitted and fm = v/\ is the maximum Doppler shift, 

where v is the velocity of the mobile and A is the carrier wavelength. However, if a directional 

antenna is used at the base station then the Doppler power spectral density is given by [46] : 

'^r(/) = [/e(9!'r + |cos ( / / /m) | ) + COS ^(///m)|)], 1/1 < /m, 

(2.15) 

where (f)y, as shown in Figure 2.8, is the direction of motion of the mobile with respect to 

the direction of the base station from the mobile and fg{) is the PDF of the DOA of the 

multipath components at the mobile, as given by [46] : 

—01 < 0 < 01 I ' 

(Dtan(a))^ a ^ \a\ ^ f) 
J(sin(fl)+cos(0) t an (a ) )^ ' ^ I ' — ^ 

f , 02 < g < - 0 2 

( 2 . 1 6 ) 
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Mobile 
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Line Of Sight (LOS) component 

Figure 2.8: Illustration of the Line Of Sight (LOS) component arriving at the mobile from 
the base station showing the direction of motion of the mobile, 

where 

7 = 2ji!̂ (7r + gi - ^2) + 4Ds in(a)yA2 _ ^ 2 sm2(a). (2.17) 

Furthermore, 2a is the beamwidth of the so-called idealised "flat-top" directional antenna, 

which has zero gain except over the angular spread of 2a, where the gain is 1, R is the 

radius of the circular area containing all the scatters and D is the separation distance 

between the base station and the mobile. Finally, 9i and 02 are constants calculated using 

. -1 = cos ^ sin^(a) ± co^a) ^^2 _ 1)2 Figures 2.9(a), 2.9(b) and 2.9(c) show R V"; R 

example Doppler spectra for beamwidths of 2, 10 and 20 degrees for a mobile moving at 

angles of 0, 45 and 90 degrees with respect to the main LOS component, with a base station 

to mobile distance of 3km and the scatterers all located within a circle of 1km radius of the 

mobile. 

2.2.2.6 Reduct ion in Co-channel Interference 

An antenna array allows the implementation of spatial filtering, as shown in Figure 2.7, 

which may be exploited in both transmitting as well as receiving modes in order to reduce 

co-channel interferences [1, 2, 47, 48]. When transmitting, the antenna is used to focus the 

radiated energy in order to form a directive beam in the area, where the receiver is likely to 

be. This in turn means that there is less interference in the other directions, where the beam 

is not pointing. The co-channel interference generated in transmit mode may be further 

reduced by forming beams exhibiting nulls in the directions of other receivers [6, 49]. This 

scheme deliberately reduces the transmitted energy in the direction of co-channel receivers 

and hence requires prior knowledge of their positions. 
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(c) Mobi l e ' s d i r ec t ion , cj>„ = 90°. 

Figure 2.9; Doppler spectra at the mobile, when using a directional antenna at the base 
station, and an omnidirectional antenna at the mobile, is compared with Clarke's model. 
R = 1km, D = 3km, fm = lOOHz. 

The employment of antenna arrays for reducing co-channel interference in the receive 

mode has been reported widely [6, 1, 2, 37, 45, 49]. It does not require knowledge of the 

co-channel interference, but must have some information concerning the desired signal, such 

as the direction of its source, a reference signal, such as a channel sounding sequence, or a 

signal that is correlated with the desired signal. 

2.2.2.7 Capacity Improvement and Spectral Efficiency 

The spectral efficiency of a network refers to the amount of traffic a given system with a 

certain spectral allocation could handle. An increase in the number of users of the mo-

bile communications system without a loss of performance increases the spectral efficiency. 
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Channel capacity refers to the maximum data rate a channel of a given bandwidth can sus-

tain. An improved channel capacity leads to an ability to support more users of a specified 

data rate, implying a better spectral efficiency. The increased quality of service that results 

from the reduced co-channel interference and reduced multipath fading [34, 45] upon using 

smart antemiae may be exchanged for aji increased number of users [2, 36]. 

2.2.2.8 Increase in Transmission Efficiency 

An antenna array is directive in nature, having a high gain in the direction where the 

beam is pointing. This property may be exploited in order to extend the range of the base 

station, resulting in a larger cell size or may be used to reduce the transmitted power of the 

mobiles. The employment of a directive antenna allows the base station to receive weaker 

signals than an omni-directional antenna. This implies that the mobile can transmit at 

a lower power and its battery life becomes longer, or it would be able to use a smaller 

battery, resulting in a smaller size and weight, which is important for hand-held mobiles. 

A corresponding reduction in the power transmitted from the base station allows the use 

of electronic components having lower power ratings and therefore, lower cost. 

2.2.2.9 Reduct ion in Handovers 

When the amount of traffic in a cell exceeds the cell's capacity, cell splitting is often used 

in order to create new cells [2], each with its own base station and frequency assignment. 

The reduction in cell size leads to an increase in the number of handovers performed. By 

using antenna arrays to increase the capacity of a cell [1] the number of handovers required 

may actually be reduced. Since each beam tracks a mobile [2], no handover is necessary, 

unless di&rent beams using the same frequency cross each other. 

2 .2 .3 S ignal M o d e l 

Consider an array of L omni-directional antenna elements situated in the far field of a 

sinusoidal point source, as shown in Figure 2.10. Given that the array element separation is 

d and the plane wavefront is impinging upon the array at an angle of 6 with respect to the 

array normal, the wavefront arrives at the Z 4 - e l e m e n t before arriving at the element. 

Again, as seen in Figure 2.10, the extra distance that the wavefront must travel to reach 

the element relative to the I + 1̂ ^ element is dsinO. However, for an arbitrary array of 

L elements the relative delays, assuming that the point of zero delay is the origin, are given 

by 
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Array normal 
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Figure 2.10: Reception by a uniformly spaced linear antenna array. 

Zf sin^ + ?/(CO8 0 
I = 1, ,L (2.18) 

where c is the speed of wave propagation, i.e. the speed of light, while and are, the a; 

and ^-coordinates of the element with respect to the origin located at (0,0). The extra 

cosine term is due to the potential y-offset from the a:-axis of the array elements which is 

zero, and thus omitted, from the example shown in Figure 2.10. The signal, induced 

in the element due to the source can be expressed as 

a;/,i(̂ ) = mi(Z)e (2.19) 

with mi(t) denoting the complex modulating function. This expression is based upon the 

narrow-band assumption for array signal processing, which assumes that the bandwidth of 

the signal is sufficiently small, so that the weighting co-efficients maintain a constant phase 

variation across all of the antenna array elements. 

Assuming M directional sources and isotropic background noise, the total signal at the 

ith element is 

M 

+nz(<), (2.20) 

1=1 

where ni{t) is a random noise component on the antenna array element, which includes 

background noise and electronic noise. It is assumed to be white noise with a mean of zero 

and a variance of . 
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Figure 2.11: A beamformer sums the weighted antenna element signals, yielding the received 
signal i/(() = 

The array factor, F{6) which was introduced in Section 2.2.1 may be calculated thus as: 

L 

= (2.21) 
1=1 

where wi is the complex weighting applied to the element to steer the antenna beam in 

the direction of 6q. The maximum value oiF{6) will occur when 9 = 9q,&s shown previously 

in Figure 2.1. 

Consider the narrow-band receiving beamformer, shown in Figure 2.11, where signals 

from each element are multiplied by a complex weight, wi^l — 1 , . . . , a n d summed, in 

order to form the array output. The array output, y{t) in Figure 2.11, at time t is given by 

L 

1=1 

where * denotes the complex conjugate, xi{t) is the signal arriving from the element of 

the array, and wi is the weight applied to the element. Representing the weights of the 

beamformer of Figure 2.11 as: 

and the signals induced in all elements as 

g=[a;i(<),a;2W,.. . 

the output of the beamformer receiver in Figure 2.11 becomes 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

where the superscripts T and H, respectively, denote the transpose and complex conjugate 

transpose (Hermitian transpose) of a vector or matrix. 
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Let R define the L-hj-L correlation matrix of the signal received by the L elements : 

26 W 

2*00 22OQ zIOO ». (&26) 

The correlation matrix R may be expressed in the expanded form: 

i? = 

r(0) 

r ( - l ) 

rU) 

r(0) 

r{—L + 1) r{—L + 2) 

- 1) 

- 2) 

r(0) 

(2.27) 

The element r(0) on the main diagonal is always real-valued. For complex-valued data, the 

remaining elements of R assume complex values. The correlation matrix of a stationary 

discrete-time stochastic process is Hermitian [28], i.e. R^ = R. Alternatively, this may 

be written as r{—k) = r*{k), where r{k) is the autocorrelation function of the stochastic 

process for a lag of k. Therefore, Equation 2.27 may be rewritten as 

R 

r(0) 

r ' ( l ) 

r(l) 

r(0) 

r*(Z,-2) 

- 1) 

- 2) 

r(0) 

(2.28) 

The elements of the matrix, R, denote the correlation between the output signals of the 

various antenna elements of Figure 2.11. For example, Rij denotes the correlation between 

the and the elements of the array. Given that the steering vector associated with 

the direction 0i, or the source, can be described by an L-dimensional complex vector Sj 

aa [23], 

^ [exp(;u;^i(^i)),... ,exp(;Wz,(ei))] T (2.29) 

where L is the number of elements in the antenna array, and ti is the time delay taken by 

a plane wave arriving from the source, located in the direction 6i, and measured from 

the element at the origin, then the correlation matrix, R, of the array elements' outputs in 

Figure 2.11 may be expressed as [23] : 

M 

= + (2X%0 

where pi is the power of the source, a'^ is the noise power and I is the identity matrix. 
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g ( ^ ) = 

Figure 2.12: Example of a beamforming receiver problem with a wanted signal at 0° and 
interfering signal at 30° using an array element spacing of A/2. 

Using matrix notation, the correlation matrix, R, may be expressed in the following 

form [23, 50]: 

A = = Z 7 A [ / # , (2.31) 

where S = E[s^sf] is the covariance matrix of the array elements' outputs in Figure 2.11, 

-/I = ki,^2i " is the 2/ X M matrix of steering vectors, A =diag[Ai,A2,... ,Af,] is 

a diagonal matrix of real eigenvalues of R and U contains the corresponding unit-norm 

eigenvectors of A. 

2 .2 .4 A B e a m f o r m i n g E x a m p l e 

Consider the antenna array shown in Figure 2.12, which consists of two omni-directional 

antenna elements having a spacing of The desired unmodulated carrier signal, s{t) = 

arrives from the angle of 0^=0 radians. The interfering signal, i{t) = 

arrives from the direction of 0 i = | radians or 30°. Both signals have the same frequency, 

/ . The signal arriving from each antenna array element is multiplied by a variable complex 

weight, and the weighted signals are then summed in order to form the array output. The 

array output due to the desired signal is 

(2.32) 
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For the array output, y{t) in Figure 2.12, to be the desired signal s{t), the following equation 

must be satisfied : 

+ wz) = (2.33) 

which leads to 

%[wi] + !R[?/;2] = 1 

— 0. 

The interfering signal arrives at the second array element with a phase lead of | relative 

to the first element, since their spacing is A/2 and the angle of incidence is 30°. Therefore, 

the array output due to the interfering signal is 

Vi (^) = . (2.35) 

For this to become zero we require that : 

— 3% [102] = 0 

@[wi] + @[W2] = 0. 
(2.36) 

Solving the simultaneous Equations 2.34 and 2.36 yields 

wi = 0.5 — jO.5, W2 = 0.5 + jO.5. (2.37) 

The beam pattern obtained using these weights is shown in Figure 2.13. The desired 

signal at 0° is attenuated by about 3dB, but the unwanted interference at an angle of 30° 

is subjected to an attenuation of more than 30dB. This example shows, how beamforming 

and the cancellation of unwanted interferences may be accomplished. However, a practical 

beamformer does not require the information regarding the location, number and nature of 

the signal sources. 

2.2 .5 A n a l o g u e B e a m f o r m i n g 

An antenna array consists of a number of antenna elements, the outputs of which are 

combined via an amplitude and phase control network, in order to form a desired antenna 

beam [36]. It is possible to perform analogue beamforming at the RF stage [36], using phase 

shifters and amplifiers, however, the high specification required of these devices renders 

them costly. An alternative solution is to down-convert the R F signal to an Intermediate 

Frequency (IF) and to perform the beamforming at the IF stage [3]. The disadvantage of this 

technique is that each antenna must have its own RF-to-IF receiver. Multiple beamformers 
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Figure 2.13: The beam pattern produced using Equation 2.21 for a two element array with 
an element spacing of A/2 and element weights of 0.5 ± jO.5. The desired signal is at 0°, 
the interference is at 30°, while SNR=9.0dB and INR=9.0dB. 

must be used to form multiple beams, resulting in the distribution of the signal energy across 

all the formed beams. The output SNR is thus reduced, when the lower signal energy of the 

beams is combined with the increased noise injected by the increased number of RF and IF 

stages. 

2.2 .6 D i g i t a l B e a m f o r m i n g 

The philosophy of digital beamforming is similar to that of analogue beamforming in that 

they both adjust the amplitude and phase of the signal arriving from each antenna element, 

but they use different techniques to reach the same objective. The digitisation of the signal 

received at each antenna element ensures a higher information processing accuracy [38]. 

The RF signal received at each element is either digitised at RF or down-converted to IF 

and then digitised using an Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC). The digital baseband 

signals then represent the amplitudes and phases of the signals received at each element of 

the array [38]. The process of beamforming weights these digital signals, thereby adjusting 

their amplitudes and phases, such that when added together they form the desired beam [36]. 

The receivers used in a digital beamforming system need not be as closely matched in phase 
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Figure 2.14: An element-space beamformer receiver with L antenna elements capable of 
forming K beams. 

and amplitude, as in an analogue network, since a calibration process can be performed by 

the controlling software, and any discrepancies can be removed by adjusting the weights 

appropriately [38]. 

2 .2 .7 E l e m e n t - S p a c e B e a m f o r m i n g 

The beamforming process described in Sections 2.2.3-2.2.6 is referred to as element-spcLce 

beamforming, where the digitised data signals, xi, I = 1, • • • , received from the array 

elements are directly multiplied by a set of weights, wi,l = 1,... ,L, in order to form 

a beam at the desired angle, 9k- By multiplying the received data signals, xi,... ,xl, 

by different sets of weights, w f , where I = 1, • • • ,L, and k = 1,... ,K, it is possible to 

form beams steered in any direction, Ok, where, again k = 1 , . . . ,K. More explicitly, by 

multiplying the signal received at each antenna element by a given complex-valued weight, 

which may be different for each antenna element, the desired signal may be recovered. Each 

of the beamformers creates an independent beam, at an angle. Ok, for receiving an arbitrary 

mobile's signal, by applying independent weights, w f , I = 1 , . . . ,L, k = 1 , . . . ,K, to the 

array signals, yielding ; 

= E k = 1,... ,K (2.38) 

z=i 

where y{9k) is the output of the beamformer in the direction of source k, k = 1,... ,K, which 

is located at the angle 0*, is a sample from the array element and Z = 1, - - , Z/ 

represents the weights for forming a beam at angle Ok- This equation is very similar to 

Equation 2.22, except for the addition of the superscript k, k = 1,. -. , K denoting the 

beam. 
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Figure 2.15: A beam-space beamformer receiver with L antenna elements capable of forming 
K beams [3]. 

Figure 2.14 shows an element-space beamformer with L antenna elements, capable of 

forming K independent beams for receiving K mobiles' signals. Each of the K beams may 

independently reject sources of interference, whilst receiving the desired signal. 

2.2 .8 B e a m - S p a c e B e a m f o r m i n g 

In contrast to the method of element-space beamforming, where the signals arriving from 

each of the L elements are weighted and summed to produce the desired output, the beam-

space technique forms multiple fixed beams, using a fixed beamforming network, which 

may be spatially orthogonal. The output of each beam is then weighted and the resultant 

signals are combined to produce the desired output [3, 23, 27, 28]. The signals from the 

beams, which are not used to supply the desired response may be used to cancel unknown 

interference [28]. 

Assuming that the outputs from each antenna element are equally weighted and have 

a uniform phase delay, the response of the array, the array factor F ( ^ , a ) in Equation 

2.21, produced by an incident plane wave arriving at the antenna array from direction 9, 

measured with respect to the normal of the antenna array, is given by 

N 

^"(0,0;) = (2.39) 
-N 

where L = {2N + 1) is the total number of elements in the array, $ = ^ s i n 0 is the 

electrical angle, where d is the inter-elemental distance and a is a constant known as the 
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uniform phase factor. Substituting 0 into Equation 2.39 leads to 

N 
g;w(.(e)g-jna^ 

n=—N 

where tn{0) = and c is the propagation velocity of the received signal. This equation 

corresponds to Equation 2.21. 

For d = A/2, we have 0 = vrsin^ [28]. Summing the geometric series in Equation 2.39, 

leads to [28] 

sm[^(2Ar+ ! ) ( $ - a)] 

sin[^($ - a)] 

By assigning different values to a , the main beam of the antenna may be swept across the 

range, —tt < # < tt. In order to generate an orthogonal set of 2N = L — I beams, the 

uniform phase factor, a, may be assigned the following values [28]: 

o = ^ = ± 1 , ^ : 3 , ( 2 . 4 2 ) 

Figure 2.16 illustrates the variations in the magnitude of the array factor, F{^,a), with 

—TT < $ < TT for the case of 2N + 1 = 5 elements and a = ±7r/5, ±37r/5. The orthogonal 

beams generated by the beamforming network represent 2Ar independent directions, one per 

beam. Depending on the target direction of interest, a particular beam of the set is identified 

as the main beam and the remainder are viewed as auxiliary beams. Prom Figure 2.16 it 

can be seen that each of the auxiliary beams has a null in the direction of the main beam. 

Because of the fixed nature of these unweighted beams formed by the fixed beamformers 

of Figure 2.15, individual beam control requires interpolation between beams in order to 

fine-steer the resultant beam and linear combination of auxiliary beams to create nulls in 

the direction of interfering sources. Alternatively, beam-space beamforming requires a set 

of beam-space combiners to generate weighted outputs as shown in Figure 2.15. The Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) block in the diagram generates the orthogonal beams, the process 

by which this is done is analogous to the performance of an F F T in the time-domain, where 

it may be viewed as a bank of non-overlapping narrow-band filters whose passbands span 

the frequency of interest [28]. Hence, the L point FFT generates L spatially orthogonal 

beams. 

2.3 Adap t ive Beamforming 

An antenna array uses an array of simple antennae, such as omni-directional antennae, and 

combines the signal induced in these antennae to form the array output. Each antenna 
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Figure 2.16: The array factor, F{^,a), of a five element antenna array using beam-space 
beamforming showing the four spatially orthogonal beams tha t may be generated. 

forming part of the array is known as an element of the array. The direction where the 

maximum gain would appear is controlled by adjusting the phase between the different 

antenna elements. The phase and gain of the signals induced in each array element is ad-

justed such that the signals due to a source in the direction in which maximum gain is 

required are added in-phase. An adaptive antenna adjusts these phases and gains, known 

as weights, so that when the outputs from the antenna elements are combined, the desired 

output is achieved [6, 29]. The properties of the antenna array may be varied over time 

in order to optimise the system's performance with respect to different optimisation cri-

teria. This criteria can include maximum power, maximum Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), 

minimum interference and maximum Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) [27]. 

Depending upon the operational environment that the antenna is currently in, it can change 

its performance metric and control algorithm, in order to provide the best service for the 

users of the network [51]. For example, conventional beamforming/diversity may be used 

to give maximum received signal power, while a null steering algorithm results in minimum 

interference. Finally, maximising the SINR corresponds to optimum diversity combining. 

Given these examples and the generic optimisation criteria to maximise reliable information 

flow to users with minimum required resources such as power and bandwidth, it is plausible 



that using a range of different schemes may be necessary. The term intelligent antenna 

encompasses the technologies of diversity combining [6, 40, 1, 3, 41, 52], adaptive beam-

forming [6, 3, 8], optimum combining [6, 3], adaptive matching of the antenna's impedance 

to the receiver [53, 54], and space division multiple access [6, 8, 55, 56]. 

An adaptive antenna's parameters are automatically adjusted, in order to obtain an 

optimal or near-optimal array output. The optimisation cost-function and the method used 

to achieve this state are dependent upon the optimisation algorithm chosen. The need for 

an adaptive solution is obvious, once one considers that interference is seldom constant in 

either terms of either time or space and a fixed antenna response would be of little, if any, 

use. 

2 .3 .1 F i x e d B e a m s 

The simplest technique of improving the system's performance is to use fixed multiple beams 

for both reception and transmission at the base station [32]. The strongest beam in the 

uplink will also be used for the downlink, since this is deemed to be the beam targeted at 

the desired user. On the uplink, the base station determines the direction of the path on 

which the strongest component of the desired signal arrives at the base station. On the 

downlink, the base station points a beam in the corresponding direction. Although this 

simple technique is not optimal, the SINR achievable at the mobile can be improved. 

Leth-Espensen et al. [36] describe a system of array processing, where an algorithm 

searches through the 22 fixed beams that may be generated by the antenna array, in order 

to find the strongest receiver beam of the desired signal. More explicitly, an exhaustive 

search is performed over nine delay taps and the 22 directions until the tap and direction, 

which result in the maximum received power are obtained. The estimated Direction of 

Arrival (DoA) was compared to the actual DoA found using a Global Positioning System 

(GPS) receiver. When averaging the received signals over 21 GSM transmission bursts (21 

X 8 X 576 fis « 100ms) the direction estimates occasionally indicated a direction quite 

different from that of the mobile. This was attributed to the received signal's lack of power 

due to undergoing a deep fade at that time. Increasing the number of bursts, over which 

the received signal was averaged, to 104 (Ri480ms) gave significantly improved results. The 

performance of eight element arrays processing either 22 beams or eight beams as well as 

that of four element arrays processing eight or four beams were compared. The average 

performance gain of the eight element array using 22 beams over that of a single element 

was 9.8dB. For the eight element, eight beam antenna the corresponding improvement was 

8.8dB and for the four element, eight beam array the gain was 8.7dB. Finally, the gain 



offered by the four beam, four element array was 5.4dB. 

In a switched beam system [33] a mobile station is located within a specific antenna beam 

and the antenna is then switched in the required operational mode in order to communicate 

with the specific user supported by the selected beam. If one considers a cell split into 

three sectors, each of 120° coverage, the available channels are divided equally amongst 

the sectors. No intelligence is required to locate a mobile stat ion within a sector and to 

initiate a call. In the event of the mobile station changing sector a handover is performed. 

An intelligent antenna system is able to switch from a given beam to a new beam without 

necessitating a handover, i.e. any of the beams can be assigned to one or more of the 

transceivers. Therefore, should all the users be located in one sector, then as many users 

as there are transceivers can be served. In contrast, using a conventionally sectorised base 

station the transceivers in the empty sectors would not be used, while calls in the high-trafBc 

sectors would be blocked [33]. 

2 .3 .2 T e m p o r a l R e f e r e n c e T e c h n i q u e s 

Temporal reference techniques refer to the design of array processors which optimise the 

receive antenna array weights, in order to be able to identify a known sequence at the 

output of the antenna array. This known desired sequence is termed the reference signal, 

which must be specifically designed so as to be easily identifiable, for example with the aid 

of a high auto-correlation peak, while being readily distinguishable from or uncorrelated 

with unwanted interferences and noise sources [3, 20, 30]. For example, in GSM [11] there 

are eight different channel sounding sequences used for identifying the eight co-channel base 

stations, therefore, inevitably, co-channel interferers will use identical sounding sequences to 

those used by the desired mobile user, hence the system may become unable to distinguish 

between the wanted signal and a co-channel interferer [1]. The spreading codes used in 

CDMA are inherently unique and they are therefore suitable for use as the user specific 

sequence. A significant advantage of the temporal reference technique is that, unlike the 

spatial reference approach, it does not need careful characterisation of the antenna array. 

Effects such as mutual coupling between the antenna array elements are readily handled 

by the adaptation routine, since the array weights are adjusted automatically, in order to 

cancel them [1]. 

Figure 2.17 shows the structure of a temporal reference based beamformer, where the 

array output is subtracted from the reference signal, r{t) which assists in identifying the 

desired user, in order to generate the error signal e{t) = r{t) — w^x{t), which is then used 

to control the weights. The weights are adjusted such that the Mean Squared Error (MSE) 
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Figure 2.17: The structure of a temporal reference based beamformer with L antenna 
elements. 

between the array output and the reference signal is minimised, where the error is expressed 

as : 

= kW -

Taking the expected values of both sides of Equation 2.43 we get 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

where z = E[x{t)r* {t)] is the cross-correlation between the reference signal and the array 

signal vector x{t) and R = E[x{t)x^{t)], as defined in Equations 2.26 and 2.27, is the 

correlation matrix of the array output signals. 

The MSE surface is a quadratic function of the complex array weight vector w and it is 

minimised by setting its gradient with respect to w equal to zero : 

V^(E[6^(^)]) = - 2 z + 2Aw = 0, (2.45) 

yielding the well-known Wiener-Hopf equation for the optimal weight vector [3, 20, 23, 27, 

28, 30] in the form of : 

"^opt — R (2.46) 



The Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) at the output of t he array processor, also known 

as the Wiener filter, using these weights is given by [23] : 

= ^[|r(<) 1̂ ] - (2.47) 

In [57] a 16-bit reference signal was used in order to uniquely identify the mobiles. This 

contribution proposes an adaptive antenna algorithm suitable for GSM and the urban envi-

ronment, since this is where the highest capacity is generally needed. More specifically, the 

16-bit reference signal used in this system is the GSM equaliser's training sequence, which 

is one of the eight legitimate 16-bit codes exhibiting the highest main-peak to side-peak 

ratio in its auto-correlation function, which were found by exhaustive computer search of 

all 2̂ ® possible sequences. These 16-bit sequences were then extended to 26 bits by quasi-

periodically repeating five bits at both ends of the sequence. Neighbouring base stations, 

and hence their mobiles, use a difi'erent one from the set of eight codes, as detailed in [11]. 

The algorithm described in this paper [57] calculates the initial weight vector using just 

the known training sequence. This weight vector is then applied to all the data in the 

burst and the result is passed to the GSM channel equaliser in order to detect the unknown 

bits. The detected bits are then input to the GSM modulator, in order to construct a 

modulated reference waveform for the entire burst and a new weight vector is calculated. 

This weight vector is applied to the whole data burst and the result is again passed to the 

GSM equaliser. Therefore, the Signal-to-Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) is improved 

for the whole burst, rather than just for the training sequence. In the simulations carried 

out in [57] the process was repeated for a maximum of 20 iterations or until the same data 

bits were returned twice. It was found that the typical number of iterations required was 

three or four. The effect of varying the number of antenna elements was investigated. If the 

multipath components of the wanted signal are sufficiently delayed, so that they are uncor-

related with the reference signal, they are cancelled. These delayed paths can be exploited, 

if tapped delay-line filters are used in conjunction with amplitude and phase weighting of 

the antenna elements. The paper presents results for an eight element linear array with up 

to three taps. 

Barrett and Arnott [1] describe a similar system, in which the modulated training se-

quence is compared to the signal at the array's output. After the training sequence has 

been received and the data detection begins, the system switches into decision directed 

mode, in which the demodulator decisions are remodulated in order to form the reference 

signal on the basis of the total received burst. Provided tha t the error rate is adequate 

(better than 10~^), a reference signal generated by this method would allow the system 

to track interference changes in the propagation environment. Field trials were conducted 



for a system using an eight element adaptive antenna. The da ta received at each antenna 

was digitised and stored, in order to allow offline processing, enabling the comparison of 

different processing functions operating on the basis of the same recorded data. The re-

sults show a substantial improvement in terms of the demodulated SNR, when compared to 

that of a single element antenna. The optimum combining was implemented by updating 

the array weights every transmission burst (every 10ms), and each update used 100 data 

snapshots taken from within the burst. The reference signal was obtained using decision 

directed operation (no training sequence was used) and the weights were updated using the 

Normalised Least Mean Squares (NLMS) algorithm. The amplitude resolution of the data 

and weights was eight bits. The results using optimum combining were found to be superior 

to those obtained using selection diversity. 

2.3.2.1 Least Mean Squares 

The Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm is the most common technique used for continu-

ous adaptation [3, 20, 23, 28, 30]. It is based on the steepest-descent method, a well-known 

optimisation technique that recursively computes and updates the weight vector. The al-

gorithm updates the weights at each iteration by estimating the gradient of the quadratic 

error surface and then changing the weights in the direction opposite to the gradient by a 

small amount in an attempt to minimise the Mean Square Error (MSB), as seen in Figure 

2.18. The desired response, generated for example by inputt ing the reference sequence to 

the modulator is supplied to the algorithm, allowing the estimation error and thus the error-

surface, to be calculated. The constant that determines the amount by which the weights 

are adjusted during each iteration is referred to as the step size. When the step size is 

sufficiently small, the process leads these estimated weights to the near-optimal weights in 

Figure 2.18, whilst large step sizes allow faster convergence, but exhibit a larger residual 

MSB due to the non-optimal weights [28]. 

The updated value of the weight vector at time n + 1 is computed using [3, 8, 23, 27, 28, 

29,58]: 

w(n 4-1) - w(M) - ^/^V(J(n)), (2.48) 

where vi{n + l) denotes the new weights computed at the (n +1)^^ iteration; /i is the positive 

step size that controls the rate of convergence and hence determines how close the estimated 

weights approach the optimal weights and V(J(n)) is an estimate of the gradient of the 

MSB, J(n) , where J (n) is given by [23] : 

J{n) = E[\r{n + 1)^] 4- {n)Rw{n) — 2w^{n)z, (2.49) 
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Figure 2.18: An example of the quadratic error surface and the weights of a two element 
system following the negative direction of the gradient in order to minimise the Mean Square 
Error (MSB). 

where r (n + 1) is the reference signal at time n + 1 and z = E[x{t)r*(t)] is the cross-

correlation vector between the input vector x{n) and the desired response r{n), while the 

correlation matrix, R, was defined in Equations 2.26 and 2.27. 

Differentiating Equation 2.49 with respect to w{n) gives : 

V ( J W ) = 2Bw(n) - 2z. 

Therefore, the instantaneous estimate of the gradient vector becomes 

V(J(n)) = 2z(n)z^(n)w(n) —2^(M)r*(n) 

= — 2z(n)e*(M), 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

where e*{w{n)) is the error between the array output and the reference signal, which is 

formulated as : 

e*(n) = r(n) — x^{n)w{n). 

The array output in Figure 2.17 is given by : 

3/(M) = w#(m)z(M). 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 



Upon substituting Equation 2.52 in Equation 2.48 the weight adaptation equation becomes: 

w(n + 1) = W.(n) + ij,x{n)e*{n). (2.54) 

Therefore, as Equation 2.52 shows, the estimated gradient, V(J (n ) ) , is a function of the 

error, e(n), between the array output, y(n), and the reference signal, r(n), and the received 

array signals, x{n), after the iteration. Convergence is guaranteed only, if [23, 29], 

0 (2.55) 
"^max 

where Xmax is the maximum eigenvalue of R, the correlation matrix of Equations 2.26 

and 2.27. Therefore, the eigenvalue spread or ratio of the matr ix R controls the rate of 

convergence [28] ciccording to : 

;c(j%) = (2.56) 
Ay; 

where %(_R) > 1. 

Under these conditions the algorithm is stable and the mean value of the estimated array 

weights converges to the values of the optimal weights. Within these bounds, the speed of 

adaptation and also the noise contaminating the weight vector are both determined by the 

size of /i. Since the trace of 7% is given by the sum of the diagonal elements of A [28], Amai 

therefore cannot be greater than the trace of R, that is. 

Xmax < tr[R] = ^ Aj (2.57) 
1=1 

where L is the number of antenna elements, and XI is the eigenvalue of R. Hence we 

have: 

0 < . < ^ . (2.58) 

This is a more restrictive bound on ji, than Equation 2.55, but it is much easier to apply, 

because the elements of R and the signal power can generally be more readily estimated, 

than the eigenvalues of R. The efficiency of the LMS algorithm has been shown to approach 

a theoretical limit for adaptive algorithms, when the eigenvalues of R are equal or nearly 

equal [59]. When the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix R are widely spread, i.e. x(i?) = 

then, according to Haykin [28], the excess mean-squared error produced by 

the LMS algorithm with respect to the minimum is determined primarily by the largest 

eigenvalues [28], and the time taken for the average weight vector to converge is limited by 



the smallest eigenvalues. However, as the spread of the eigenvalues increases, the highest 

acceptable value of the stepsize /i required for maintaining stability decreases inevitably, 

resulting in slower convergence to the optimal weights. Selecting too small a value for /j, 

results in a slow rate of convergence, and in a non-stationary environment may cause the 

estimated weights to lag behind the evolution of the optimal weights [38], a phenomena 

known as the weight vector lag. Alternatively, using too high a value for /j, allows the 

vicinity of the solution point to be reached more rapidly, but the weights then wander 

around a larger region and cause a weight mis-adjustment error, as was demonstrated in 

Figure 2.18 [60]. This is due to fj. being equivalent to the reciprocal of the memory of the 

system, where a large value of fi uses fewer samples to estimate R, and hence a degraded 

estimation is performed, resulting in an increase in the average excess mean-squared error 

after adaptation. 

2.3.2.2 Normalised Least Mean Squares Algori thm 

In the LMS algorithm, the correction fix{n)e*{n) applied to the weight vector at time 

n 1 in Equation 2.54 is directly proportional to the input vector s(n) . Therefore, when 

x{n) is large, the LMS algorithm experiences a gradient noise amplification problem [28]. 

Therefore an algorithm which normalises the weight vector correction with respect to the 

squared Euclidean norm of the input vector x(n) at time n can be invoked. At the 

iteration the step size is then given by [23, 28] : 

^ i W ^ 

where /io is a constant. The normalised LMS algorithm is convergent in the mean-square 

sense, if 0 < /̂ o < 2 [28]. However, if the input vector x{n) is small, then numerical problems 

may arise due to the associated division by a small number. Therefore Equation 2.59 may 

be modified to: 

(2 60) 

where a > 0. Hence, the weight update formula of Equation 2.54 is modified to: 

w(n 4-1) = w(n) 4- (2.61) 
o + IkWII 

2.3.2.3 Sample Matrix Inversion 

The Sample Matrix Inversion (SMI) algorithm is a method of directly calculating the an-

tenna array weights based on an estimate of the correlation matrix, R = E[x{t)x^[t)] of 



the adaptive array output samples. The Wiener-Hopf solution for the optimal weights is 

repeated here from Equation 2.46, for convenience : 

= R z, (2.62) 

where z = E[x{t)r*{t)\ is the cross-correlation between the reference signal, r{t) and the 

array output signal, x{t). If the signal, noise and interference characteristics are stationary, 

then the correlation matrix can be evaluated and the optimal solution for the adaptive 

weights can be computed directly using the above equation, with the aid of matrix inver-

sion. In practice however, due to the non-stationary mobile environments encountered, the 

adaptive processor must continually update the weight vector, in order to meet the new 

conditions imposed by the time-varying mobile environment. This need to regularly update 

the weight vector leads to the requirement of obtaining estimates of R and z in a finite 

observation interval, and thus to obtain a weight vector estimate. This approach is termed 

block-adaptive, where the statistics are estimated from a temporal block of data and are 

used in a periodic optimum weight calculation process. In the GSM system [11] it may be 

possible to use the synchronisation/channel sounding sequence in each burst to recompute 

the antenna array weights for each 4.615ms burst. 

If the cross-correlation vector z = E[x{t)r*{t)] is assumed to be known, then the opti-

mal weight vector estimate, w of Equation 2.62, for the situation when x{t) contains the 

reference-signal related desired signal, where R^x is the block based estimate of the true 

correlation of the array's output samples, namely that of Rxx^ rnay be determined using 

(2-63) 

However, in the scenario when the received signal x{t) contains either noise of the interfering 

users' signals rather than the desired signal, the estimate of the correlation matrix Rxx is 

denoted by Rnn, and the optimal antenna weights may be calculated thus according to ; 

W; — (2.6^ 

Therefore, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) at the output of the combiner seen in Figure 

2.17 may be written as [30] : 

where i assumes values of 1 or 2, according to the first or second scenarios above, and s 

denotes the reference-signal related desired signal component of the array output signal 

vector X. The SNR (s/n)2 is only defined during those t ime intervals, when a reference-

signal related desired signal is actually present; the weight adjustment is assumed to take 

place when the desired signal is absent. 



The estimate of the sample correlation matrix can be evaluated according to: 

1 ^ 

n=l 

where N is the size of the observation interval expressed in terms of the number of ar-

ray output samples considered. Again, this approach is termed block-adaptive, where the 

statistics are estimated from a temporal block of data and used during the optimum weight 

calculation process. Given that each element of the matrix, Rxx^ is a random variable, the 

output SNR is also a random variable [25, 30]. The maximum achievable SNR at the output 

of the combiner seen in Figure 2.17 that may be obtained is : 

(2.673 

The actual SNRs obtained using and Wg may be normalised as follows [25, 30] : 

Reed [25] examined the number of samples, JV, required in order to achieve a high-

quality estimate of the noise- or interference-related co-variance matrix, Bnn, and derived 

the expected value of the normalised SNR at the output of the combiner seen in Figure 

2.17, which was found to be : 

(2.69) 

where L is the number of elements in the antenna array. 

The expectation of the normalised SNR in Equation 2.69 using the antenna weights calcu-

lated on the basis of the noise- or interference-only related co-variance matrix, is plotted in 

Figure 2.19 for two, four and eight element antenna arrays. Explicitly, Figure 2.19 suggests 

that as long as, N, the number of samples used to estimate the noise- or interference-related 

correlation matrix, i?nn; is greater than twice the number of antenna elements, the loss in 

E[p2] due to non-optimal weights is less than 3dB. The expected values of E[p2] evaluated 

from Equation 2.69 are compared to values determined using simulations. The simulation 

based and theoretical SNRs were in good agreement. It is interesting to note that although 

both the normalised simulated and theoretical SNRs approach unity, implying approaching 

the optimum SNR in Equation 2.67, however the rate of convergence for both the theoreti-

cal and simulated values slows down, as the number of antenna elements used to form the 

antenna array increases. This is expected, since as the number of antenna array elements 

increases, so does the optimum SNR that may be obtained according to Equation 2.67, as 

also seen in Figure 2.20. 
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Figure 2.19: The expected normalised Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), E[p2] evaluated from 
Equation 2.69, for various numbers of array output samples, in terms of the number of 
antenna array elements, used to construct the noise- or interference-only correlation matrix. 
Simulated results for identical scenarios are also presented for comparison. The SNR at each 
antenna array element was 12.0dB. 

Thus far we have assumed the knowledge of the cross-correlation vector z, which is 

unrealistic in a practical system. Therefore, the optimal weight vector may be determined 

with the aid of the estimated cross-correlation vector z according to : 

^2 = 

where z is the sample cross-correlation vector given by 

N 

(2.70) 

(2.71) 

and r(n) is the reference signal. 

The normalised SNR for a two element antenna array was determined by simulation using 

Equation 2.70, for estimating the optimum antenna array weights, is presented in Figure 

2.21. This figure shows that the SNR of the received signal, using the antenna weights 

determined when the desired signal was present, is significantly lower, than when using the 

weights obtained when the desired user's signal was absent. The simulated SNR, for the 
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Figure 2.20: The SNR at the output of the array combiner determined by simulation and the 
optimal SNR according to Equation 2.67 for a varying number of array output samples, in 
terms of the number of antenna array elements, used to construct the noise- or interference-
only correlation matrix. The SNR at each antenna array element was 12.0dB. 

case of two antenna elements, when the desired signal was received is significantly higher 

than that predicted theoretically by Equation 2.68, although this phenomenon does not 

appear for the four and eight element antenna arrays characterised in Figure 2.22. 

The SNR obtained using Equation 2.70 is shown to be comparable to the SNR obtained 

with the noise- or interference-only correlation matrix, i?„n, which is because the estimates 

i and Rxx are highly correlated under strong desired signal conditions, and the errors in 

each estimate tend to compensate each other, thus yielding an improved weight estimate 

and faster convergence. Improvement of the transient response through careful selection of 

the initial weight vector is possible by invoking the following relationship 

-1 

W^ = 

N 

. n=l 

(2.72) 

where a is a scalar constant and I is the N x N identity matrix. 

The estimate of R may be updated, when new samples arrive from the antenna, according 
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to [23]: 

Jj(n + 1) = " « ( " ) + £ ( " + % " ( " + !) ^ (2.73) 
n + 1 

and a new estimate of the weights w{n + 1) at time instant n + 1 may be made. The 

expression of the optimal weights in Equation 2.46 requires the inverse of R, and this 

process of estimating R and then its inverse may be combined to update the inverse of R 

from the array signal samples, x{n), using the Matrix Inversion Lemma [23, 27] which is 

given in its general form as: 

+ (2.74) 

thus leading to: 

R-Hn) = ( . + l)A-'(n-l) - " + ,2.75) 
n + x^{n)R i ( n —l)x(n) 

with 

B-^(O) = - 7 , 60 > 0, (2.76) 
eo 

where I is the N x N identity matrix. This method of estimating the array weights using 

the inverse update technique is known as the Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm. 

Unlike for the LMS algorithms, the performance of the SMI algorithm is almost indepen-

dent of the eigenvalue spread of R and it is similar to that of the steepest descent algorithm 

using a correlation matrix, R, of equal eigenvalues [27]. The matrix estimation in Equation 

2.66 is only suitable for use in a stationary environment [27]. In a time varying environment 

a de-weighted matrix estimate may be more applicable [58], yielding: 

R{n) = aR{n — 1) + (1 — a)x{n)x^(n) 0 < a < 1 (2.77) 

where a is the so-called 'forgetting factor'. 

Hence, Equation 2.75 becomes 

it-Hn} = a-'R-Un - 1) - " ~ ( » ) « " ( " - D (g.yg) 
1 4- (1 — a)o:-^3(n).R-^(n — 1)2^(M) 

The vector, z = E[x{n)r*(n)], containing the correlation between the reference signal, 

r(n), and the array output signals, x(n), must also be updated for each block of iV received 

samples according to: 

1 ^ 
z = — ^ 3 ( n ) r * ( M ) . (2.79) 

n=l 



If an error term, e — z — z, between the estimate of the correlation vector z and its actual 

value, is used to represent the errors due to the estimation process, we may write 

e = - z. (2.80) 

Therefore, the weight vector derived using the SMI method is a least squares solution. It 

can be shown theoretically that the array weights derived by the SMI approach converge 

more rapidly towards their final values than those generated by the LMS algorithm. How-

ever, there are practical difficulties associated with the employment of the SMI algorithm. 

Specifically, the inversion of the potentially large correlation matrix, R, requires a high 

complexity. Specifically, the complexity of the matrix inversion is proportional to L^, where 

L is the matrix dimensionality, and it is thus very computationally expensive. However, the 

matrix inversion may be avoided by using the recursive techniques of Equation 2.75. 

In [48] Strandell et al. investigated the performance of an adaptive antenna system using 

the SMI adaptation algorithm. The system was integrated into an existing DCS-1800 base 

station and used the 26-bit equaliser training sequence in each traffic burst as the reference 

signal. The performance of the adaptive antenna was evaluated in the laboratory initially, 

so as to avoid multipath propagation. It was shown that the algorithm was capable of 

suppressing an interferer, when the power of the interferer was within the dynamic range 

of the Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC) used to digitise the signals arriving at the 

antenna array elements. The ADC had an eight-bit resolution giving approximately a 

48dB dynamic range spanning from -32dBm to -80dBm. Consequently, below -80dBm the 

interferer is buried in the noise and no suppression is possible. Therefore, stronger interferers 

are suppressed more effectively than weak ones. The adaptive antenna was found to improve 

the SIR by more than 30dB in conjunction with an interferer power at -40dBm and a desired 

input signal power between -70dBm and -40dBm. When either of the signal levels exceeded 

the dynamic range of the ADC, the SIR improvement was very low, even less than OdB in 

some circumstances. 

The performance of the antenna was then evaluated in an open terrain environment, with 

no obstacles within 500m of the antenna. It was found that even though there was some 

array pattern distortion, or angular pointing error in the direction of the main beam, the 

interfering signal located at an angle of 90° with respect to the desired signal was suppressed 

by about 25dB relative to the main beam. The pointing error of the main beam was due 

to the relatively short, 26-bit training sequence used, leading to a poorly estimated array 

output correlation matrix, when the desired signal was present in the matrix [61]. A solution 

to this problem is the positive diagonal loading technique [61], where adding a small value to 

the diagonal elements of the matrix results in faster weight convergence. In conjunction with 



a perfectly estimated array output correlation matrix all the noise eigenvalues are identical 

and equal to the noise variance [48]. In contrast, a poor estimate of the array output 

correlation matrix gives non-identical eigenvalues, resulting in a distorted array pattern. If 

the loading value is larger than the noise eigenvalues, but smaller than the eigenvalues of the 

desired and interfering signal, then the overall noise level is increased, resulting in almost 

identical noise eigenvalues [62]. The loading value I was chosen so that Z/cr̂  % 10^ [61]. The 

diagonal loading decreases the SIR, but increases the SNR due to the lower sidelobe levels, 

leaving the SINR unchanged [61]. The SIR improvement achieved by the adaptive antenna 

was measured for Direction-Of-Arrival (DOA) separations ranging from 2.5° to 180° at a 

constant input SIR of 20dB. The interference suppression capability varied from 31dB for 

a 180° angular separation to 26dB for a 2.5° separation. However, as a consequence of the 

limited array beamwidth, the SNR gain decreased upon decreasing the DOA separation, 

reaching a minimum of -lOdB at 5° separation. 

2.3.2.4 Recursive Least Squares 

The RLS algorithm exploits the matrix inversion lemma defined in Equation 2.74 for updat-

ing the antenna array element weights. As the RLS algorithm utilises information contained 

in the array's combiner output data as shown by Equations 2.74 and 2.75, extending back 

to the time when the algorithm was initiated, the rate of convergence is typically an or-

der of magnitude higher than that of the LMS algorithm. This performance improvement, 

however, is achieved at the expense of a substantial increase in computational complexity. 

The correlation matrix, R of the array output, at time n, may be updated thus according 

to[3, 23, 28]: 

- 1) + (2 81) 

where, similarly to Equation 2.77, the 'forgetting factor', Sq, is used to de-emphasise old 

array output samples. The value 1/(1 — Jg) is known as the memory of the algorithm, and 

for example when 5o = 99, the memory of the algorithm is approximately 100 samples, 

while R{n — 1) is the previous value of the correlation matrix, R, at time n — 1. 

Similarly, the cross-correlation vector between the array output signal and the desired 

signal may be calculated as : 

z(n) = — 1) + z(n)r(n). (2.82) 

Equation 2.46 states how the optimal receive antenna weights may be obtained, which is 
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repeated here for convenience : 

# \z, 

leading to, 

w{n) = R ^{n)z 

= ^0^"^ - 1) + B"^(n)z(M)r*(n), 

where 

B - X n ) = — R ^(n — 1) 
R ^{n — l)x{n)x^{n)R ^(n —1) 

(5o + {n)R'~^{n — l)x{n) 

with 

A-i(O) = 1 / , 60 > 0, 
eo 

as in Equation 2.76, when using the SMI algorithm. Therefore, with the aid of: 

R ^(n) = A ^(n —1) — ^ ( n —1) 

where 

we arrive at [28, 3], 

+ x^{n)R' '^{n — l )x(n) 

w{n) = w(n — 1) + q(n)[r*(n) — w^(n — 

g W 

(2.83) 

(2.84) 

(2.85) 

(2.86) 

(2.87) 

(2.88) 

(2.89) 

where the square-bracketed term represents the error, e(n) = r*(n) — y(n) between the 

desired signal and the array output signal after processing. As can be seen from Equation 

2.85, the inversion of the correlation matrix, R(n) required by Equation 2.83, has been 

replaced by the simple update formula of Equation 2.87, requiring scalar division, thus 

significantly reducing the complexity imposed. 

2 .3 .3 Spat ia l R e f e r e n c e T e c h n i q u e s 

Spatial reference adaptation [1, 3, 8, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 50] relies on information regarding the 

direction of arrival of the desired signal and its multipath components. There are numerous 

different methods for obtaining estimates of the DOA information with the aid of the 

received antenna array signals [3, 23, 50]. Wave-number estimation techniques [3, 23, 24, 50] 

are based on the decomposition of the array output correlation matrix, R = Blx(t)x^ (t)], 



whose terms consist of estimates of the correlation between the signals at the elements of 

the antenna array in Figure 2.10. The so-called Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) 

algorithm [3, 23, 50] and the Estimation of Signal Parameters by Rotational Invariance 

Techniques (ESPRIT) both use this approach [23, 50]. However, these algorithms are not 

effective for detecting coherent signals [23, 50]. The parametric estimation techniques [23, 

50] are mainly maximum likelihood estimation (MLB) based algorithms, where the ML 

estimates of desired parameters, such as the angles of arrival, are the ones for which the 

likelihood function is maximised. These techniques impose a high computational complexity 

and also require the antenna array to be accurately calibrated. Again, further information 

concerning these algorithms may be found in [7, 9, 23, 63]. 

2.3.3.1 Antenna Calibration 

Antenna calibrating procedures [7, 35, 64] can be readily incorporated in a digital beam-

forming array, facilitating the realisation of highly selective antenna patterns exhibiting 

ultra-low sidelobes. The feature of self-calibration is an advantage, but may indeed also be 

an essential requirement for a system employing an array of elemental receivers constituted 

by multiple, cascaded active components [38, 7]. Several techniques are available, such as 

the injection of precise radio frequency test signals at the receiver front-ends [35, 48], fo-

cusing on a source at a known position in the near or far-field, or employment of a known, 

well defined scatterer of the transmitted signal. 

In order to improve the SIR of the signal received by an adaptive antenna array, nulls 

can be created in the antenna array's radiation pattern in the direction of strong co-channel 

interferers. However, the depth and angular position of these nulls are very sensitive to phase 

and amplitude errors within the antenna array [7]. The performance of RF components 

generally varies over temperature, time and frequency. A study conducted by Tsoulos 

and Beach [7] found that a temperature variation of 14°C to 27° C resulted in a maximum 

amplitude variation of ±L5dB and a ±180° maximum phase error across the antenna array. 

Performing a calibration of phase and amplitude mis-matches between the antenna array 

elements at the time of manufacture would not take into account temperature variations 

and ageing effects [35]. Reference [7] noted that even under the same room temperature the 

amplitude and phase mismatches varied from day to day. Therefore, an online calibration 

procedure is required that can take place, whilst the base station continues to function 

normally. Only the active components have to be calibrated, the passive components are 

assumed to be less susceptible to temperature and time. After calibration the amplitude 

mismatch was limited to ±0.04dB and the phase mismatch to ±0.4°. 
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The calibration process of an 8x8 element receiver antenna array developed for the pan-

European TSUNAMI (II) SDMA Field Trial was described by Passman and Wixforth in [64]. 

The aim of the calibration procedure was to reduce the phase error to less than 3° and the 

amplitude error to less than 0.5dB. The receive antenna array, as shown in Figure 2.23, 

consists of ten linearly spaced active subarrays, each of which consists of eight vertically 

separated single antenna elements. The 1st and 10th subarrays act as dummy elements in an 

attempt to maintain a consistent mutual coupling between subarrays across the entire array. 

The provision of circuitry to allow the reception of both vertically and horizontally polarised 

signals at each of the eight subarrays implies that the reception of 16 different polarisations 

is possible. The calibration of the antenna can be separated into two stages, namely the 

offline calibration after manufacture and the online calibration performed during operation. 

The offline calibration measures the characteristics of the passive components in the signal 

path and assumes that the 16:1 Wilkinson divider and the 20dB directional couplers are 

stable over both time and temperature. More specifically, the online calibration procedure 

uses the Wilkinson divider and the directional couplers to inject a calibration signal into 

each of the eight signal paths dedicated to horizontal polarisation and the eight paths for 

vertical polarisation. The magnitude and phase response of these 16 signal paths is then 

measured in the baseband in order to characterise the entire antenna system. However, 

fully characterising this antenna array receiver at all of the frequencies of interest would 

generate vast amounts of data, and require an impractical length of time. 

Fortunately, it is possible to use a reduced set of measurements [64]. Measurements of 

the antenna array's forward transfer function, S21, between the central calibration port and 

the 16 receiver ports for both the vertically and horizontally polarised signals were found to 

be essential, for characterising the calibration network itself. Phase differences of up to 20° 

and amplitude variations of 2dB were measured between two seemingly identical calibration 

signal paths, despite the symmetrical layout of the Wilkinson divider [64]. Further measure-

ments of 521 between each subarray port and all other subarray ports, in order to account 

for mutual coupling of the subarrays showed coupling levels of below -30dB between all 

ports. Thus far, the characterisation of the calibration network has required 16 phase and 

magnitude values, while the mutual coupling between the subarrays necessitated a further 

(2 X 8)^ = 256 readings. Additionally, any imbalances between subarrays in the magnitude 

radiation patterns over all specified azimuth and elevation angles must also be measured, 

leading to a still significant amount of information that must be processed. 

Simmonds and Beach [35] described how an 8 element adaptive antenna array can be 

calibrated, with no interruption to the network, for both transmission and reception. The 
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Figure 2.23: Block diagram of the 8x8 element antenna array receiver and in-built cali-
bration system of Passman and Wixforth showing the horizontal and vertical polarisation 
ports [64]. 

aim of the scheme was to achieve a post-calibration accuracy of 3° phase and 0.5dB mag-

nitude error across the array. The design of the process allows the receive calibration to be 

performed during the unallocated timeslots within the DCS1800 frame structure. A Con-

tinuous Wave (CW) signal is injected simultaneously into each of the receiver antenna array 

elements via directional couplers and a power divider/combiner. Digital attenuators allow 

the injected signal strength to be varied over a range of 60dB in 2 to 3dB steps. The errors 

associated with the received signal phase and amplitude are measured in the baseband and 

the beamformer weights are adjusted appropriately, in order to produce the desired beam 

pattern. Moreover, the same technique cannot be used for transmitter calibration, since this 

would result in spurious RF transmission. In the proposed scheme the transmitter would 

be calibrated in the even timeslots, except for timeslot zero, which is used for the Broadcast 

Control CHannel (BCCH) in DCS1800 and GSM [35]. Each branch of the antenna array 

is sampled using the directional couplers and the resulting signals are down-converted to 

baseband. These 8-bit quantised I and Q samples are compared to the baseband digital 

beamformer outputs, in order to obtain the correction factor required for each array path. 

2 .3 .4 B l i n d A d a p t a t i o n 

Blind adaptation [3, 23, 50] of the array weights has several advantages over both the spa-

tial [6, 7, 9, 23, 50, 63] and temporal reference [6, 1, 3, 20, 30, 57] based systems of Sections 



2.3.3 and 2.3.2. Temporal reference assisted systems must achieve synchronisation and 

perform demodulation, before weight adaptation can commence, whereas spatial reference 

aided systems require very strictly calibrated hardware and rely on DoA information. How-

ever, the typically large angular spread of the incoming signals in small picocells makes this 

difficult to attain. In contrast, a blind adaptation scheme [3, 23, 50, 56] does not require 

training sequences or any information concerning the antenna array's geometry. Dispens-

ing with the reference or training sequence results in potentially increased data rates. For 

example, a capacity increase of 17% can be achieved in the uplink for GSM [56] upon invok-

ing blind joint space-time equalisation. However, using for example the so-called constant 

modulus adaptive algorithm [65] can lead to the capture of interfering signals instead of the 

wanted signal, an issue argued more explicitly in [66, 67]. 

2.3.4.1 Constant Modulus Algorithm 

The Constant Modulus (CM) algorithm [65] operates on the principle that the amplitude 

of the receive antenna array output should remain constant, unless the interference causes 

fluctuations. If the transmitted signal, s{n), has a constant envelope, then the combiner 

output, y{n) in Figure 2.17, should also have a constant envelope. However, if multipath 

fading occurs, then the combiner output, y(n), will have a fluctuating envelope. The ob-

jective of CM beamforming [3, 23, 50] is to restore the array output to a constant envelope 

signal, on average. This can be accomplished by adjusting the array weight vector, w, in 

such a way, so as to minimise a certain cost function. 

In the classic paper by Godard [65], who used the CM property in order to carry out 

blind channel equalisation, the criterion was to minimise the functions referred to as 

the dispersion of order p {p > 0 integer), defined by 

(2.90) 

with Rp being real positive constants given by : 

= W M ' 

where a(n) is the transmitted data symbol. The standard cost function of [3, 23, 65] 

(n) = E l'(|3/(n) - |a(m) |P)^], (2.92) 

which is not used in blind array weight adaptation, is independent of the carrier phase 

but depends on the magnitude of the antenna array's output signal, \y{n)\, and that of 

the transmitted signal, |o(n)|. In contrast, the function used in the CM algorithm is 

independent of both the carrier phase and the data symbol's magnitude [65]. 



The most often used practical case is that of p = 2, where 

W = E[(|2/W|^ - B2W)" ] , (2.93) 

with 

= f j ^ ' 
and the cost function, D'^{n), is effectively the mean squared error between the magnitude 

of the antenna array's output signal squared and the constant R2{n). Hence, again, the 

main difference between the conventional cost function of Equat ion 2.92 and that of the 

constant modulus algorithm in Equation 2.90 is that the constant modulus algorithm does 

not assume the knowledge of the data sequence's magnitude, |(i(M)|, it rather attempts to 

minimise the difference with respect to the constant quantity R2{'n), which is related to 

the moments of |a(n)| by Equation 2.94. In other words, the CM beamforming algorithm 

directs the combiner's output to a constant envelope. 

In [23] a cost function is given in the form of : 

= (2.95) 

where yo is the desired amplitude in the absence of interference. 

The objective is to find a set of values for the array weight vector, w, that will minimise 

the given cost function. This may be accomplished using the following equation [23] : 

w(n + 1) = w(m) - 2//(|2/(M)|^ - {/g)2/(n)^(M + 1), (2.96) 

or employing the update formula of [3] : 

w{n + 1) = w{n) + iJ,[Rp{n) — \y{n)f]y{n)x{n), (2.97) 

which are used in a steepest descent fashion to update the array weights and are essentially 

identical, apart from Equation 2.96 using the current sample, x{n + l), of the array's output, 

while Equation 2.97 using the previous sample, x{n). These equations are identical to the 

update regime of Equation 2.54 used in the LMS algorithm, with the only difference being 

the error term. 

There are two conditions, which may lead to a zero-gradient situation, where the algo-

rithm stops adapting. The first is the condition of \y{n)\ = 1, which represents the desired 

convergence optimum. The second is y{n) = 0, which also forces the gradient to become 

zero. However, fortunately this is not a practical problem, since the point y{n) = 0 is not 

a stable equilibrium and the system noise moves the weight vector from this zero-gradient 



point. A further problem in a hostile fading environment is t ha t the beamformer may incor-

rectly select the interference as the signal to process, so as to maintain a constant modulus, 

rather than the desired signal. 

In [56] a blind array weight adaptation technique was described by Laurila, which per-

forms joint space-time equalisation, separation and detection of multiple unsynchronised 

co-channel digital signals. The scheme exploits the facts that the signals are of fixed sym-

bol rate, have a CM and a Finite Alphabet (FA) of symbols. Simulations were conducted 

for an eight-element Uniform Linear Array (ULA) with an element spacing of A/2 [56]. 

The equaliser order was five. Although the simulation parameters were not optimised, the 

system gave results demonstrating that comparable BER can be achieved, when compared 

to reference-assisted adaptation methods. 

2.3 .5 A d a p t i v e Arrays in t h e D o w n l i n k 

Adaptive arrays have been more often studied for receiving uplink data at the base station. 

However, they are equally suitable for transmitting data by the base station in the downlink. 

It is possible to steer a transmitting array in the same way as one used for reception, so as to 

minimise the downlink interference inflicted upon co-channel mobiles. The wide frequency 

separation between the uplink and downlink frequency bands used in the Frequency Division 

Duplexing (FDD) GSM system, for example, results in uncorrelated fading between the up-

and the down-link. Therefore, the weights calculated for reception are typically unsuitable 

for employment in transmit mode. In contrast, in a Time Division Duplexing (TDD) system, 

such as UTRA [11] it may be possible to re-use the receive mode weights, provided that the 

location of the mobile has not changed significantly between timeslots, i.e. if the duration 

of the timeslots is sufficiently short. 

In the uplink scenario, the receive array can adapt to changes in the propagation medium 

by observing its own outputs and modifying its own processing, since there is an in-built 

feedback mechanism, as was shown in Figure 2.17. When used in the transmit mode, an 

adaptive antenna array at the base station needs an additional feedback signal from the 

mobile receivers, in order to give the base station a means of measuring its own beam 

patterns. The array, by directing a mainlobe towards a mobile, could nonetheless produce 

a spurious fade in the desired signal or inflict interference upon other mobiles. 

The scheme proposed by Gerlach and Paulraj [68] uses feedback of the signals received 

at the mobiles, in order to calculate the transmitter antenna weights to employ. The paper 

describes a system, where data transmission is temporarily halted in for the transmission of 

probing signals. Each probing signal is sent on an orthogonal channel in the time, frequency 



or code domain so that the receivers may measure the response of each probing signal. 

The responses to each of the probing signals at each of the receivers are fed back to the 

transmitter, allowing the channel responses to be estimated. Simulations were performed, 

by Gerlach and Paulraj [68], which showed that at a low mobile speed of 2.5 miles per hour 

(mph) adequate signal separation required a data feedback ra te in the order of a few kbit/s, 

making the approach only viable for static or slow-moving receivers. It is worth noting here 

that the 3G UTRA system has a total control channel rate of about 10 kbit/s. 

Further to this scheme, Gerlach and Paulraj [69] presented a method, which reduces the 

feedback rate by exploiting that as the array's weight vector fluctuates due to the mobile 

receiver's motion, the weight vector's fluctuations will be confined to a certain subspace of 

its total vector space. In contrast to the channel weight vector itself, the channel vector's 

subspace is much more stable during the mobile's motion, and this fact can reduce the 

required feedback rates. The method is best suited to environments having either a low 

number of propagation paths, or for several paths approaching the base station from similar 

angles. This implies that there must be only a few scattering bodies near to the base station. 

As the mobile receiver moves, its array weight vector varies at the fast fading rate, but the 

fluctuations are confined to the subspace where the subscript k denotes the mobile, 

which varies slowly. A beamformer based on this more stable subspace structure, rather 

than the array weight vector, will need a lower feedback rate. Hence, the subspace structure 

tends to be more useful, when the subspace dimension, dim[^fc], is small. The subspace 

dimension, will only be small however, if the number of propagation paths is low 

or if all of the paths have approximately the same angle of departure from the array. The 

paper derives a subspace beamformer and presents results obtained using simulations. The 

required feedback rate for a mobile moving at 35mph was estimated to be 250 bits/s. While 

this is a best-case estimate, it is significantly reduced in comparison to the rate in [68] and 

it is also less than the feedback rate used for power control in Qualcomm's IS-95 cellular 

system [69]. Hence, such a regime could realistically be used in a UTRA-type system. 

Martin and Gaspard [32] presented a system based on the Discrete Fourier Transform 

(DFT) Beamspace technique. Each user's signal was transmitted on the particular DFT 

beam, which offered the largest mean power level during the uplink reception. With a four-

element linear array the system provided a 175% radio capacity gain over a conventional 

base station. An eight-element array resulted in a gain of 200% in radio capacity. However, 

the downlink capacity using this method was not matched to the uplink capacity. Similarly 

enhanced downlink capacity was achieved using exact DO A information, where the down-

link's transmission beam was steered in the direction of the strongest multipath component 

received at the uplink. This provided an estimated 350% increase in radio capacity. 
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Monot et al. [49] also used a DOA based system. Their prototype implemented the 

Capon [24] and the MUSIC [3, 23, 50] algorithms using a five element antenna array, and 

it was reported to have successfully estimated the DOA of the different paths, in an envi-

ronment consisting of one main path and a set of spatially dispersed other paths. 

2 .3 .6 A d a p t i v e B e a m f o r m i n g P e r f o r m a n c e R e s u l t s 

The performance of the SMI algorithm of Section 2.3.2.3 using the direct matrix inversion 

formula of Equation 2.70 and the iterative matrix inversion lemma in Equation 2.75 as well 

as that of the ULMS and NLMS algorithms of Sections 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2 was compared 

for identical scenarios. The effects of varying the reference signal lengths and the SNR as 

well as INR on the level of interference rejection were measured. For the situations exposed 

to different SNRs and INRs, the eigenvalue spread %(_R) of Equation 2.56 is summarised in 

Table 2.1. 

SNR (dB) INR(dB) X(A) 
3.0 3.0 4.4 
3.0 9.0 8.3 
3.0 27^ 
9.0 3.0 8.3 
9.0 9.0 5.4 
9.0 27^ 12&6 

27.0 3.0 40&3 
27.0 9.0 12&6 
27^ 27^ 5.8 

Table 2.1: Eigenvalue spread, of Equation 2.56 evaluated for the array output 
cross-correlation matrix, i?, for different values of SNR and INR. 

The effects of varying the reference signal length, the signal-to-noise, and the interference-

to-noise ratios on the interference rejection achieved were evaluated and a complexity analy-

sis was performed. The ability of the various beamforming algorithms to combine multipath 

signals, whilst rejecting interference was also investigated. The modulation scheme used in 

the simulations was BPSK. Our associated results are summarised in the forthcoming sec-

tions. 

2.3.6.1 Two Element Adaptive Antenna Using Sample Matr ix Inversion 

Recall that the SMI algorithm of Section 2.3.2.3 directly inverts the sample correlation 

matrix, R^x = E[x{t)x^{t)], in order to find the optimal antenna element weights according 
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Figure 2.24; The interference rejection achieved using SMI beamforming upon varying the 
reference signal lengths for a two element antenna array using an element spacing of A/2. 
The source was at 0° and the interfere! at 30°, whilst eo = 0 .01 evaluating 10000 averaged 
runs over a Gaussian channel. 

to Equation 2.70. Specifically, we have Wg = where z is the sample cross-correlation 

vector between the array output vector, x, and the reference signal, r. The iterative version 

of this technique, as described in Section 2.3.2.3, forms the inverse of the sample correlation 

matrix, based on the received signal samples using Equation 2.75, and iteratively 

updates it according to : 

R ^{n — l)x{n)x^{n)R ^(n —1) 

with B-XO) 

l+x^{n)R ^{n — l)x{n) 

^ I where eo is a scalar value greater than zero. 

(2.98) 

eo 

The interference rejection achieved using the SMI algorithm as a function of the reference 

signal length is shown in Figure 2.24(a) for equal values of SNR and INR, i.e. for equal 

signal and interferer powers. The graph also shows how the interference rejection increases, 

as the SNR and INR are increased. The performance of the direct inversion method of 

Equation 2.70 and the iterative method of Equation 2.75 was found to be identical using 

a value of eo = 0.01 in Equation 2.76 to initialise the estimate of For a setting of 

eo = 0.3 the difference between the rejection levels was of the order of O.OldB, while a 

O.ldB interference rejection reduction resulted from eo = 0.9. As stated earlier in Section 

2.3.2.3, an adequate performance can be achieved after processing only 2M data samples, 

where M is the number of sources present, which was two in this case. Figure 2.24(b) shows 

that the interference rejection is only affected by the INR and appears to be independent 

of the SNR. 

The rate at which the interference rejection increases, as the SNR and INR improve is 
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Figure 2.25: The interference rejection achieved versus SNR and INR using SMI beam-
forming upon varying the reference signal lengths for a two element antenna array using an 
element spacing of A/2, at equal S N R and INR. The source was at 0° and the interferer 
at 30°, whilst eo = 0.01 evaluating 10000 averaged runs over a Gaussian channel. 

shown in Figure 2.25. The increased SNR and INR values allow for more accurate estimates 

of the array output cross-correlation matrix, R, thus resulting in improved interference 

rejection. The rate of increase of the interference rejection slows down as the SNR and INR 

increase, since the limit of the estimation accuracy is approached. As expected, the longer 

reference lengths allow for a better estimate of R and hence exhibit higher interference 

rejection levels for sufficiently high SNR and INR values. In contrast, for low SNR and INR 

the estimation quality of R is poor, resulting in marginal performance improvements due 

to extending the reference sequence length. 

2.3.6.2 Two Element Adaptive Antenna Using Uncons tra ined Least Mean 

Squares 

The Unconstrained Least Mean Squares (ULMS) technique [3, 20, 21, 22, 23] of beamforming 

was described in more detail in Section 2.3.2.1 but is based around the weight update formula 

of Equation 2.54, i.e. w ( n + l ) = w(n)—fix(n)e*(n), where /i is a constant controlling the rate 

of convergence and e(n) is the error between the combiner output , y(n), and the reference 
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signal, r(n). For each array output sample, x{n), the new antenna element weights are 

calculated, in order to minimise the mean square error between the measured array output 

and the desired array output. 

The performance of the ULMS algorithm of Section 2.3.2.1 was studied using ^ = 

0.0000005, /i = 0.00005, jj, = 0.0005 in Equation 2.54 and varying the prevalent SNR 

and INK. It was found that convergence was extremely slow using fi = 0.0000005, and a 

reasonable level of interference rejection required an SNR and INR of 33.0dB in conjunction 

with a reference length of 1024 bits. This shows the dependence of the ULMS algorithm 

upon the received signal strength, which is evidenced by Figures 2.26, 2.27(a) and 2.27(b). 

Additionally, Figure 2.29(a) shows that step size is insufficient to allow convergence to an 

acceptable level of interference rejection regardless of the reference length or the number of 

iterations. In contrast, using a value of = 0.00005 in Figure 2.26 results in significantly 

faster convergence for all SNRs and INRs, where best performance was achieved by the 

stronger signals. However, the step size is excessive for SNRs and INRs in excess of about 

20dB and the phenomenon of weight jitter can be seen becoming apparent. Figure 2.28 

illustrates this further since it can be seen that the interference rejection achieved actually 

decreases for high SNRs and INRs upon increasing the number of iterations. Again, this 

phenomenon is due to weight jitter around the optimal solution for high values of SNR as 

well as INR and it becomes more prevalent for a large step size of 0.0005, which may be 

seen in Figure 2.29(b). Increasing the step size to 0.0005 results in a levelling off or even a 

reduction in the interference rejection achieved, as shown in Figure 2.27(b). Therefore, if 

the step size, /i, is chosen to be small, weak signals associated with low SNRs and INRs limit 

the convergence speed and may not be of much practical use, while strong signals allow for 

rapid convergence, as displayed in Figure 2.26. However, if /j, is large then the convergence 

is rapid even for weak signals, but the algorithm exhibits weight jitter, resulting in poor 

performance and potential instability. 
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equal S N R and INR. The source was at 0° and the interferer at 30°, whilst \i = 0.00005 
evaluating 10000 averaged runs over a Gaussian channel. 
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Figure 2.27: The interference rejection achieved using U L M S beamforming upon varying 
the reference signal lengths for a two element antenna array using an element spacing of 
A/2, at equal S N R and INR. The source was at 0° and the interferer at 30° evaluating 
10000 averaged runs over a Gaussian channel. 
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Figure 2.28: The interference rejection achieved using U L M S beamforming upon varying 
the reference signal lengths, SNR and INR. A two element antenna array was used with an 
element spacing of A/2, at equal S N R and INR. The source was at 0° and the interferer 
at 30° while jj, = 0.00005 evaluating 10000 averaged runs over a Gaussian channel. 
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Figure 2.29: The interference rejection achieved using U L M S beamforming upon varying 
the reference signal lengths, SNR and INR. A two element antenna array was used with an 
element spacing of A/2, at equal S N R and INR. The source was at 0° and the interferer 
at 30° evaluating 10000 averaged runs over a Gaussian channel. 
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Figure 2.30: The interference rejection achieved using N L M S beamforming upon varying 
the reference signal lengths for a two element antenna array with an element spacing of A/2, 
at equal S N R and INR. The source was at 0° and the interferer at 30° whilst jiQ = 0.2 
evaluating 10000 averaged runs over a Gaussian channel. 

2.3.6.3 Two Element Adaptive Antenna Using Normal i sed Least Mean Squares 

The Normalised Least Mean Squares (NLMS) algorithm [23, 28] of Section 2.3.2.2 uses 

a data dependent step size calculated using Equation (2.59), namely //(n) = ™ 

order to eliminate the deficiencies of the ULMS method of Section 2.3.2.1. Figure 2.30 

characterises the algorithm's convergence, when /̂ q = 0.2 in Equation 2.59. 

When compared to the performance of the algorithm using the larger step sizes of/io = 0.5 

and /io = 1.0 in Figures 2.31 and 2.32, it can be seen that for a small reference signal length 

the level of interference rejection is increased in conjunction with the larger step sizes, due 

to their faster rates of convergence. However, after the final interference rejection level has 

been reached, the algorithm performs better for smaller step sizes, attaining a higher level 

of interference rejection at the end of the convergence phase, and significantly lower weight 

jitter. For example, using /io = 1.0 when the SNR and INR was 6.0dB, the interference 

rejection became approximately 15dB exhibiting a jitter of it2.5dB. In the case of/io = 0.2, 

the interference rejection was 20dB exhibiting virtually no j i t ter effects. The performance 

difference became even more marked for higher SNR and INR levels. 

Figures 2.33(a), 2.33(b) and 2.33(c) demonstrate how the interference rejection increases. 
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Figure 2.31: The interference rejection achieved using N L M S beamforming upon varying 
the reference signal lengths for a two element antenna array with an element spacing of A/2, 
at equal S N R and INR. The source was at 0° and the interferer at 30° whilst //q = 0.5 
evaluating 10000 averaged runs over a Gaussian channel. 
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Figure 2.32: The interference rejection achieved using N L M S beamforming upon varying 
the reference signal lengths for a two element antenna array with an element spacing of A/2, 
at equal S N R and INR. The source was at 0° and the interferer at 30° whilst fio = 1.0 
evaluating 10000 averaged runs over a Gaussian channel. 
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Figure 2.33: The interference rejection achieved using N L M S beamforming upon varying 
the reference signal lengths, and SNR and INR, for a two element antenna array with an 
element spacing A/2, at equal S N R and INR. The source was at 0° and the interferer at 
30° evaluating 10000 averaged runs over a Gaussian channel. 

as the SNR and INR improve. When /Uq = 0.2, the rate of convergence is too slow for 

the optimal solution to be reached for reference signal lengths of 16 and 32 bits. For a 

reference signal length of 64 bits, a near optimal solution is obtained at low values of SNR 

and INR but as the SNR and INR increase, the performance of the algorithm does not 

improve beyond a certain point. This performance limitation experience for short reference 

signal lengths is due to the limited estimation quality of the mean of the received signal. 

Using a larger step size, hence allowing for faster convergence, resulted in shorter reference 

signal lengths converging to the optimal weights, although the final value of interference 

rejection reached did not match that of the smaller step sizes. 

The performance of the NLMS beamforming algorithm for unequal values of the SNR 



and the INR is portrayed in Figures 2.34(a), 2.34(b) and 2.34(c). From these figures it 

can be seen that as the INR improves, i.e. as the interference power increases, so does 

the interference rejection, regardless of the SNR. However, for a given level of interference, 

better interference rejection is achieved for a higher SNR, although the rate of convergence 

may be slower, as seen for the case when we have SNR=18.0dB and the INR=6.0dB. Faster 

convergence was observed for higher values of the INR, for a given SNR. However, for a 

high INR associated with a low SNR, i.e. for example for SNR=6.0dB and INR=18.0dB, 

significant weight jitter occurred, whilst fast convergence was maintained. Therefore, when 

the power spread of the received signals is substantial, the NLMS adaptive beamforming 

algorithm does not perform as well as the SMI algorithm. In contrast, when the range of 

input powers is smaller, the algorithm performs well and for more than six antenna elements, 

this is achieved at a lower complexity, than that of the SMI algorithm, as will be shown in 

Section 2.3.6.5. 
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Figure 2.34: The interference rejection achieved using N L M S beamforming upon varying 
the reference signal lengths, and SNR and INR, for a two element antenna array with an 
element spacing A/2, at unequal S N R and INR. The source was at 0° and the interferer 
at 30° whilst //q = 0.5 evaluating 10000 averaged runs over a Gaussian channel. 
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Figure 2.35: Locations of the desired source and the interferers with respect to the three 
element linear array with A/2 element spacing. 

2.3.6.4 Performance of a Three Element Adaptive A n t e n n a Array 

The interference rejection capabilities of a three element uniformly spaced linear adaptive 

array were investigated upon increasing the number of interference sources. The purpose 

of these experiments was to determine how the array behaved, when the total number of 

sources and interferers exceeded the degrees of freedom of t he array, which was defined as 

the number of sources and/or interferences that may simultaneously be steered towards or 

nulled. The source was located at 15°, interferer 1 was at -30°, interferer 2 at 60°, interferer 

3 was located at 80° and lastly, interference source 4 at -70°. It was assumed that the 

sources were point sources located in the far-field of the antenna array, benefiting from 

pure line of sight propagation without multipaths. Figure 2.35 shows the locations of the 

desired source and the interfering sources graphically. The simulations were carried out in 

conjunction with a 256-bit reference signal using the SMI and NLMS algorithms. 

From the antenna array beam patterns portrayed in Figure 2.36 it can be observed that 

successful nulling of the interference source was accomplished for all the scenarios considered. 

A minimum interference rejection of 40dB was attained for an INR of 9dB, and when the 

INR was increased to 21dB, an even higher rejection was achieved. 

Figure 2.37 shows the array response for the situation where two interferers are incident 

upon the antenna array, having equal signal strengths to t ha t of the desired signal. For 

the cases illustrated in Figure 2.37(a), where one of the sources of interference is at a -30° 

angle with respect to the array, good rejection of both sources of interference is achieved, 

whilst maintaining a perfect response in the direction of the desired source. Even for the 
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Figure 2.36: Beam patterns of a three element uniformly spaced linear array with an inter-
element spacing of A/2 with one desired source and one source of interference. The 
SMI beamforming algorithm was used with a reference length of 256 bits. 

situation, where the interference sources are located fairly close to each other, i.e. at -30° 

and -70°, strong nulling is maintained. Placing the interferers closer together, at angles of 

60° and 80°, resulted in an interference rejection of over 45dB, albeit exhibiting some beam 

and null mis-alignment. Spreading the interferers further apart , with each one tending to 

"end-fire" at opposite ends of the array leads to some beam mis-steering, but nevertheless, 

maintaining good rejection of the sources of interference. Separating the interferers further 

so that they were located at -70° and 80° yielded significantly poorer results with an average 

interference rejection of about 25dB. However, this is still perfectly acceptable and levels 

significantly higher than this would be unrealisable due to hardware limitations. 

From Figure 2.38 it can be seen that, if two sources of interference are present, and one 
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Figure 2.37: Beam patterns of a three element uniformly spaced linear array having an 
inter-element spacing of A/2 in conjunction with one desired source and two sources of 
interference. The SMI beamforming algorithm was used with a reference length of 256 
bits. 

of them is weaker than the other, then the stronger one will be nulled more effectively than 

the weaker one. The SNR of the desired signal does not appear to affect the interference 

rejection. 

When three sources of interference and one desired signal source are incident upon a three 

element antenna array, the performance of the array is reduced compared to the situation, 

when fewer sources impinge upon the array concurrently. In Figure 2.39(a) it can be seen 

that an interference rejection ratio of at least 15dB is achieved for all of the interference 

sources simultaneously, where greater than 20dB rejection ratios are also frequently ob-

tained. The results presented in Figure 2.39(b) are better than those in Figure 2.39(a), 

exhibiting a minimum interference rejection of 25dB. Therefore, the interference rejection 

obtainable when the number of sources equals the number of antenna elements appears to 

be dependent upon the location of the sources, but on average a good interference rejection 

performance is observed. Reducing the SNR from 21dB to 9.0dB, whilst keeping the INR 

at 21dB produced the results depicted in Figure 2.40. The beam patterns in this figure are 

similar in form to those of Figure 2.39, where the Interference-to-Noise Ratios was 21dB, 

but the depths of the nulls are shallower. Although the nulls are less deep, the INRs are 

not as high, so the resultant SIR should not be any higher. Furthermore, the nulls are gen-

erally still more than 15 to 20dB deep, which should be sufficient for effective interference 

rejection. 
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Figure 2.38: Beam patterns of a three element uniformly spaced linear array having an 
inter-element spacing of A/2 in conjunction with one desired source and two sources of 
interference with unequal powers. The SMI beamforming algorithm was used with a 
reference length of 256 bits. The desired source was at 15°, interference source 1 was located 
at -30° and interferer 2 at 60°. 

The performance of the three element antenna array when the desired source and the 

four interfering sources, all exhibiting equal signal power, are incident upon it, is shown 

in Figure 2.41(a). The antenna array response is virtually identical for the scenario when 

all the sources have SNRs of 21dB, to that when the SNRs are equal to 9dB. The array 

succeeds in suppressing all of the interference sources by at least 15dB, where one of the 

interferers is nulled by more than 40dB. In the situation when one of the interference sources 

has an INR of 9dB, as in Figure 2.41(b), it is nulled less strongly, than in the case of an 

INR of 21dB. Although the associated null-depth was reduced from 43dB to 29dB, due to 

the associated 21-9=12dB decrease in the power of the interferer, the SIR only fell by 2dB 

to 20dB. However, the rejection of the other interference sources increased slightly. 

The beam patterns obtained for exactly the same scenarios, except using the NLMS 

beamforming algorithm along with /io = 0.5, are presented in Figures 2.42 to 2.46. From 

the graphs in Figure 2.42 it can be observed that the nulls formed by the NLMS adaptive 
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Figure 2.39: Beam patterns of a three element uniformly spaced linear array having an 
inter-element spacing of A/2 in conjunction with one desired source and three sources of 
interference. The SMI beamforming algorithm was used with a reference length of 256 
bits. The SNR and INRs were 21.0dB 
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Figure 2.40: Beam patterns of a three element uniformly spaced linear array having an 
inter-element spacing of A/2 in conjunction with one desired source and three sources of 
interference. The SMI beamforming algorithm was used with a reference length of 256 
bits. The SNR was 21.0dB whilst the INRs were 9 .0dB 
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Figure 2.41: Beam patterns of a three element uniformly spaced linear array having an 
inter-element spacing of A/2 in conjunction with one desired source located at 15°, and 
four sources of interference located at -30°, 60°, 80° and -70°. The SMI beamforming 
algorithm was used with a reference length of 256 bits. 

beamforming algorithm are not as deep as those of the SMI algorithm. As for the SMI 

algorithm, the null depths are also shallower, when the INRs are lower. 

In the case of two sources of interference, as shown in Figure 2.43, the algorithm has again 

successfully nulled the sources, albeit with a lower attenuation than that achieved by the 

SMI algorithm as may be seen in Figure 2.37. This is, however of purely academic interest, 

since null depths of 50dB would be unrealisable. For three interferers, all having the same 

power as the desired source, this phenomenon persists, as it does when the interference 

sources are of lower power. However, in Figure 2.45(b) the interference rejection for the 

source at an angle of 60° is significantly lower at 20dB, than that obtained using the SMI 

algorithm, which was 27dB. For deep nulls this difference would have little impact, but at 

these levels of interference rejection, it may be problematic. 

Figure 2.46 shows the beam patterns encountered, when four sources of interference and 

one desired source are present simultaneously. In conjunction, with the NLMS beamforming 

algorithm the levels of interference rejection for each interference source are lower, than those 

obtained using the SMI algorithm. Specifically, the associated reductions vary from only 

2dB to 17dB, having a mean difference of about 8dB. 
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Figure 2.42: Beam patterns of a three element uniformly spaced linear array with an inter-
element spacing of A/2 with one desired source and one source of interference. The 
N L M S beamforming algorithm was used with a reference length of 256 bits. 

2.3.6.5 Complexi ty analysis 

The direct matrix inversion algorithm requires the average of the cross-correlation matrix, 

R, which is a square-shaped matrix of size L, where L is the number of antenna elements. 

In order to calculate each element of the matrix, R, N complex multiplications and N ~ 1 

complex additions must be performed, where N is the sample size, in bits, used to generate 

the cross-correlation matrix, R. Due to the Hermitian nature of the matrix, R, it is only 

necessary to execute these instructions L{L + l ) / 2 times, rather than times, as would 

be expected. 

Therefore, NL{L + l)/2 complex multiplications and L{L + 1){N — 1)/2 complex additions 
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Figure 2.43: Beam patterns of a three element uniformly spaced linear array with an inter-
element spacing of A/2 with one desired source and two sources of interference. The 
N L M S beamforming algorithm was used with a reference length of 256 bits. 
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Figure 2.44: Beam patterns of a three element uniformly spaced linear array with an inter-
element spacing of A/2 with one desired source and three sources of interference. The 
N L M S beamforming algorithm was used with a reference length of 256 bits. The SNR and 
INRs were 21.0dB 
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Figure 2.45: Beam patterns of a three element uniformly spaced linear array with an inter-
element spacing of A/2 with one desired source and three sources of interference. The 
N L M S beamforming algorithm was used with a reference length of 256 bits. The SNR was 
21.0dB whilst the INRs were 9 .0dB 
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Figure 2.46: Beam patterns of a three element uniformly spaced linear array with an inter-
element spacing of A/2 with one desired source located at 15°, and four sources of in-
terference located at -30°, 60°, 80° and -70°. The N L M S beamforming algorithm was 
used with a reference length of 256 bits. 
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Figure 2.47: The relative complexities of the SMI, ULMS and NLMS beamforming algo-
rithms for a reference signal length, iV, of 16 symbols. 

are required to form the matrix, leading to a total of L ( L + l ) ( 2 i V —1)/2 complex operations. 

However, assuming that a Multiply-and-Accumulate (MAC) instruction exists in the im-

plementation, this complexity figure reduces to NL{L + l). T h e Hermitian cross-correlation 

matrix, R, must then be inverted requiring /2 -h complex operations [25], rather than 

the usual operations required for a non-Hermitian matrix. In order to calculate the corre-

lation between the reference signal and the array output vector requires a further L complex 

multiplications and L — 1 complex additions, reducing to L complex operations assuming 

a MAC instruction. Then, from the inverted matrix, and the correlation vector, z, 

the weight vector, w, may be obtained after complex operations. Therefore, the total 

complexity of the SMI beamforming algorithm is, L{L + 1){2N — 1)/2 + 12 + 21?- + 2L — 1 

complex operations. 

The ULMS adaptive beamformer requires only 2L + 1 complex multiplications and 2L 

complex additions per iteration, rendering it the least complex algorithm. However, the 

NLMS technique is more practical, since its performance is less dependent upon the input 

power. The additional complexity associated with this algorithm is the L + 1 complex mul-

tiplications and L complex additions required to calculate the current value of / i . Therefore, 



the final complexity of the NLMS algorithm is equivalent to 3L + 2 complex multiplications 

and 3L complex additions, per bit received. Hence, the total number of complex operations 

required by the NLMS beamforming algorithm is iV(3L + 2 + 3L) = N{GL + 2). The relative 

complexities of the three algorithms are shown in Figure 2.47 for a fixed reference signal 

length of 16 symbols. The figure shows how the ULMS and NLMS algorithm complexities 

increase linearly as the number of antenna array elements increases, whilst the number of 

complex operations required by the SMI algorithm increases exponentially. 

2.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter we commenced in Section 2.2.2 by considering the possible applications of 

antenna arrays and their related benefits. A signal model was then described in Section 

2.2.3 and a rudimentary example of how beamforming operates was presented. Section 

2.3 highlighted the process of adaptive beamforming in conjunction with several different 

temporal reference techniques detailed, along with the approaches of spatial reference tech-

niques and the associated process of antenna array calibration. The challenges that must 

be overcome before beamforming for the downlink becomes feasible were also discussed in 

Section 2.3.5, 

In Section 2.3.6 results were presented showing how the SMI, ULMS and NLMS beam-

forming algorithms of Sections 2.3.2.3, 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2 behaved for a two element adaptive 

antenna having varying eigenvalue spread and reference signal length. The SMI algorithm 

was shown to converge very rapidly, irrespective of the eigenvalue spread, and the level of 

interference rejection was found to be purely dependent upon the interference power, regard-

less of the desired signal power. However, in Section 2.3.6.2 the convergence characteristics 

of the ULMS adaptive beamforming algorithm were shown to be heavily dependent upon 

both the desired signal power and the interfering signal powers. The NLMS algorithm, in 

contrast, was found to be far superior in this respect, and considering its significantly lower 

complexity than that of the SMI technique, offered good performance. 

The performance of the SMI and NLMS algorithms was then compared in Section 2.3.6.4 

for a three element antenna array with one desired source and between one and four sources 

of interference. The results obtained in Section 2.3.6.4 further evidenced the better perfor-

mance of the SMI algorithm, but as was shown in Section 2.3.6.5, this was achieved at a 

much higher complexity, which became more significant when the number of array elements 

was greater than four. For a small number of elements, the SMI algorithm was found to 

have a lower complexity than both the ULMS and the NLMS techniques, but as the number 

of antenna elements used in the array increased, the complexity of the SMI method grew 



exponentially, whereas, for the LMS routines it increased only linearly. Therefore, for about 

ten array elements, the complexity of the SMI algorithm was between three and four times 

that of the NLMS technique. 

In the next chapter we consider the performance benefits tha t may be obtained with the 

advent of adaptive antenna arrays in a cellular radio network. 



Chapter 3 

Adapt ive Arrays in an 

F D M A / T D M A Network 

3.1 In t roduc t ion 

Cellular networks are typically interference limited, with co-channel interference arising 

from cellular frequency reuse, ultimately limiting the quality and capacity of wireless net-

works [70, 71]. However, Adaptive Antenna Arrays (AAAs) are capable of exploiting the 

spatial dimension in order to mitigate this co-channel interference and thus to increase 

the achievable network capacity [6, 3, 23, 31, 39, 72]. Since an AAA may receive signals 

with a high gain from one direction, whilst nulling signals arriving from other directions, 

it is inherently suited to a CCI-limited cellular network. Thus a beam may be formed to 

communicate with the desired mobile, whilst nulling interfering mobiles [6]. Assuming that 

each mobile station is uniquely identifiable, it is a relatively simple task to calculate the 

antenna array's receiver weights, so as to maximise the received SINR. The use of adaptive 

antenna arrays in a cellular network is an area of intensive research and adaptive antenna 

array's have been studied widely in the context of both interference rejection and in single-

cell situations [1, 45, 48, 51, 57, 58]. More recently, work has been expanded to cover the 

analysis and performance benefits of using base stations equipped with adaptive antenna 

arrays across the whole of a cellular network [2, 55, 73]. 

A further approach to improving the network performance is the employment of Dy-

namic Channel Allocation (DCA) techniques [74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82], which offer 

substantially improved call-blocking, packet dropping, and grade-of-service performance in 

comparison to Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA). A range of so-called distributed DCA al-

gorithms were investigated by Chuang et al. [80] where a given physical channel could be 
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invoked anywhere in the network, provided that the associated channel quality was suffi-

ciently high. As compromise schemes, locally optimised distributed DCA algorithms were 

proposed, for example, by Delli Priscoli et al. [83, 84], where the system imposed an ex-

clusion zone for reusing a given physical channel around the locality, where it was already 

assigned. 

In Sections 3.2.1-3.2.3 we briefly consider how an adaptive antenna array may be mod-

elled for employment in a network level simulator, followed by a short overview of a variety 

of channel allocation schemes in Section 3.3. This section also provides a brief performance 

summary of the various channel allocation schemes based on our previous work [15, 85], 

which suggested for the scenarios considered [15, 85] that the Locally Optimised Least Inter-

ference Algorithm (LOLIA) provided the best overall compromise in network performance 

terms. Section 3.4 presents a theoretical analysis of the performance of an adaptive antenna 

in a cellular network. A summary of several multipath propagation models is given in Sec-

tion 3.5, with particular emphasis on the Geometrically Based Single-Bounce Statistical 

Channel Model [86, 87]. The potential methods of cellular network performance evaluation 

are described in Section 3.6, as are the parameters of the network simulated in later sec-

tions. Simulation results for Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA) and two Dynamic Channel 

Allocation (DCA) schemes using single element antennas, as well as two- and four-element 

adaptive antenna arrays for Line-Of-Sight (LOS) scenarios are presented and analysed in 

Section 3.7.2.1. Furthermore, simulation-specific details of the multipath model are given 

in Section 3.7.1, with the associated results obtained for the FCA and the LOLIA in the 

context of two, four and eight element adaptive antenna arrays presented in Section 3.7.2.2. 

Performance results for a network using power control over a multipath channel in con-

junction with two and four element adaptive antenna arrays are provided in Section 3.7.2.3, 

followed by the description of a network using Adaptive Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 

(AQAM) in Section 3.7.2.4. 

Performance results were also obtained for AQAM and the FCA algorithm as well as 

the LOLIA, with both two- and four-element adaptive antenna arrays. Results using the 

"wraparound" technique, described in Section 3.7.1, which removes the cellular edge effects 

observed at the simulation area perimeter of a "desert-island" scenario, are then presented 

in Sections 3.7.3.1-3.7.3.4. Finally, a performance summary of the investigated networks is 

given in Section 3.8. 
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3.2 Modell ing Adapt ive A n t e n n a Ar rays 

The interference rejection achieved by an antenna array is determined by both the direction 

of arrival of the interference and the angle of arrival of the desired signal (where direction of 

arrival and angle of arrival may be used interchangeably), and therefore, ultimately by the 

angular separation between the two. The number of interferers and their signal strengths 

also affects the achievable attenuation of each of the interferers. This section attempts 

to derive a simple relationship between these factors for low-complexity modelling of an 

adaptive antenna array. 

3 .2 .1 A l g e b r a i c M a n i p u l a t i o n w i t h O p t i m a l B e a m f o r m i n g 

Given that the steering vector associated with the direction Qi of the ith source can be 

described by an L-dimensional complex vector Sj as [23], 

= [exp(;w^i(gi)),... , (3.1) 

where L is the number of elements in the antenna array, and ti is the time delay experienced 

by a plane wave arriving from the source direction, 0 ,̂ and measured from the antenna 

element at the origin. Then the correlation matrix, R, of the steering vector Sj, may be 

expressed as [23]: 

M 

A = + (7^7, (3.2) 
i=l 

where pi is the power of the source, <7̂  is the noise power and I is the identity matrix. 

Assuming optimal beamforming under the constraint of a unit response in the wanted 

user's direction, then the weight vector of the AAA is [23]: 

w == . (3.3) 

The array factor, F{9), in the direction 0 may be formulated as [39]: 

L 

F(g) = ^W(e-:'''"^'(^). (3.4) 
1=1 

Therefore, given that the desired signal arrives from the direction Bq, and an interfering 

signal arrives from the angle 6i, the corresponding array responses are F{9q) and F{9i), 

respectively. Hence, the level of interference rejection, F{6o)—F{9i), when one desired signal 
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and one interfering signal are received at a two-element antenna array, may be calculated 

using Equation 3.4 to be: 

g j w A s i n g p _ j w A ( 2 s i n Op — s i n 6 ] ) j w A s i n ^ i 

p m ^ 1 2 c 2 c 

\ 0 / \ 1 / J u ^ A s i n f l n ; w A s i n @ i j w A ( 2 s i n f l n - s i n f l i ) ' 

(2pi + 2a^)e zc —pie zc — Pie zc 

where the term interference rejection is defined as the difference between the array response 

in the direction of the desired signal source and the array response in the direction of the 

interfering source. 

As can be seen from this equation, there is a non-linear relationship between the two 

angles of arrival and the achievable interference rejection. Furthermore, the achievable 

interference rejection is independent of the desired signal's received power, po, and it is 

solely dependent upon the power of the interfering signal, p i . Expanding this technique to 

either an antenna array having more elements or to catering for more interfering sources, 

or to multiple incident beams, led to overly complicated expressions which would be too 

complex to evaluate in real-time. In order to avoid the associated complexity, the quantities 

required for interference rejection in a given scenario could be stored in lookup tables. 

However, the size of the table required to store all of the information would be impractical. 

For example, for the desired source, one dimension would be required for the angle of arrival 

and then another one for every interference source. Two further table dimensions would be 

required to store the angle of arrival and interference power. Therefore, the simple situation 

involving just one interferer, with a received power dynamic range of 40dB, would require 

an array of 180 x 180 x 40 = 1,296,000 elements, at an angular resolution of 1°, and an 

interferer power resolution of 1 dB. For two interference sources this figure increases to 

180 X 180 X 40 X 180 x 40 = 0.3312 x 10® elements, which is clearly excessive. 

3 .2 .2 U s i n g P r o b a b i l i t y D e n s i t y F u n c t i o n s 

Due to the inherent complexities of performing large-scale network simulations, whilst in-

voking the required beamforming operations, we conducted an investigation into the proba-

bility distribution of the interference rejection ratio achieved by an adaptive antenna array. 

For our initial studies a two element antenna array with the elements located A/2 apart 

was considered, with one desired source and one interfering source. Therefore, the average 

interference rejection achieved in decibels, for a given source-direction and power as well as 

interferer-direction and power could be determined. Unfortunately, as it can be seen from 

Figure 3.1(a), the achievable interference rejection was not based upon a linear relationship 

between the two angles of arrival. Furthermore, Figure 3.1(b) illustrates that the interfer-

ence rejection achieved was also related to the power, or the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), 
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(b) Desired signal SNR = 3.0 dB, Inter-
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Figure 3.1: Contour plots of interference rejection achieved using a four element antenna 
array with an inter-element spacing of A/2 using SMI beamforming with a reference signal 
length of 16 bits. The angles of arrival of the signals from the desired source and the 
interfering source were swept over the range, -90 degrees to +90 degrees. 

of the undesired interference source, which was 3 dB or 12 dB. As it was found in Section 

3.2.1, attempting to construct a model or probability density function to cater for these pa-

rameters was not easily achievable. Rather than attempting to find the Probability Density 

Function (PDF) relating the two angles of arrival and interference power to the interference 

rejection achieved, a brief study was initiated for determining the PDF of the interference 

rejection achieved with respect to the angular separation between the desired signal and 

interfering signal. Figure 3.2 shows the probability density function of interference rejection 

achieved for one interference source and one desired source versus their angular separation. 

As this figure shows, the distribution of the interference rejection varies significantly, as the 

separation between the sources changes. As a consequence of the PDF's dependence on the 

angular separation encountered, modelling the achievable interference rejection expressed 

in decibels is an arduous task. Due to the complex nature of the PDF illustrated in Figure 

3.2, an analysis of a smaller range of angles of arrival was conducted, in order to construct 

a piecewise valid model. The results are displayed in Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) for angle of 

arrival spreads of ±30° and ±10°, respectively. While these PDFs appear to be considerably 

simpler than that in Figure 3.2, it was not possible to match the PDFs to any commonly 

known distributions. Additionally, no information was available with regard to the corre-

lation between successive interference rejection values. For these reasons, and due to the 

difficulties associated with adding multipath, it was decided to cease work on constructing 
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Figure 3.2: The PDF of the interference rejection (dB) achieved for various angular sepa-
rations of the desired signal and the interfering signal. The angles of arrival of both signals 
were varied over the range of - 90 to +90 degrees and were of equal power. The antenna 
array consisted of two elements separated by A/2. 

a suitable interference rejection model and instead to implement an actual SMI beamformer 

within the simulation program as described in the following section. 

3.2 .3 S a m p l e M a t r i x Invers ion B e a m f o r m i n g 

The process of defining a suitable model of an adaptive antenna array was becoming increas-

ingly complex, resulting in the decision to implement an SMI beamformer in the simulation 

software. The SMI beamforming algorithm of Section 2.3.2.3, was chosen due to its inde-

pendence from the received signal strengths, as well as due to its fast convergence with the 

aid of few data samples and for the sake of its good overall performance in terms of its inter-

ference rejection capability. The reference signal was chosen to be eight bits in length as a 

compromise between the quality of the sample correlation matrix, R, and the computational 

complexity required. Since a cellular network is an interference limited system, the addition 

of noise to the received signal vector was neglected. A result of this was that occasionally 

the correlation matrix, i?, was non-invertible, which was remedied by diagonally augment-

ing the matrix with a positive constant as it was suggested in [48, 61, 62]. The addition of 
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Figure 3.3: The PDF of the interference rejection achieved for the desired signal and the 
interfering signal angular separations of 5, 10 and 20 degrees. The desired signal and 
the interfering signal were of equal power. The antenna array consisted of two elements 
separated by A/2. 

multipaths simply required the direction of arrival, and the strength of the multipath rays 

at the antenna array to be determined before adding these received signal vectors to the 

total received signal vector of the antenna array. In both the line-of-sight and the multi-

path scenarios, the transmit/receive channel was assumed to be frequency invariant, thus 

allowing the same antenna pattern to be used in both the up- and the down-links. 

3.3 Channe l Allocation Techniques 

Channel assignment is the process of allocating a finite number of channels to the various 

base stations and mobile phones in the cellular network. In a system using fixed channel 

assignment, the channels are assigned to different cells during the network planning stage, 

and the assignment is rarely altered to reflect changes in traffic levels. A channel is assigned 

to a mobile at the commencement of the call and the mobile communicates with its base 

station on this channel until either the call terminates or the mobile leaves the current 

cell. Dynamic channel allocation, however, assigns a channel that best meets the channel 

selection criteria, which may be the channel experiencing the minimum interference level, 

depending upon the cost function used. 
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3 .3 .1 F i x e d C h a n n e l A l l o c a t i o n 

In Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA), the available radio spectrum is divided into sets of 

frequencies. One or more of these sets is then assigned to each base station on a semi-

permanent basis. The minimum distance between two base stations, which have been 

assigned the same set of frequencies, is referred to as the "reuse distance". This distance is 

chosen such that the co-channel interference is within acceptable limits, when the interferers 

are at least the reuse distance away from each other. The assignment of frequency sets to 

base stations is based on a pre-defined reuse pattern. The group of cells that contains one 

of each of the frequency sets is referred to as the frequency reuse cluster. The less cells in a 

reuse cluster, the more bandwidth-efficient the frequency reuse pattern, and the higher the 

user capacity in terms of the number of users supported per unit area per Hertz. However, 

small reuse clusters typically exhibit an increased co-channel interference, which has to be 

tolerated by the transceiver. 

As mentioned above, in FCA the assignment of frequencies to cells is considered to be 

semi-permanent. However, the assignment can be modified, in order to accommodate the 

teletraffic demand changes experienced in the network. FCA schemes are simple, however, 

modifying them to adapt to changing traffic conditions or user distributions can be prob-

lematic. Hence FCA schemes have to be designed carefully, in order to remain adaptable 

and scalable, as the number of mobile subscribers increases. 

A commonly used FCA cluster size is the seven-cell reuse cluster, providing coverage over 

regular hexagonal shaped cells, which is shown in Figure 3.4. Each cell in the seven-cell 

reuse cluster has six co-channel interfering cells at a distance D, the reuse distance. This 

reuse pattern provides the same number of channels at each cell site, and hence the same 

system capacity. Therefore, the teletraffic capacity is distributed uniformly across all of 

the cells. Since traffic distributions are not uniform in practice, such a system can lead to 

inefficiencies. For example, under a non-uniform traffic loading, some cells may have no 

spare capacity, and hence new calls in these cells are blocked, however, nearby cells may 

have spare capacity 

3 .3 .2 D y n a m i c C h a n n e l A l l o c a t i o n 

While fixed channel allocation schemes are common in most existing cellular radio systems, 

the cost of increasing their teletraffic capacity can become prohibitive. In theory, the use 

of Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA) allows the employment of all carrier frequencies in 

every cell, thereby ensuring significantly higher capacity, provided the transceiver-specific 
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Figure 3.4: A commonly employed frequency reuse pattern for Fixed Channel Assignment 
(FCA) algorithms. The frequency spectrum is divided into seven frequency sets, one set 
assigned to each cell, yielding a so-called 7-cell reuse cluster. The shaded cells represent 
cells assigned the same frequency set. 

interference constraints can be met. Therefore, it is feasible to design a mobile radio system, 

which configures itself to meet the required capacity demands as, and when, they arise. 

In contrast to fixed assignment, in dynamic assignment strategies the traffic cells have 

no channels assigned to themselves. Instead, all call at tempts are referred to the Mobile 

Switching Centre (MSC), which manages all channel assignments in its region. Each time 

a call attempt arrives, the base station asks the MSC for the channel having the minimum 

cost to be assigned. The cost function depends on the future call blocking probability, 

usage frequency of the candidate channel, the reuse distance of the channel, and so on. 

The MSC decides, on a call-by-call basis, which channel to assign to which call attempt 

by searching for the available channel for which the cost function is minimum. It needs to 

have information regarding the channel occupancy distributions under the current traffic 

conditions and other network directed criteria, as well as radio channel quality estimates of 

the individual mobiles [89]. This information is then used to decide which channel to allocate 

or whether to allocate a channel at all. It is sometimes better not to allocate a channel, if 

it is likely to inflict severe interference upon another user, potentially forcibly terminating 

existing calls or preventing the setup of new calls. Ideally, the channel quality measurements 

should be made at both the mobile and the base station. Channel allocation decisions that 

are based upon only one of the measurements can in some circumstances cause severe 

interference, leading to possible termination of the new call as well as potentially curtailing 
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an existing call supported by the same channel in the vicinity. If measurements are made 

at both the mobile and the base station, then the measurements have to be compared, 

requiring additional signalling, which increases the call setup time. The call setup time is 

longer in DCA algorithms than in FCA due to the time required to make measurements and 

to compare them. This can be a problem, especially when a handover is urgently required. 

Probably the simplest DCA algorithm is to allocate the least interfered channel available 

to users requesting a channel. By measuring the received power within unused channels, 

effectively the noise plus interference power on that channel can be jointly measured. By 

allocating the least interfered channel, the new channel is unlikely to be interfered and 

hence it is unlikely to inflict too much interference upon channels already allocated. This 

works well for lightly loaded systems, but the algorithm's performance is seriously impaired 

in high-load scenarios, when FCA would work better. Some algorithms give better perfor-

mance than others, but only in certain conditions. Most DCA algorithms' objectives can be 

classified into two types; those that attempt to reduce interference, and those that attempt 

to maximise the channel utilisation in order to achieve spectral compactness. 

In previous work [15, 85, 88], a comparative study of a range of DCA algorithms was con-

ducted and it was found that the algorithm, which gave the best overall compromise in terms 

of the desired performance measures was the Locally Optimised Least Interference Algo-

rithm (LOLIA). The results in Table 3.1 indicate the achievable network capacities, without 

AAAs and without shadow fading, for various DCA algorithms and for the FCA algorithm. 

Below we briefly define the various DCA algorithms. The Least Interference Algorithm 

(LIA) [80] always assigns the channel sufi'ering from the least interference, which minimises 

the system's interference load. A more advanced version of this scheme is the Least inter-

ference below Threshold Algorithm (LTA) [80], which attempts to maintain the amount of 

interference below a given threshold. The threshold is determined by the transceiver's inter-

ference rejection tolerance expressed in terms of the SINR required for attaining its target 

Frame Error Ratio (FER). In contrast, the Highest interference below Threshold Algorithm 

(HTA) [80] allocates the most interfered channel, whose interference is below the maximum 

acceptable level. A technique similar to the LTA is the Lowest Frequency below threshold 

Algorithm (LFA) [80], which attempts to reduce the number of carrier frequencies in use 

simultaneously, whilst allocating the least interfered channel exhibiting an interference level 

below the given threshold. And finally, the Locally Optimised Most Interference Algorithm 

(LOMIA) selects the most interfered channel, rather than the least interfered one, as in 

the Locally Optimised Least Interference Algorithm (LOLIA). Hence, our investigations 

presented here continue the work on LOLIA by combining it with adaptive beamforming 

and other network capacity enhancement techniques. 
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Number of users supported by network 

Algori thm 
Conservative 

G0S=4%, fB=3% 

Lenient 

G0S=6%, fB=5% 
F C A 
HTA 
LFA 
LOMIA ( n = 1 9 ) 
LTA 
LIA 
LOLIA ( n = 7 ) 
LOLIA ( n = 1 9 ) 

820 
1435 
1555 
1505 
1815 
1820 
1860 
1935 

1120 
1520 
1705 
2040 
1830 
1820 
2115 
2005 

Table 3.1: Maximum number of mobile users that can be supported by the various DCA 
algorithms [85]. 

3.3.2.1 Locally Optimised Least Interference Algor i thm 

The LOLIA makes its channel allocation decisions by always allocating the least interfered 

available channel to the next allocation request. The LOLIA however will not allocate an 

otherwise adequate quality channel, if it is used in any of the nearest n neighbouring cells. 

Thereby the nearby BSs exchange their information concerning channels that are currently 

being used. This requires a fast backbone network, but it is not reliant on central control. 

The overall level of interference in the system can be reduced by increasing the number 

of "excluded" cells, which are classed as neighbouring cells. However, the larger n, the 

more calls are blocked, since there will be less available channels, which are not used by 

the nearest n BSs. Figure 3.5 shows the arrangement of neighbouring cells for n = 7 and 

n = 19. The n parameter effectively imposes a minimum reuse distance constraint upon 

the algorithm. 

3 .3 .3 T h e Ef fec t of H a n d o v e r s 

A handover or handoff event occurs, when the quality of the communications channel used 

degrades, and hence the call is switched to a newly allocated channel. If the new channel 

belongs to the same base station, this action is referred to as an intra-cell handover. Gen-

erally an intra-cell handover is performed, either when the channel quality degrades due 

to co-channel interference or in order to increase the system's performance and capacity. 

Inter-cell handovers occur typically, when the mobile approaches the fringes of the cell area, 

and hence the signal strength degrades, requiring a handover to a nearer base station. 
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(a) 7 nearest base stations monitored. (b) 19 nearest base stations monitored. 

Figure 3.5: The nearest neighbour constraint fo rn = 7 and n = 19 for the Locally Optimised 
Least Interference Algorithm (LOLIA) as described in Section 3.3.2.L 

Handovers have a substantial effect on the performance of channel allocation algorithms. 

At high traffic loads the majority of forced call terminations are due to the lack of availability 

of channels to handover to, rather than due to interference. This can be a particular problem 

in microcellular systems, where the rate of handovers is significantly higher than in normal 

cellular systems. 

3.4 Analysis of an Adapt ive A n t e n n a A r r a y in a Cellular 

Network 

Here, a study into the usage of an adaptive antenna array in a cellular network is conducted. 

A theoretical analysis of such a system is performed and the results are presented for later 

comparison with simulated results. To simplify this process the following assumptions were 

inswie : 

There is a uniform distribution of users in each cell. 

There is a blocking probability of Pg in all cells. 

The omni-directional base station antenna has an ideal beam pattern, giving a uniform 

circular coverage. 
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Figure 3.6: Beam pattern of an ideal beamformer with beamwidth A0. 

• The adaptive base station antenna array can generate m ideal beams, each with a gain 

of 1.0 over a beamwidth of A0 = 27r/m radians, and a gain of 0.0 over the remaining 

angular sector, as shown in Figure 3.6 

The blocking probability, Pg, is the fraction of attempted calls that cannot be allocated 

a channel. If the traffic intensity offered is a Erlangs, then the actual traffic carried is 

a( l — Pb) Erlangs. The Erlang is a measure of offered tele-traffic, which indicates the 

quantity of traffic on a channel or group of channels per unit time. This gives a channel 

usage efficiency of [2] : 

where N is the total number of channels allocated per cell. 

It was also assumed that the main beam formed by the adaptive antenna was centred 

about the angle of arrival of the desired mobile's signal and that the mobile was tracked 

with no error. Additionally, all interfering sources outside the main beam were assumed 

to be nulled successfully. The ideal beamformer model used has a single mainlobe with 

a unity-gain beamwidth of AO and sidelobes of zero gain, as shown in Figure 3.6. When 

the desired signal's power, S, does not exceed the co-channel interference power I by the 

required protection ratio, 7, an "outage" will occur, i.e. we fail to obtain satisfactory 

reception at the mobile in the presence of interference with the probability of [2, 90, 91, 92]: 

P(outage) = ^(5" < 7 / ) = P ( S / 7 < 7) = < 7), (3.7) 

where SIR is the signal-to-interference ratio. In other words, f (outage) is the probability 

of the power of the signal being insufficient to provide reliable communications due to the 
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Figure 3.7; Contour defining interference regions in a downlink scenario using omnidirec-
tional antennas. 

interference in the channel. Considering only the propagation path loss, but no fast- and 

shadow-fading, we have SIR = S/1 = df/d^ < 7 , hence for a given interference protection 

ratio, a locus defined by di/du, = ^ 7 can be drawn, as in Figure 3.7. This defines a region, 

where the signal-to-interference ratio necessary for reliable downlink (DL) communications 

is maintained, and a region where interference occurs. 

In a cellular network employing base station (BS) adaptive antenna arrays, the occurrence 

of co-channel interference is a statistical phenomenon dependent upon the number of co-

channel interferers and on the positions of these interferers in the co-channel cells. In general 

the uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) interference calculations are different and hence they 

have to be considered separately. The total probability of co-channel interference-induced 

outage can be evaluated by [2, 73, 92]: 

N 

f (outage) = f ( g l E < 7) = ^ f (S7A < ? | n ) f (n), (3.8) 

n=l 

where N is the total number of co-channel interferers, usually restricted to the first tier of 

interferers, shown in white in Figure 3.5(a), i.e., to six, P(SIR < 7|n) is the conditional 

probability of co-channel interference, P{SIR < 7) given n interferers. Furthermore, P{n) 

is the probability that there are n active interfering co-channel cells. Therefore, if the 

activation of channels is assumed to be independent and identically distributed, P{n) has 

the form of a binomial PDF [2, 55, 92]; 

f ( » ) = ( ^ ) p " ( l - p ) 6 — n (3.9) 
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where p is the probability of finding one interfering co-channel active. The probability p 

that a single co-channel BS has an active DL co-channel interferer, given that the wanted 

mobile has been assigned that DL channel already, is [2]: 

_ number of active channels _ a{l — Pb) . 

^ total number of channels N 

Therefore, the probability that n co-channel interfering BSs are using the same DL channel 

as the wanted mobile for its reception becomes: 

jPfn) == -- (3.11) 

Hence, from Equations (3.8) and (3.11) we have: 

N /fi\ 
f (outage) - f (^7A < -y) = f (^7E < -yj^) j 77"(1 - ,7)^-". (3.12) 

n=l ^ ' 

In conjunction with an omnidirectional BS antenna, the probability of an active DL co-

channel interferer was given by 77, the channel usage efficiency. For an adaptive BS antenna, 

forming m beams per cell, there will always be six DL beams targeted at the wanted mobiles 

from the six co-channel base stations. Therefore, for an adaptive base station antenna [2, 55] 

we have: 

_ /probability that the beam pointing at the desiredX 

^ \ mobile also contains an interfering mobile / 
number of active channels in beam 

total number of channels 
a( l - PB)/m T] 

(3.13) 

AT m" 

Hence, for an adaptive BS antenna array with m beams per BS we have: 

G " m ) • 

leading to the overall outage probability for a BS adaptive antenna array in the form of: 

N /g\ / \ n / \ 6—n 
J°(oiitagre) == f(6;7JR <: 7) == T|7i)f j f JZ-j f 1 -- j . (3.15) 

n—1 \ / \ / \ / 

where P{SIR < 7|n) is the conditional outage probability, which is dependent on the mean 

received signal power and the mean received interference power. 
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Figure 3.8: Macro cellular up- and down-link multipath scattering scenarios. 

3.5 M u l t i p a t h Propaga t ion Env i ronmen t s 

In Section 3.2 various situations were investigated where only a direct Line-Of-Sight (LOS) 

link existed between the base station and the mobile handset. However, in a real envi-

ronment, a phenomenon known as multipath scattering takes place, which results in the 

presence of numerous signal components, or multipath components, at the receiver. This is 

due to reflections, diffractions and signal scattering, caused by objects in the path between 

the transmitter and the receiver. A simple figure showing an example of the multipath 

propagation channel is shown in Figure 3.8. Each signal component experiences a differ-

ent path attenuation and phase rotation, which determines the received signal's amplitude, 

carrier phase shift, time delay, angle of arrival and Doppler shift [42]. In general, each of 

these components will be time-varying. We note here that the various uplink and downlink 

scenarios will be considered in more depth in Figure 3.19 during our further discourse. 

Figure 3.8 shows the multipath environment that may be found on the up- and down-links 

in a macro cellular environment. It is usually assumed that the scatterers surrounding the 
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Figure 3.9: Lee's model for multipath scattering using N scatterers in a circle of radius R 
around the mobile station. 

mobile station are at about the same height as or are higher than the mobile. This implies 

that the received signal at the mobile antenna arrives from all directions after bouncing from 

the surrounding scatterers, as illustrated in Figure 3.8. Under these conditions it is assumed 

that the downlink Direction-Of-Arrival (DOA) at the mobile is uniformly distributed over 

[0, 27r] [42, 86]. However, the uplink DOA of the received signal at the base station is quite 

different. In a macro cellular environment, the base station is typically positioned higher 

than the surrounding scatterers. Hence, the received signals at the base station result 

predominantly from the scattering process in the vicinity of the mobile station, as it may 

be seen in Figure 3.8. The uplink multipath components are restricted to a smaller angular 

region, Obw, and hence the distribution of the uplink DOA is no longer uniform over [0, 27r]. 

Many different models have been developed for use in different applications. Below a brief 

description of some of the models follows, but for a more detailed exposition the reader is 

referred for example, to Ertel et al. [86]. The macro cellular models are all based around the 

same principle of placing a number of scatterers near the mobile station in a given pattern, 

obeying a geographic probability distribution. In Lee's model, the scatterers are evenly 

spaced on a circular ring about the mobile, as shown in Figure 3.9. Assuming that the N 
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Figure 3.10: The Discrete Uniform Distribution model for mult ipath scattering using a line 
of N scatterers centred about the line of sight to the mobile. 

scatterers are uniformly spaced on the circle having a radius R and orientated such that a 

scatterer is located along the LOS path, the discrete DOAs are [86]: 

R . [211. 
SI* 0 , 1 , . . . , N — 1. (3.16) 

However, the model was originally designed simply for providing information regarding 

the signal correlations of the multipath components and when used to provide DOA and 

Time-Of-Arrival (TOA) information, the simulated results are not consistent with measure-

ments [86]. 

A model similar to Lee's, known as the discrete uniform distribution, evenly spaces N 

scatterers within a narrow beamwidth centred about the LOS to the mobile, as shown in 

Figure 3.10. According to [86], the discrete possible DOAs, assuming that N is odd, are 

given by: 

1 
N -I 

AT- 1 TV- 1 
(3.17) 
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The Geometrically Based Single-Bounce (GBSB) Statistical Channel Models are defined 

by a spatial scatterer density function. This model involves randomly placing scatterers in 

the scatterer region according to the spatial scatterer density function. From the location 

of each of the scatterers, the DOA, TO A, and signal amplitude can be determined. The 

Geometrically Based Single-Bounce Circular Model (GBSBCM) is shown in Figure 3.11, 

which was found to be suitable for macro cellular modelling, since it assumes that all the 

scatterers lie within the radius R about the mobile and R < D [86]. An alternative spatial 

distribution of the scatterers, known as the Geometrically Based Single-Bounce Elliptical 

Model (GBSBEM) [86, 87], assumes that the scatterers are uniformly distributed within 

an ellipse, as shown in Figure 3.12, where the base station and the mobile station are the 

foci of the ellipse, and the parameters and hm are the semi-major and semi-minor axis 

values, which may be calculated as [86, 87]: 

Ofn. == -7^^ 6™, == (3.18) 

where is the maximum time of arrival to be considered, D is the distance between the 

transmitter and the receiver and c is the velocity of light in free space. This model was 

proposed for micro cellular environments [87], where the antenna heights are relatively low, 

and therefore, multipath scattering near the base station is equally likely, as scattering near 

the mobile station [87]. 

The GBSBEM may be used to generate the path time delay, T,, the angle of arrival, (pi, the 

direction of departure, 0%, the power of the multipath component. Pi, and the phase angle, 

CKj. However, here we are only concerned with the angle of arrival information at the base 

station. The Cumulative Density Function (CDF) of the angle of arrival, (pi, conditioned 

on the normalised multipath delay, r, = CTi/D = Ti/ro, is given as [87]: 

JLrnq--! cos 
flu Ir 1 == ^ \ ri-cos4,i j 2,r(2r^-l)(ri-co8,^i)Z -- "ri - (3.19) 

^ n—coŝ i y 27r(2r?—l)(r*-co8î )̂̂  _ % — 

The conditional probability density function of^%, may be found by differentiating Equation 

(3.19) with respect to 0 leading to : 

which is plotted in Figure 3.13 for various values of the normalised multipath delay, r,. Prom 

this figure it can be seen that as the normalised multipath delay increases, the distribution 

of the angles-of-arrival tends to the uniform distribution, since the longer the delays, the 

greater the distance travelled, which results in a wider range of angles-of-arrival. In contrast. 
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Figure 3.11: The Geometrically Based Single-Bounce Circular Model (GBSBCM), which is 
suitable for use as a macrocellular model, showing the region in which the scatterers are 
located. 
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Figure 3.12: The Geometrically Based Single-Bounce Elliptical Model (GBSBEM), which 
is suitable for use as a microcellular model, showing the region in which the scatterers are 
located. 
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Figure 3.13: Probability density function of angle-of-arrival conditioned on the normalised 
multipath delay, r^, for various values of r*, evaluated from Equation 3.20. 

a small value of r j concentrates the multipath components around the angle-of-arrival of 

the direct path component. 

In simulating multipath component parameters, it is necessary to generate samples of 

random variables from specified distributions. The normalised path delay, n , of the 

multipath component, may be calculated thus as [87]: 

Ti 

where Xi is a uniformly distributed random variable, denoted by (7(0,1), ranging from 0 to 

1 and /3 = — 1 depends on the maximum value of the normalised path delay, r ^ . 

The maximum normalised path delay, r ^ , may be determined by the four different selection 

criteria summarised in Table 3.2 [87]. 

Again, using large values of results in a near-uniform distribution of the angles of 

arrival, whereas small values of gives low-delay multipath components clustered in angle 

of arrival about the direct LOS path component. 

From normalised path delay r, and a uniformly distributed random variable, again 



Criteria Expression 
Maximum path delay, 
Fixed threshold, T (in dB), with path loss exponent n 
Fixed delay spread, cr̂ -
Maximum excess delay, dg 

'"m — 'Tm/'^O 
r m = lQiT-Lr)/lOn 

rm = 3.24(0-^-/70) 4-1 
rm = (TO + Te)/T0 

Table 3.2: Selection criteria for choosing r ^ , the maximum normalised path delay [86, 87]. 

formulated as (7(0,1), over 0 to 1, it is now possible to determine the angle-of-arrival of the 

multipath component by solving % = f^|r(^i|ri) for where J^|r(^*|n) is de&ned in 

Equation (3.19). 

The corresponding Cumulative Density Function (CDF) is a smooth and monotonic func-

tion of the angle-of-arrival, as illustrated in Figure 3.14. The figure shows that, if the nor-

malised path delay, r, = 1, then the angle-of-arrival is 0°, and that as r, increases, so does 

the spread of values of the angle-of-arrival. 

Therefore, to summarise, the process of generating the angles-of-arrival obeying the re-

quired distribution the following sequence of operations must be performed: 

• Determine for the scenario under consideration. 

• Calculate /3 = \ / r ^ - 1. 

• Generate Xi = (7(0,1). 

• Calculate n = y ^ ^ ̂ 1 + 

• Generate yi = (7(0,1). 

• Solve Equation (3.19) for (pi, given in using numerical methods. 

3.6 Network Pe r fo rmance Metr ics 

There are several performance metrics that can be used to quantify the quality of service 

provided by a cellular network. The following performance metrics have been widely used 

in the literature and were also advocated by Chuang et al. [80]: 

• New Call Blocking probability, PB-

• Call Dropping or Forced Termination probability, PFT-
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Figure 3.14: Cumulative density function of the angle-of-arrival conditioned on the nor-
malised multipath delay, r,, for various values of r,. 

Probability of low quality connection. Plow 

Probability of Outage, Pout-

Grade Of Service, GOS. 

The new call blocking probability, Pg, is defined as the probability that a new call is 

denied access to the network. This may occur because there are no available channels at 

the desired base station or the available channels are subject to excessive interference. A 

low new call blocking probability is desirable, however, it must frequently be traded off 

against a low call dropping probability which is more important for user satisfaction. 

The call dropping probability, or the forced termination probability, Pft, is the proba-

bility that a call is forced to terminate prematurely. This may be due to insufficient SINR 

during the call, which is not remedied by an intra-cell handover, either due to a lack of 

available channels, or still insufficiently high SINR, which leads to successive outages and 

eventually a dropped call. Calls may also suffer from forced termination, when a mobile en-

ters a heavily loaded cell, which either suffers from poor SINR or has no available channels 

for the mobile to handover to. 
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The probability of a low quality connection is defined as: 

Plow — P{SINRuplink < SINRj-eq Or S I N < SINRj-eq} (3.22) 

P\jnin{^SINSINRdownlink) ^ SINRj'gq^. 

This performance measure allows for the comparison of algorithms, that may have similar 

call blocking and dropping characteristics, with respect to their quality of service provision 

for calls in progress. The probability of a low quality access is the probability that either 

the up- or the down-link signal quality is below the level required by the transceiver for 

maintaining our target performance of 5% Frame Error Ratio (FER) [93]. SINRreq is the 

required reallocation SINR threshold, i.e. the SINR necessary to maintain an FER of 5%. 

If this SINR requirement was not satisfied, then a low quality outage would occur, and a 

handover request would be signalled to the base station. The Probability of Outage, Poutt 

is defined as the probability that the lower of the up- and down-link SINR values is below 

the threshold at which the call is deemed to be in outage, i.e. the SINR resulting in 10% 

FER or higher. A prolonged outage results in the call being dropped. 

The Grade Of Service (GOS) was defined by [80]: 

GOS = P{unsuccessful or low-quality call access} (3.23) 

= f {call is blocked} -j- f {call is admitted} x 

P{low signal quality and call is admitted} 

== (1 --

which is interpreted in verbal terms as the probability of unsuccessful network access (block-

ing), or low quality access, provided that a call is admitted to the system. 

In order to compare our network performance results attained by fixed and various dy-

namic channel allocation algorithms, with and without adaptive antenna arrays at the base 

station, it was necessary to consider more than one performance metric. For example, an 

algorithm may perform very well in one respect, yet have poor performance, when measured 

using an alternative metric. Therefore, it was decided to invoke two different scenarios : 

• A conservative scenario, where the maximum acceptable value, for the call blocking 

probability, PB, is 3%, for the call dropping probability, PFT, is 1%, for Plow is 1%, 

and for the GOS is 4%. 

• A lenient scenario, where the maximum acceptable value, for the call blocking prob-

ability, PB, 5%, for the call dropping probability, PFT, is 1%, for Plow is 2%, and for 

tike ()()S is 69%. 
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It must be noted that the maximum allowable GOS does not have to obey Equation 3.23 

for the given values of and since they may be traded og against each other, and 

thus the GOS represents a form of "user satisfaction". In the lenient case the GOS is 6% 

rather than the expected 7%, since it may be unacceptable for the user to suffer both a Pb 

of 5% and a of 2%. Therefore, the "user satisfaction" may be maintained with any 

allowable combination of Pb and Plow, as long as they remain below their limits and the 

overall measure, GOS, remains below its limit. 

3.7 Network Pe r fo rmance Resul ts 

Section 3.7.1 describes the processes involved in the simulator used to obtain the network 

performance results, such as the adaptive beamforming techniques, new call generation 

and handover queues as well as the multipath propagation model. Section 3.7.2.1 presents 

our simulation results obtained for the FCA and LOLIA DCA algorithms with a single 

element antenna, as well as two and four element adaptive antenna arrays, assuming a 

LOS propagation environment. Further results are presented in Section 3.7.2.2 which were 

obtained using the multipath channel of Section 3.7.1, using two, four and eight element 

adaptive antenna arrays. Section 3.7.2.3 characterises the network performance of using two 

and four element antenna arrays, in the multipath propagation environment, in conjunction 

with power control. This is further expanded upon in Section 3.7.2.4, where power control 

assisted Adaptive Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (AQAM) with is employed. 

Sections 3.7.3.1-3.7.3.4 present our results for similar scenarios generated using the "wrap-

around" rather than the "desert-island" technique, which eliminates the edge effects asso-

ciated with the reduced interference levels encountered at the boundary of the simulation 

area. This process is described in Section 3.7.1. Finally, Section 3.7.2.7 provides a summary 

of the results obtained in this section. 

3 .7 .1 S y s t e m S i m u l a t i o n P a r a m e t e r s 

The performance of the various channel allocation algorithms was investigated in a GSM-

like [94] micro cellular system, the parameters of which are defined in Table 3.3. The prop-

agation environment was modelled using the power pathloss model having a pathloss expo-

nent of -3.5. The mobile and base station transmit powers were fixed at lOdBm (lOmW) 

for the simulations using no power control. The mobile and base station transmit pow-

ers were restricted to the range of -20dBm to +10dBm for the power control assisted and 

adaptive modulation based simulations. The number of carrier frequencies in the whole 
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system was limited to seven, each supporting eight timeslots, in order to maintain an ac-

ceptable computational load. This implied that the DCA system employing seven carrier 

frequencies in conjunction with eight time slots, as in GSM, could theoretically handle a 

maximum of 7 x 8 = 56 instantaneous calls at one base station, provided that their quality 

was adequate. If a channel allocation request for a new call could not be satisfied imme-

diately, it was queued for a duration of up to 5s, after which time, if not satisfied, it was 

classed as blocked. It was assumed that the network was synchronous from cell to cell, 

thus channels on difi'erent time slots of the same frequency were orthogonal in the time-

domain and hence did not interfere with each other. The GSM-like system used a channel 

bandwidth of 200kHz, but instead of the Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) [11] 

based modulation scheme, 4-QAM was employed for the sake of increasing the achievable 

bandwidth efficiency from 1.35 bps/Hz to 1.64 bps/Hz. Hence, the achievable bit rate was 

200kHz X 1.64bps/Hz = 328 kbps. When dividing this bit rate amongst the eight users 

supported by the eight timeslots, the channel rate of the users, neglecting overheads such 

as equaliser training sequences, tail sequences, guard periods and channel coding, became 

328/8 = 41 kbps. The call arrivals were Poisson distributed, and hence the call duration 

and inter-call periods were exponentially distributed [79, 95] with the mean values shown 

in Table 3.3. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Noisefioor -104dBm Multiple Access F/TDMA 
Prame duration 0.4615ms Cell radius 218m 
BS transmit power lOdBm MS transmit power lOdBm 
BS power control No MS power control No 
Number of base stations 49 Handover hysteresis 2dB 
Outage SINR threshold 17dB Re-allocation SINR threshold 21dB 
Modulation scheme 4-QAM Pathloss exponent -3.5 
Number of timeslots 8 Number of carriers 7 
Average inter-call-time 3008 Max new-call queue-time 5s 
Average call duration 60s Reference signal modulation BPSK 
Beamforming algorithm SMI Reference signal length 8 bits 
MS speed 30mph Number of antenna elements 2, 4 &: 8 
Pathloss at Im reference point OdB Shadow fading No 
Geometry of antenna array Linear Array element spacing A/2 
Channel/carrier bandwidth 200kHz 

Table 3.3; Network simulation parameters. 

The physical layer was modelled using two parameters, namely the 'Outage SINR' and 

'Reallocation SINR', defined as the average Signal-to-Interference4-Noise Ratio (SINR) re-

quired by a transceiver in order to satisfy the PER requirements over a narrowband Rayleigh 
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fading channel. More specifically, Pilot Symbol Assisted (PSA) 4-QAM transmitting 2 

bits/symbol was assumed, which had an outage SINR of 17 dB and a reallocation SINR of 

21 dB [12, 13]. When the signal quality, expressed in terms of the SINR, drops below the 

'Reallocation SINR', a low quality access is encountered, and the mobile requests a new 

physical channel to handover to, thus initiating an intra- or inter-cell handover. If, while 

waiting for a reallocation handover, the signal quality drops further, below the so-called 

'Outage SINR', defined as the SINR required to maintain a 10% FER, then an outage is 

encountered. A prolonged outage leads to the call being dropped or forcibly terminated. 

Since a user typically views a dropped call as less desirable than a blocked call, a Handover 

Queueing System (HQS) was employed. By forming a queue of the handover requests, 

which have a higher priority during contention for network resources than new calls, it 

is possible to reduce the number of dropped calls at the expense of a higher blocked call 

probability. A further advantage of the HQS is that a time window is formed, during which 

the handover may take place, enabling the user to wait, if necessary, for a slot to become 

free, thus increasing its chances of a successful handover. This twin-threshold physical layer 

model is similar to those described by Tekinay et al. [96] and Katzela et al. [97]. However, 

the model described here is based on SINR thresholds, rather than on the received power 

thresholds of Tekinay et al. [96] and Katzela et al. [97]. A further metric, namely the low 

signal quality probability, is calculated as the proportion of time that the SINR is below 

the 'Reallocation SINR' threshold. 

Again, the 'Outage SINR' and 'Reallocation SINR' threshold were determined, with the 

aid of independent bit-level simulations, for BPSK, QPSK/4-QAM and 16-QAM [12, 13], 

conducted in a Rayleigh fading environment using approximately half-rate Bose-Chaudhuri-

Hocquenghem (BCH) codes, which employed bit interleaving over the different number 

of bits per transmission frame conveyed by the different modem modes [98]. Thus, the 

'Reallocation SINR' threshold was determined to be the average SINR required by the 

specific transceiver employed for maintaining a 5% transmission FER. This SINR value is 

transceiver dependent and in general can be reduced at the cost of increased transceiver 

complexity and power consumption. The loss of a maximum of 5% of the speech or video 

frames can be considered a worst-case scenario for modern 'wireless-oriented', i.e. error-

resilient source codecs. Therefore, by setting the reallocation threshold at this level, the 

system requested handovers to new channels, before the speech or video quality degradation 

due to excessive FERs became objectionable. 

The 'Outage SINR' threshold defines the SINR, below which the system declares that 

the radio channel has degraded to such a level, as to cause a service outage. If the radio 

channel continues to be in outage, then the call is forcibly terminated. The 'Outage SINR' 
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Modulat ion 
Scheme 

Reallocation S I N R 
threshold (dB) 

for 5% F E R 

O u t a g e SINR 
threshold (dB) 
for 10% F E R 

BPSK 17 13 
4-QAM 21 17 
16-QAM 27 24 

Table 3.4: The 'Reallocation SINRs' and 'Outage SINRs' used in the handover process, 
found by bit-level simulations for BPSK, QPSK/4-QAM, and 16-QAM modems. The 'Re-
allocation SINR' is the SINR, below which a channel reallocation will be requested, while 
the 'Outage SINR' is the SINR, below which a service outage is declared. Successive service 
outages render the call to be forcibly terminated. 

threshold was determined by bit-level or physical layer simulations to be the average SINR 

required for maintaining a 10% FER. Therefore, if the radio channel degrades such that 

at least 10% of the speech or video frames were lost for some period of time, then the 

call would be forcibly terminated. The corresponding SINR thresholds based on bit-level 

simulations of BPSK, QPSK/4-QAM and 16-QAM modems are shown in Table 3.4. 

The mobiles were capable of moving freely, at a speed of 30mph, in a fixed random 

direction, selected at the start of the simulation from a uniform distribution, within the 

simulation area of 49 traffic cells, each having a radius of 218m. Two different types of 

simulation area were invoked, the classical "desert island" type and the "wraparound" 

type. The "desert island" or "urban/sub-urban/rural" environment neglects the interference 

emanating from the cells surrounding the outside of the simulation area. In other words, 

the traffic cells at the centre of the simulation area are surrounded by interfering cells and 

thus are subjected to the highest levels of interference. However, the cells at the edges of 

the simulation area are not surrounded by interfering cells and hence are subjected to a 

lower level of interference. This can be likened to an "urban/sub-urban/rural" environment, 

where the centre cells represent the urban environment and the outer cells are considered 

to be low traffic-density rural cells in nature. However, this can lead to optimistic results, 

and hence often a "wraparound" simulation area is used [99, 100]. In order to facilitate 

the employment of an infinite plane of simulation area, a tessellating rhombic simulation 

area was used. Hence, the simulation area was replicated around itself, or tiled to form 

a larger, or effectively infinite, simulation area. More explicitly, mobile stations and their 

signals were "wrapped around" from one side of the network to the other [99, 100]. Hence, 

for example, a mobile station in call, which leaves the network at its edge, re-enters the 

network at the opposite side, whilst inflicting Co-Channel Interference (CCI) to all users, 

which may be positioned at any location in the network. Figure 3.15 depicts this scenario 

graphically. 
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Figure 3.15: The 7x7 rhombic simulation area showing a user and its "wrapped" image. 

The receiver antenna array weights were calculated using the Sample Matrix Inversion 

(SMI) algorithm [23, 25, 30], which determines the value of the AAA weights, such that 

they are optimised with respect to the received SINR [30]. In order to calculate the receiver 

antenna weights using the SMI algorithm, an eight-symbol long BPSK reference signal was 

assigned to the desired mobile. The remaining seven orthogonal eight-symbol duration 

BPSK reference symbols were then assigned to the interfering mobiles. However, any of 

these seven codes were allocated to more than one mobile, if the number of interferers was 

higher than seven. Thus, the desired mobile was uniquely identifiable, with the aid of its 

reference signal and the receiver antenna weights were optimised for obtaining the maximum 

received SINR, as detailed in Section 2.3.2.3. The calculation of the receiver antenna array 

weights was performed on a transmission frame-by-frame basis, leading to updated up- and 

down-link SINRs every transmission frame. 

The base station's receiver antenna weights calculated for up-link reception may not be 

suitable for the down-link transmission due to the generally uncorrelated up- and down-link 

channels of Frequency Division Duplexed (FDD) systems. However, forming a feedback 
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loop by transmitting the mobiles' received reference signals back to the base station, and 

thus conveying the quality of the received reference signals, enables the employment of an 

iterative adaptive beamforming algorithm and would allow the base station to use the down-

link weights as proposed in [68, 69]. In a Time Division Duplexed (TDD) system having a 

sufficiently short dwell time, the AAA weights calculated for up-link reception can also be 

used for down-link transmission, since the propagation channel does not vary significantly 

between the up- and down-link timeslots [6]. However, the system considered here is an 

FDD based network, and hence the assumption of channel predictability should therefore 

give an upper limit to the performance gains that may be achieved using an adaptive array. 

From now on we assume that the base station's receive and transmit , or up- and down-link, 

beam patterns are identical. 

An example of the adaptive antenna array beam patterns generated by two element 

adaptive antenna arrays is shown in Figure 3.16. In this figure the mobiles are denoted by 

the use of small squares, while the base stations are represented by black filled circles. The 

solid black lines from the base stations to the users show the direction that the antenna 

array is steered in, and the gain in that direction. The half-tone grey lines pointing towards 

the mobiles represent the interfering signals, where the length of these lines is proportional 

to the gain of the antenna array in that direction. As it can be seen from the figure, the 

main beamwidth is large and, although there is some beneficial interference nulling, its 

extent is limited. For the four element adaptive antenna array, as in Figure 3.17, the beams 

in the direction of the desired users are significantly narrower, and hence the interference 

sources are nulled much more strongly, as indicated by the shortened half-tone lines. In 

both Figures 3.16 and 3.17 it can be seen that the antenna array beam patterns formed are 

symmetrical in the y-axis, as a direct consequence of the linear array geometry with the 

antenna array elements located on the y-axis. Using an alternative array geometry, such 

as a square or circle, would prevent this beam pattern symmetry from occurring and thus 

could potentially improve the achievable performance. 

Both a purely Line-Of-Sight (LOS) propagation environment and a multipath propagation 

environment were considered. This multipath environment consisted of the Line-Of-Sight 

(LOS) ray and two additional rays, each having a third of the power of the LOS ray. The 

angles-of-arrival at the base station were determined using the Geometrically Based Single-

Bounce Elliptical Model (GBSBEM) of Section 3.5 [86, 87], with its parameters chosen such 

that the multipath rays had one-third of the received power of the direct ray. The multipath 

received power criteria of Table 3.2 was used to determine the value of to be used in the 

GBSBEM. Specifically, we opted for ^ where T is the received power value 

in dBW, Lr is the reflection loss and n is the pathloss exponent. Furthermore, T was set 
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Figure 3.16: Screenshot of the simulation software, "Netsim", for a 7-cell, 5-user simulation, 
showing the identical up- and down-link, or receive and transmit, beam patterns generated 
by the adaptive antenna arrays using 2 elements spaced by A/2 on the y-axis. The squares 
represent the mobiles, with the large black circles denoting the base stations. The black 
lines from the base stations, passing through the squares representing the mobiles, show 
the array gain in the desired direction. The half-tone grey lines point in the direction of 
interfering sources, where the length of the line indicates the antenna gain in that direction. 
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Figure 3.17: Screenshot of the simulation software, "Netsim", for a 7-cell, 5-user simulation, 
showing the identical up- and down-link, or receive and transmit, beam patterns generated 
by the adaptive antenna arrays using 4 elements spaced by A/2 on the y-axis. The squares 
represent the mobiles, with the large black circles denoting the base stations. The black 
lines from the base stations, passing through the squares representing the mobiles, show 
the array gain in the desired direction. The half-tone grey lines point in the direction of 
interfering sources, where the length of the line indicates the antenna gain in that direction. 
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Figure 3.18: Probability density function of the angle-of-arrival of the up-link multipath 
rays, centred about the angle-of-arrival of the line-of-sight path. Furthermore, = 1.36874 
and 1 000 000 trials were used. 

to 4.8dB with equal to zero in conjunction with a pathloss exponent of 3.5, in order to 

achieve the desired received signal power of one-third that of the LOS ray. Hence, using the 

formulae of Section 3.5, = 1.36874, leading to, /? = rm\ / r ' ^ — ^ = 1.2792. 

Since r, = \ j \ + \\J^ + 4 / ) ^ ^ where Xi is a uniformly distributed random variable over 

[0,1], r , varies from 1.0 to 1.36874. The PDF of the angle-of-arrival for 7-^=1-36874 is 

shown in Figure 3.18, which was generated using the GBSBEM algorithm of Section 3.5 for 

100 000 trials. It was assumed that all of these multipath rays arrived with zero time delay 

relative to the LOS path, or that a space-time equaliser [39, 45] was employed, thus making 

full use of the additional received signal energy. However, the numerous extra desired and 

interfering signals incident upon the antenna array rapidly consume the finite degrees of 

freedom of the antenna array, limiting its ability to fully cancel each source of interference. 

The addition of multipath rays, for both the desired signal and the interference sources, 

results in many more received up-link signals impinging upon the antenna array at the base 

station. A result of the increased number of received up-link signals is that the limited 

degrees of freedom of the base station's adaptive antenna array are exhausted, resulting in 
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Figure 3.19: The multipath environments of both the uplink and downlink, showing the 
multipath components of the desired signals, the line-of-sight interference and the associated 
base station antenna array beam patterns. 

reduced nulling of the interference sources. A solution to this limitation is to increase the 

number of antenna elements in the base station's adaptive array, although this has the side 

effect of raising the cost and complexity of the array. In a macro-cellular system it may be 

possible to neglect multipath rays arriving at the base station from interfering sources since 

the majority of the scatterers are located close to the mobile station [42]. In contrast, in a 

micro-cellular system the scatterers are located in both the region of the reduced-elevation 

base station and that of the mobile, and hence multipath propagation must be considered. 

Figure 3.19 shows the simulated environment for both the up- and the downlink, with 

the multipath components of the desired signal and interference signals clearly illustrated, 

where the up- and downlinks are assumed to be reciprocal. When the DCA algorithm is 

"listening", in order to determine the best channel to be selected, only the LOS signals are 

considered with the multipath signals being neglected by the network simulator. However, 

at all other times the multipath signals are used in the calculation of the received signal 

and interference levels. 
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Figures 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22 show examples of the beam patterns obtained for two, four and 

eight element adaptive antenna arrays in the presence of mult ipath propagation. For the 

two element antenna array, as illustrated in Figure 3.20, the beamwidth of the antenna array 

is large, thug limiting its e@ciency at nulling the sources of interference. Nonetheless, it can 

be seen from the beam patterns that the arrays are attempting to steer towards the desired 

signals, and away from the sources of interference. The desired signals are represented by 

the three black lines, where the black line passing through a square is the direct ray, and 

the remaining two black lines indicate the multipath rays from the desired user. Observe 

in the figures that these lines generally end on the unity-gain circles, and therefore are 

received with a gain of one by the base station. The dark grey lines are the LOS paths 

from the interference sources, with the two multipath rays of each interferer denoted by 

the light grey lines. The beam pattern of base station "1" is a good example of how the 

array is steering towards the desired signal paths, and away from the interference. For base 

station "5", at the bottom of Figure 3.20, the small angular separation between the arriving 

signals, and the end-fire location of these sources, makes rejection of the interference harder 

to accomplish. The use of a four element antenna array, depicted in Figure 3.21, results in 

more successful nulling of the interference sources, but again, for base station "5" at the 

bottom, the similar angular location of the desired and interfering sources results in poor 

interference cancellation performance. Figure 3.22 shows tha t an eight element adaptive 

antenna array performs well in most cases, nulling the sources of interference strongly, 

whilst efficiently steering towards the desired signals. Using an alternative layout of the 

antenna elements, rather than the uniform linear array, should minimise the possibility of 

a situation, similar to that of base station "5", where all the sources are located at end-fire, 

which is the area of poorest performance of the array. 

Having described the simulation parameters, in the next section we present our simulation 

results, quantifying the amount of trafiic that can be carried by each of the simulated 

networks, whilst maintaining the required network quality. 
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Figure 3.20: Screenshot of the simulation software, "Netsim", for a 7-cell, 5-user scenario, 
showing the beam patterns generated by the adaptive antenna arrays using 2 elements 
spaced by A/2 on the y-axis. The squares represent the users, with the large black circles 
denoting the base stations. The black lines from the base stations, passing through the 
squares representing the mobiles, show the array gain in the desired direction, the black lines 
not passing through the squares are the desired user's multipath rays. The dark grey lines 
are the LOS interference paths, while the interferer's multipath components are illustrated 
by the light grey lines, where the length of the line is proportional to the corresponding 
antenna gains in their directions. 
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Figure 3.21: Screenshot of the simulation software, "Netsim", for a 7-cell, 5-user scenario, 
showing the beam patterns generated by the adaptive antenna arrays using 4 elements 
spaced by A/2 on the y-axis. The squares represent the users, with the large black circles 
denoting the base stations. The black lines from the base stations, passing through the 
squares representing the mobiles, show the array gain in the desired direction, the black lines 
not passing through the squares are the desired user's multipath rays. The dark grey lines 
are the LOS interference paths, while the interferer's multipath components are illustrated 
by the light grey lines, where the length of the line is proportional to the corresponding 
antenna gains in their directions. 

4 ^ 
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Figure 3.22; Screenshot of the simulation software, "Netsim", for a 7-cell, 5-user scenario, 
showing the beam patterns generated by the adaptive antenna arrays using 8 elements 
spaced by A/2 on the y-axis. The squares represent the users, with the large black circles 
denoting the base stations. The black lines from the base stations, passing through the 
squares representing the mobiles, show the array gain in the desired direction, the black lines 
not passing through the squares are the desired user's multipath rays. The dark grey lines 
are the LOS interference paths, while the interferer's multipath components are illustrated 
by the light grey lines, where the length of the line is proportional to the corresponding 
antenna gains in their directions. 
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Figure 3.23: New call blocking probability performance versus mean carried traffic, for 
comparison of the LOLIA, with 7 and 19 "local" base stations, and of FCA using a 7-
cell reuse cluster, under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for a single antenna 
element as well as for two and four element antenna arrays wi th beamforming in an LOS 
environment . See Figure 3.29 for the corresponding mul t ipa th results. 

3 . 7 . 2 N o n - W r a p a r o u n d N e t w o r k P e r f o r m a n c e R e s u l t s 

The results presented in this section were obtained for the "desert-island" or "urban/sub-

urban/rural" scenario, i.e. with the highest levels of interference present at the centre of 

the simulation area. Results were obtained for single, two and four element antenna arrays 

over a LOS channel for both the FCA algorithm and the LOLIA with exclusion zones of 

7 and 19 cells. This work was then extended to provide network capacity estimates for 

non-LOS or multipath channels using adaptive antenna arrays comprising two, four and 

eight elements. Power control and adaptive modulation techniques were also employed for 

increasing the network capacity further. 
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Figure 3.24: Call dropping probability performance versus mean carried traffic, for com-
parison of the LOLIA, with 7 and 19 "local" base stations, and of PGA using a 7-cell reuse 
cluster, under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for a single antenna element as well 
as for two and four element antenna arrays with beamforming in an LOS environment. 
See Figure 3.30 for the corresponding multipath results. 

3.7.2 .1 Per formance Resu l t s over a LOS Channel 

Figure 3.23 shows the new call blocking probability for a variety of uniform traffic loads, 

measured in terms of the mean normalised carried traffic, wi th units of Erlangs/km^/MHz. 

The figure shows that for a given traffic load, both FCA and the LOLIA, using an exclusion 

zone of n = 19 maintained a fairly similar probability of new call blocking, regardless of 

the number of elements in the antenna array. In the case of the FCA algorithm, this was 

due to the limited number of frequency/timeslot combinations available as a direct result 

of the fixed nature of the network. However, for the LOLIA having an exclusion zone of 

19 cells, the lack of frequency/timeslot combinations was due to the large exclusion zone. 

Thus, using the smaller exclusion zone of 7 cells led to a significantly reduced new call 

blocking probability. The figure also shows that, since the new call blocking probability 

of the LOLIA using n = 7 was reduced, thanks to the adaptive antenna arrays, the new 

call blocking performance was interference limited. This contrasts with the FCA algorithm 
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and the LOLIA using n = 19, whose new call blocking performance was limited by the 

availability of frequency/timeslot combinations. It is interesting to note that, in terms 

of its new call blocking probability, the FCA algorithm performed better using only one 

antenna element as a result of its significantly increased call dropping probability, which 

freed up network resources, thus enabling more new calls to s tar t . 

The call dropping probability of the FCA algorithm, and that of the LOLIAs is depicted in 

Figure 3.24 for one, two and four element antenna arrays, when subjected to varying uniform 

traffic loads. The FCA algorithm suffered from the highest call dropping probability of the 

three channel allocation schemes. With a four element adaptive antenna array it similarly 

to the LOLIA using n = 7 and a single antenna element for teletraific loads higher than 

10 Erlang/km^/MHz. For teletraffic levels below this point, the FCA algorithm offered 

superior performance due to the call dropping probability "floor" experienced by the LOLIA 

using n = 7. The large exclusion zone of the LOLIA using n = 19 resulted in a very low 

probability of forced termination until the system approached its maximum capacity of 

around 12 Erlang/km^/MHz, where the dropping probability increased rapidly. However, 

the performance of the LOLIA with n = 19 still exceeded that of both the FCA algorithm 

and the LOLIA with n = 7 due to the low levels of co-channel interference resulting from 

the high frequency re-use distance associated with the large exclusion zone. 

Figure 3.25 shows the probability of low quality access versus various uniform traffic 

loads. The figure shows our results for the FCA algorithm and the LOLIA for nearest 

base station constraints of 7 and 19 cells. Again, the LOLIA with n = 19 offered the 

best performance at the lower traffic levels, but the low-quality access probability increased 

the most rapidly as the traffic load increased. For a given traffic load the LOLIA using 

n = 19 provided the lowest probability of a low quality access. This resulted from the low 

level of co-channel interference of the network and the interference rejection capabilities of 

the adaptive antenna arrays. The figure shows that all of the channel allocation schemes 

benefited from the use of the adaptive antenna arrays. 

Figure 3.26 shows the Grade-Of-Service (COS) for a range of uniform teletraffic loads. 

The figure shows results for the FCA algorithm and the LOLIAs with nearest base station 

constraints of 7 and 19 cells, for cases of a single antenna element as well as for two and 

four element adaptive antenna arrays. The grade of service is better, i.e. lower, for larger 

exclusion zone size when the traffic load is low, which is reversed for high traffic loads. This 

is mainly attributable to the higher call blocking probability of the larger exclusion zone of 

19 cells, particularly in the region of the highest traffic loads. The COS for the FCA scheme 

follows the probability of a blocked call and the dropping probability trends by increasing 

smoothly and monotonically with the traffic load. 
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Figure 3.25: Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic, for comparison 
of the LOLIA, with 7 and 19 "local" base stations, and of FCA using a 7-cell reuse cluster, 
under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for a single an tenna element as well as for 
two and four element antenna arrays with beamforming in an LOS environment . See 
Figure 3.31 for the corresponding multipath results. 

The effect of beamforming on the number of handovers performed can be seen in Figure 

3.27. The performance of the LOLIAs was barely altered by the use of beamforming, with 

both performing the lowest number of handovers per call. At the highest teletraffic loads it 

can be seen that the LOLIA using an exclusion zone of 7 base stat ions benefited slightly from 

the use of the adaptive antenna arrays. In contrast, the number of handovers performed by 

the FCA algorithm was reduced significantly as a benefit of using adaptive antennas with 

a maximum reduction in the mean number of handovers performed per call of 69% for two 

elements, and of 86% for four elements. This translates into a significantly reduced load for 

the network, since it has to manage far less handovers, therefore reducing the complexity of 

the network infrastructure. As the network load exceeded about 12 Erlangs/km^/MHz, the 

mean number of handovers performed per call dropped due to the excessive call dropping 

probability, since calls were being dropped before they could handover, thus reducing the 

number of handovers. 

Figure 3.28 portrays the mean carried teletraffic versus the number of mobiles in the 
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Figure 3.26: Grade-Of-Service (GOS) performance versus mean carried traffic, for compar-
ison of the LOLIA, with 7 and 19 "local" base stations, and of FCA using a 7-cell reuse 
cluster, under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for a single antenna element as well 
as for two and four element antenna arrays with beamforming in an LOS environment. 
See Figure 3.32 for the corresponding multipath results. 

simulated system. The figure shows that at low traffic loads both FCA and the LOLIA 

carry virtually identical amounts of traffic. However, as the mobile density, and hence the 

traffic load, is increased, the LOLIA with the nearest base stat ion limit of 19 reaches its 

maximum traffic load and cannot carry further traffic. The large frequency reuse distance of 

the LOLIA with n = 19 resulted in the performance of the network being resource limited, 

with the associated low levels of co-channel interference restricting the ability of the adaptive 

antenna arrays to reduce the interference level. Hence, in Figure 3.28 increasing the number 

of antenna elements constituting the adaptive antenna array does not increase the number 

of users supported by the network, which is limited by the availability of frequency/timeslot 

combinations, as indicated by the "flattening" of the performance curve. For FCA and the 

LOLIA with n = 7, the advantage of using adaptive antennas can be seen from the figure, 

since they enable a higher level of traffic to be carried, at a higher quality, than a system 

without adaptive antenna arrays. The performance gain a t ta ined by the LOLIA, over the 

FCA algorithm, is also shown in Figure 3.28, which illustrates the increase in carried traffic 
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Figure 3.27: The mean number of successful handovers per call versus mean carried traffic, 
for comparison of the LOLIA, with 7 and 19 "local" base stations, and of FCA using a 
7-cell reuse cluster, under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for a single antenna 
element as well as for two and four element antenna arrays wi th beamforming in an LOS 
environment . See Figure 3.33 for the corresponding mul t ipath results. 

as a result of the dynamic configurability of DCA schemes. 

It can be seen from Table 3.5 that for all of the channel allocation schemes, the use 

of adaptive antenna arrays at the receiver resulted in increased carried teletraffic, hence 

supporting a higher number of simultaneous users. The F C A algorithm benefited most 

from the use of adaptive antennas with a 67% increase in the number of users supported 

when using two antenna elements and a 144% rise in the carried traffic, when using an 

adaptive array with four elements. The LOLIA associated wi th n = 7, supported a higher 

number of users than FCA although the capacity increases obtained through the use of 

adaptive antenna arrays were more limited. Specifically, a two element array carried an 

extra 22% of users and with the aid of four elements it supported 58% more users. Using 

a channel exclusion zone of 19 base stations gave a slight performance advantage over 

the 7-cell variant for the conservative scenario of Section 3.6, but only without adaptive 

antennas. Employing adaptive antennas had little effect on t h e number of users supported 

by the network using the LOLIA with n = 19, increasing the traffic carried by only a small 
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Figure 3.28: Mean traffic carried versus the number of mobiles in the system, for comparison 
of the LOLIA, with 7 and 19 "local" base stations, and of FCA using a 7-cell reuse cluster, 
under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for a single antenna element as well as for 
two and four element antenna arrays with beamforming in an LOS environment . See 
Figure 3.34 for the corresponding multipath results. 

margin. The corresponding multipath results are summarised in Table 3.6 with network 

configurations common between the two highlighted in bold. 
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Conservative Lenient 
PPT = 19&, == 196 PFT = 19&, == 2/& 

Algori thm GOg = 4%, f a - 3% = 6%, f g = 5% 
Users Traffic Limiting 

Factor 
Users Traffic Limiting 

Factor 

FCA, 1 element 815 &10 Plow 1115 7.05 Plow 

FCA, 2 elements 1360 8.45 Plow 1755 11.00 Plow 
FCA, 4 elements 1985 12.40 Plow 2710 15.75 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 1 element 1855 11.50 Plow 2110 13.00 Plow 
LOLIA (n=7), 2 elements 2260 14.15 Plow 2600 16.00 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 4 elements 2935 18.30 Plow >3200 >20.00 Plow 

LOLIA (n=19), 1 element 1935 1L35 PB 2010 1L65 PB 

LOLIA (n=19), 2 elements 1940 1L35 PB 2045 11.70 PB 

LOLIA (n=19), 4 elements 1960 1L65 PB 2090 12.00 PB 

Table 3.5: Maximum mean carried traffic, and the maximum number of mobile users that 
can be supported by each configuration whilst meeting the preset quality constraints of Sec-
tion 3.6. The carried traffic is expressed in terms of normalised Erlangs (Erlang/km^/MHz), 
for the network described in Table 3.3 in an LOS environment . 
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Figure 3.29: New call blocking probability performance versus mean carried traffic, for 
comparison of the LOLIA, with 7 and 19 "local" base stations, and of FCA using a 7-cell 
reuse cluster, under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for two, four and eight element 
antenna arrays with beamforming in a mul t ipath e n v i r o n m e n t . See Figure 3.23 for the 
corresponding LOS results. 

3.7.2.2 Per formance Resul t s over a Mul t ipa th C h a n n e l 

Following our previous simulations, where a purely LOS environment existed between the 

mobiles and their base stations, this section presents our performance results for the mul-

t ipath environment described in Section 3.7.1, using two, four and eight element adaptive 

antenna arrays. 

Comparing the blocking probabilities of the multipath environment, in Figure 3.29, with 

those of the LOS environment, which were portrayed in Figure 3.23, reveals that the FCA al-

gorithm and both the LOLIAs behaved similarly in both propagation environments. Again, 

only the LOLIA with an exclusion zone of 7 base stations benefited from the use of the 

adaptive antenna arrays in terms of the new call blocking probability. 

In Figure 3.30 the probability of a dropped call in a mul t ipa th environment is presented 

which, for the FCA algorithm, was similar under the mul t ipa th propagation conditions 

to that of the LOS scenario in Figure 3.24. The LOLIA using an exclusion zone of 7 
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Figure 3.30; Call dropping probability performance versus mean carried traffic, for com-
parison of the LOLIA, with 7 and 19 'local' base stations, and of FCA using a 7-cell reuse 
cluster, under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for two, four and eight element 
antenna arrays with beamforming in a mul t ipath env ironment . See Figure 3.24 for the 
corresponding LOS results. 

base stations also exhibited call dropping probabilities close to those observed in the LOS 

scenario, when using a two element adaptive antenna array. In conjunction with a four 

element antenna array the performance was slightly degraded in the multipath scenario, 

but using the eight element antenna array resulted in superior performance to that of the 

four element array in the LOS environment. There was a slight call dropping performance 

improvement for the LOLIA using n = 19. 

The probability of low quality access is depicted in Figure 3.31. The FCA algorithm 

did not perform as well, with respect to the probability of a low quality access, in the 

multipath propagation environment, when compared to the LOS case of Figure 3.25. The 

same was true of the LOLIA using n = 7 at higher traffic levels, although, at lower levels 

of traffic the performance in the multipath case was superior. At low levels of traffic the 

average level of interference was relatively low, and hence the extra signal power received in 

the multipath environment resulted in a reduced chance of a low quality access occurring. 

However, at higher levels of teletraffic, the background interference level was higher than in 
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Figure 3.31; Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic, for comparison of 
the LOLIA, with 7 and 19 'local' base stations, and of FCA using a 7-cell reuse cluster, under 
a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for two, four and eight element antenna arrays 
with beamforming in a mul t ipath environment . See Figure 3.25 for the corresponding 
LOS results. 

the LOS scenario of Figure 3.25, and hence the extra received power had a less beneficial 

impact, in fact the multipath components created additional interference. The LOLIA 

using an exclusion zone of 19 base stations and an adaptive antenna array of two elements 

performed better in the multipath case. However, in conjunction with four elements it 

offered a superior performance in the LOS scenario of Figure 3.25. Overall, the improvement 

in the probability of low quality access through increasing the number of adaptive antenna 

array elements, was reduced in the multipath propagation environment, since the added 

interference power outweighed the increased received signal power. This ultimately reduced 

the prevalent SINR even when using adaptive antenna arrays. 

As expected on the basis of Equation 3.23, the FCA algori thm and the LOLIA with 

n = 19, offered a similar GOS performance for both the LOS scenario of Figure 3.26 and 

for the multipath environment. Figure 3.32 also shows that t he GOS of the FCA algorithm 

using a given number of antenna elements is inferior to the GOS of the LOS propagation 

environment characterised in Figure 3.26, as for the probability of low quality access seen 
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Figure 3.32; Grade-Of-Service (GOS) performance versus mean carried traffic, for compar-
ison of the LOLIA, with 7 and 19 'local' base stations, and of FCA using a 7-cell reuse 
cluster, under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for two, four and eight element 
antenna arrays with beamforming in a mul t ipath env ironment . See Figure 3.26 for the 
corresponding LOS results. 

in Figures 3.25 and 3.31. At network loads of less than about 13 Erlang/km^/MHz, the 

GOS of the LOLIA with n = 7 was superior to that of the LOS environment in Figure 3.26, 

however, above this carried traffic value the performance was worse. 

Figure 3.33 demonstrates the significant impact that adaptive antennas have on the mean 

number of handovers per call for the FCA algorithm in a mul t ipa th environment. As in the 

LOS propagation environment characterised in Figure 3.27, more handovers per call were 

initiated, when using FCA system employing two or four element antenna arrays, than 

for either of the LOLIAs using a single antenna element. Furthermore, a higher number 

of handovers was required in the multipath environment, t h a n in the LOS scenario of 

Figure 3.27, for a given antenna array configuration. The LOLIA schemes performed much 

fewer handovers than FCA, irrespective of the propagation environment, and generally did 

not appear to benefit from the employment of adaptive antennas in terms of the required 

handovers per call. 
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Figure 3.33: Mean number of successful handovers per call versus mean carried traffic, for 
comparison of the LOLIA, with 7 and 19 'local' base stations, and of FCA using a 7-cell 
reuse cluster, under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for two, four and eight element 
antenna arrays with beamforming in a mult ipath environment . See Figure 3.27 for the 
corresponding LOS results. 

As it can be seen in Figure 3.34 for the adaptive array, the mean levels of carried teletraffic 

against the number of mobiles in the system followed a near-linear trend, with the capacity 

of the LOLIA 19 system rolling off above 2000 users, as for the LOS scenario in Figure 3.28. 

Above this number of users, very little extra teletraffic was carried, with corresponding 

several orders of magnitude increases of the blocking, dropping and low quality access 

probabilities as well as that of the GOS measure. For the channel allocation algorithms 

operating in a multipath rather than LOS environment, increasing the number of antenna 

elements did not significantly increase the levels of traffic carried, although the network 

performance improved in other respects, such as for example the call dropping probability. 

Table 3.6 presents similar results to Table 3.5, but for a multipath environment. From 

this table it can be seen that LOLIA 19 actually performed slightly better in the multipath 

scenario, than in a LOS situation. This was due to the large reuse distance of the system, 

resulting in the sum of the three desired multipath signals versus the sum of the interfering 

signals being higher than the ratio of the LOS desired signal power to the LOS interference 
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Figure 3.34: Mean traffic carried versus the number of mobiles in the system, for comparison 
of the LOLIA, with 7 and 19 "local" base stations, and of FCA using a 7-cell reuse cluster, 
under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for two, four and eight element adaptive 
antenna arrays in a mult ipath environment. See Figure 3.28 for the corresponding LOS 
results. 

power. The LOLIA 7 algorithm, however, did not generally benefit from the multipath 

environment, since the smaller reuse distance resulted in numerous sources of relatively 

strong interference, all requiring cancellation. Therefore, as the number of antenna elements 

increased, so should the number of users supported by the network, as a result of the 

increased number of degrees of freedom, and therefore, the increased number of sources 

that may be nulled. The results support this expectation with a 17% gain in the number of 

users, when upgrading the system from two element to four element arrays, and a further 

15% improvement in the number of supported users with the aid of eight element antenna 

arrays instead of the four element arrays. As for the LOS results, the FCA algorithm, 

again, benefited the most in terms of the number of users supported by the network from 

the employment of adaptive antenna arrays. The number of users increased by 35%, when 

doubling the number of antenna elements from two to four, and on doubling from four to 

eight delivered a further 29% user capacity improvement. 
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Conservative Lenient 
PpT = 1%, -Flow = 1% PpT = 1%, = 2% 

Algorithm G05' = 4%, Pg = 3% = 6%, Pg = 5% 
Users Traffic Limiting 

Factor 
Users Traffic Limiting 

Factor 

FCA, 2 elements 1315 8.10 Plow 1660 10.30 Plow 

FCA, 4 elements 1790 11.10 Plow 2240 13.60 Plow 

FCA, 8 elements 2400 14.20 PB 2780 15.70 
LOLIA (n=7), 2 elements 2310 14.30 Plow 2610 16.10 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 4 elements 2735 16.90 Plow 3035 18.65 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 8 elements 3155 19.45 Plow >3200 >20.00 Plow 

LOLIA (n=19), 2 elements 1970 11.55 PB 2110 11.95 PB 

LOLIA (n=19), 4 elements 1990 11.65 PB 2155 12.05 PB 

LOLIA (n=19), 8 elements 2095 11.85 f a 2220 12.20 PB 

Table 3.6; Maximum mean carried traffic, and maximum number of mobile users that can 
be supported by each configuration, whilst meeting the preset quality constraints of Section 
3.6. The carried traffic is expressed in terms of normalised Erlangs (Erlang/km^/MHz), for 
the network described in Table 3.3 in a mult ipath environment . The corresponding LOS 
results are summarised in Table 3.5 with network configurations common between the two 
highlighted in bold. 

3.7.2.3 Performance over a Mult ipath Channel us ing Power Control 

This section builds on the results obtained in the previous section for a multipath propa-

gation environment. Simulations were conducted for a standard 7-cell FCA scheme and a 

LOLIA-assisted system using n = 7, both invoking power control. The power control algo-

rithm implemented attempted to independently adjust the mobile and base station transmit 

powers, such that the up- and down-link SINRs were within a given target SINR window. 

The use of a target window avoided constantly increasing and decreasing the transmission 

powers, which could lead to potential power control instabilities within the network. Fur-

thermore, using a range of possible transmission powers is analogous to accounting for an 

inherent power control error plus slow fading phenomenon. The 'Target SINR' given in 

Table 3.7 is the SINR to be maintained by the power control algorithm. The immediate 

effect of power control on the SINR versus the mobile's distance from the base station can 

be seen in Figure 3.35. This figure shows that power control attempts to maintain a con-

stant SINR, sufficiently high for reliable communications across the network, rather than 

allowing for unnecessarily high SINRs near the base station and providing insufficient levels 

of SINR far from the base stations, evident for a cordless telephone type network using 

no power control. It was found that in conjunction with 4-QAM using a target SINR of 
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Figure 3.35; Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) versus mobile station distance 
measured from the base station, for networks with and without power control. The unnec-
essarily high SINR near the base station was a consequence of the base station's inability 
to power down below the minimum transmit power of -20 dBm, when the mobile station 
was within a distance of about 60m from the base station. 

27dB was most suitable, when using the FCA algorithm. However, the LOLIA required a 

higher target SINR of 31dB in order to obtain satisfactory call dropping performance, as 

a result of its dynamic nature causing the interference levels to vary more rapidly than for 

the FCA algorithm. In other words, the LOLIA required a higher SINR "headroom" above 

the re-allocation SINR threshold. 

Figure 3.36 shows the new call blocking probability versus the mean normalised car-

ried traffic, expressed in terms of Erlangs/km^/MHz. The figure shows that the blocking 

performance of the FCA algorithm is limited by the availability of frequency/timeslot com-

binations, and hence the addition of power control does not improve the new call blocking 

performance. However, the blocking performance of the LOLIA is not dominated by the 

availability of frequency/timeslot combinations and hence it can be seen to benefit signifi-

cantly from using power control. 

From Figure 3.37 it can be seen that the Power Control (PC) algorithm substantially 
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Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Noisefioor -104dBm Multiple Access 
Frame duration 0.4615ms Cell radius 218m 
Maximum BS transmit power lOdBm Maximum MS transmit power lOdBm 
Minimum BS transmit power -20dBm Minimum MS transmit power -20dBm 
Power control stepsize IdB Power control hysteresis 3dB 
Number of base stations 49 Handover hysteresis 2dB 
Outage SINR threshold [93] 17dB Power control FCA target SINR 27dB 
Re-allocation SINR threshold [93] 21dB Power control L0LIA7 target SINR 31dB 
Number of timeslots 8 Number of carriers 7 
Average inter-call-time 3008 Max new-call queue-time 5s 
Average call length 60s Reference signal modulation BPSK 
Beamforming algorithm SMI Reference signal length 8 bits 
MS speed 13.4m/s Number of antenna elements 2 &:4 
Pathloss exponent -3.5 Pathloss at I m reference point OdB 
Geometry of antenna array Linear Array element spacing A/2 
Modulation scheme 4-QAM Channel/carrier bandwidth 200kHz 

Table 3.7: Simulation parameters for the FCA, and DCA-assisted networks using power 
control. 

improved the call dropping probability of the FCA algorithm in comparison to the sce-

nario without PC in Figure 3.29. Specifically, at the highest traffic loads, the PC-assisted 

performance matched that without power control but using antenna arrays with twice the 

number of antenna elements. At lower levels of traffic, the performance improvement ob-

tained with the aid of power control was even higher, with the two element array results 

approaching those of the eight element array without power control. However, below ap-

proximately 10 Erlang/km^/MHz a forced termination probability performance plateau was 

reached as a result of the power control algorithm limiting the maximum SINR. In contrast, 

when no power control is used and there are few users, the average SINR is very high and 

consequently fewer calls are dropped. 

The performance gain of the LOLIA using power control is lower than that of the FCA 

algorithm, but still significant, since its performance is about halfway between that of the 

LOLIA without power control and using the same number of antenna elements, and that 

with twice the number of antenna elements. 

The probability of low quality access of the PC-assisted scenario is shown in Figure 3.38. 

The corresponding curves for using no PC were plotted in Figure 3.30. The power controlled 

variant of the FCA algorithm offered a significantly reduced probability of low quality access 

for a given number of antenna elements. In fact, the probability of low quality access, when 
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Figure 3.36: New call blocking performance versus mean carried traffic, for comparison of 
the LOLIA, with 7 'local' base stations, and of FCA using a 7-cell reuse cluster, under a 
uniform geographic traffic distribution, wi th and without power control, for two and 
four element antenna arrays with beamforming in a multipath environment. 

using power control and a two element adaptive antenna array, was lower than that when 

using a four element array without power control. The LOLIA also benefited to the same 

extent, with the probability of low quality access when using the power control algorithm 

equalling that obtained with the aid of twice the number of antenna elements and no power 

control. 

The GOS illustrated in Figure 3.39 is related to the probability of low quality access by 

Equation 3.23, hence the close resemblance to Figure 3.38. However, it can be seen that the 

performance diff'erence of the FCA algorithm using two and four element antenna arrays 

diminished as a result of their similar new call blocking performances, which dominate the 

GOS metric of Equation 3.23. 

Figure 3.40 shows the mean number of handovers performed per call versus the mean 

carried teletraffic. From this figure it can be seen that the performance of the FCA algorithm 

was improved significantly as a result of using the power control algorithm. However, 

the FCA algorithm still required significantly more handovers per call for maintaining the 
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Figure 3.37: Call dropping performance versus mean carried traffic, for comparison of the 
LOLIA, with 7 'local' base stations, and of FCA using a 7-cell reuse cluster, under a uni-
form geographic traffic distribution, wi th and without power control, for two and four 
element antenna arrays with beamforming in a multipath environment. 

desired call quality than the equivalent LOLIA based network without power control. 

From the mean transmission power results of Figure 3.41 it can be seen that, as expected, 

the mean transmission power increased as the amount of teletraffic carried increased due to 

the higher levels of interference to be overcome. At high traffic loads the difference between 

the mean transmission powers of the mobile stations and the base stations, became more 

significant for the FCA algorithm. This resulted from the downlink interfering base stations 

being, on average, farther away from the served mobile, than the interfering mobiles were 

from the serving base station on the uplink. This was fur ther exacerbated by the omni-

directional nature of the mobiles' antennas and the directional nature of the antennas at the 

base stations. The LOLIA using a 7-cell exclusion zone required a higher mean transmission 

power, than the FCA algorithm, which was attributed to the higher target SINR required by 

the LOLIA for maintaining an acceptable call dropping performance. When compared to the 

fixed transmission power of lOdBm for an identical network operating without power control, 

the reductions in transmitted power are significant, with a minimum average transmit power 
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Figure 3.38: Probability of low quality access per call versus mean carried traffic, for com-
parison of the LOLIA, with 7 'local' base stations, and of F C A using a 7-cell reuse cluster, 
under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, w i th and w i t h o u t power control, for 2 
and 4 element antenna arrays with beamforming in a mul t ipa th environment. 

reduction of 6dB, which substantially extends the mobile stat ions ' battery lives. 

Table 3.8 presents the summary of our results obtained for a network using power control 

in a multipath environment. The table shows that the use of power control has increased 

the number of users that may be serviced according to the required network performance 

criteria. The number of users supported by the network using the FCA algorithm increased 

by 28% to 70%, with a mean of 54% over the conservative and lenient scenarios. The 

capacity gains obtained with the aid of power control in a network using the LOLIA 7, 

however, were lower, namely between 9% and 15%, with a mean of almost 13% for both the 

conservative and lenient scenarios. Whilst the LOLIA 7 capacity gains are fairly modest, 

the overall call quality, of the channel allocation techniques has improved for a given level 

of traffic, when compared to an identical network without power control. 
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Figure 3.39: Grade-Of-Service (GOS) performance versus mean carried traffic, for compar-
ison of the LOLIA, with 7 'local' base stations, and of FCA using a 7-cell reuse cluster, 
under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, with and wi thout power control, for 
two and four element antenna arrays with beamforming in a multipath environment. 

3.7.2.4 Transmission over a Mult ipath Channel using Power Control and Adap-

tive Modulat ion 

The idea behind adaptive modulation is to select a modulation mode according to the 

instantaneous radio channel quality [12, 13]. Thus, if the channel quality exhibits a high 

instantaneous SINR, then a high order modulation mode may be employed, enabling the 

exploitation of the temporarily high channel capacity. In contrast, if the channel has a low 

instantaneous SINR, using a high-order modulation mode would result in an unacceptable 

Frame Error Ratio (PER), and hence a more robust, but lower throughput modulation 

mode would be invoked. Hence, adaptive modulation not only combats the effects of a poor 

quality channel, but also attempts to maximise the throughput, whilst maintaining a given 

target FER. Thus, there is a trade-off between the mean F E R and the data throughput, 

which is governed by the modem mode switching thresholds. These switching thresholds 

define the SINRs, at which the channel is considered unsuitable for a given modulation 

mode, where an alternative AQAM mode must be invoked. 
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Figure 3.40: Mean number of successful handovers per call versus mean carried traffic, for 
comparison of the LOLIA, with 7 'local' base stations, and of FCA using a 7-cell reuse clus-
ter, under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, with a n d without power control, 
for two and four element antenna arrays with beamforming in a multipath environment. 

The power control algorithm invoked attempted to independently adjust the mobile and 

base station powers, such that the up- and down-link SINRs were within a given target SINR 

window. The employment of a target window avoided constantly increasing and decreasing 

the transmission powers, which could lead to potential power control instabilities within 

the network. Furthermore, the affect of a range of different possible transmission powers is 

analogous to an inherent power control error plus slow fading envelope. 

The combination of power control with adaptive modulation leads to several performance 

trade-offs, which must be considered when designing the power control and modulation 

mode switching algorithm. For example, the transmitted power could be minimised, which 

would result in either a high FER and a high throughput, or a low BER and a low through-

put. Alternatively, the FER could be lowered even while maintaining a high throughput, 

when tolerating high transmission powers. 

The power control and modulation mode switching algorithm invoked in our simulations 

attempted to minimise the transmitted power, whilst maintaining a high throughput with 
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Figure 3.41: Mean transmission power versus mean carried traffic, of the LOLIA, with 7 
"local" base stations, under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, wi th power control, 
for two and four element antenna arrays with beamforming in a multipath environment. 

a less than 5% target FER. The pseudo-code of the proposed algorithm is described in the 

next section. 

3.7.2.5 Power Control and Adaptive Modulat ion A lgor i thm 

determine lowest SINK out of up- and down-link SIMRs 

if in 16-QAM mode 

if lowest SINR < 16-QAM drop SINE 

drop to 4-QAM mode 

else if lowest SINR < 16-QAM reallocation SINR 

if at maximum transmit power 

revert to 4-QAM 

else 

increase transmit power 

else if lowest SINR < 16-QAM target SINR 

if not at maximum power 
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Conservative Lenient 
PPT = 1%, = 1% PPT = 1%, = 2% 

Algorithm = 4%, f a = 3% GOg = 6%, f g = 5% 
Users Traffic Limiting 

Factor 
Users Traffic Limiting 

Factor 

Without power control 
FCA, 2 elements 1315 8.10 Plow 1660 10.30 Plow 

FCA, 4 elements 1790 11.10 Plow 2240 13.60 Plow 

FCA, 8 elements 2400 14.20 PB 2780 1&70 Goa" 
LOLIA (n=7), 2 elements 2310 14.30 Plow 2610 16.10 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 4 elements 2735 16.90 Plow 3035 18.65 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 8 elements 3155 19.45 Plow >3200 >20.00 Plow 

W i t h power control 
FCA, 2 elements 2260 13.30 Plow 2455 14.25 PPT 

FCA, 4 elements 2510 14.45 PB 2870 15.95 PB 

LOLIA (n=7), 2 elements 2665 16.30 Plow 2935 17.80 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 4 elements 3125 19.08 Plow 3295 20.42 f p T 

Table 3.8: Maximum mean carried traffic, and maximum number of mobile users that can be 
supported by each configuration whilst meeting the preset quality constraints of Section 3.6. 
The carried traffic is expressed in terms of normalised Erlangs (Erlang/km^/MHz) for the 
network described in Table 3.7 both with and without power control in a mult ipath 
environment. The figures in bold indicate common network configurations to both the 
results without power and those with. 

increase transmit power 

else if lowest SIMR > 16-QAM target SINR+hysteresis 

decrease transmit power 

else if in 4-QAM mode 

if lowest SINE < 4-QAM drop SINE 

drop to BPSK mode 

else if lowest SINE < 4-QAM reallocation SINE 

if at maximum transmit power 

revert to BPSK 

else 

increase transmit power 

else if lowest SINE < 4-QAM target SINE 

if not at maximum power 

increase transmit power 

else if lowest SINE > 16-QAM target SINE+hysteresis 

change to 16-QAM mode 
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else if lowest SINR > 4-QAM target SINR+hysteresis 

if at maximum transmit power 

reduce transmit power 

else 

if lowest SINR > 16-QAM drop SINR 

change to 16-QAM 

else 

decrease transmit power 

else if in BPSK 

if lowest SINR < BPSK drop SINR 

outage occurs 

else if lowest SINR < BPSK reallocation SINR 

if not at maximum transmit power 

increase transmit power 

else if lowest SINR > 4-QAM target SINR+hysteresis 

change to 4-QAM 

else if lowest SINR > BPSK target.hysteresis 

if at maximum transmit power 

reduce transmit power 

else 

change to 4-QAM 

Figure 3.42 shows the flowchart of the AQAM and power control decision tree, when in 

the 4-QAM mode. The first step in the process is to determine the lower of the up- and 

the down-link SINRs. The next step is to determine, whether the BPSK modulation mode 

should be selected. The conditions for this to occur are that , either the lower SINR is 

below the 4-QAM call dropping threshold or that it is below the 4-QAM call reallocation 

threshold and currently the maximum possible transmission power is used. When in BPSK 

mode, outages may occur due to an insufficient SINR level, and after a given number of 

consecutive BPSK mode outages, the call is dropped. If the lower SINR is below the 4-QAM 

call reallocation threshold, or the SINR is below the 4-QAM target SINR, and the maximum 

transmission power has not been reached, then the transmit power is increased. However, 

if the SINR is below the 4-QAM target SINR and the maximum possible transmit power 

is currently used, then the modem remains in the 4-QAM mode. The 16-QAM mode is 

chosen, if the SINR is higher than the 16-QAM target SINR, plus the associated hysteresis. 

Alternatively, the 16-QAM mode is invoked, if the SINR is higher than the 4-QAM target 

SINR plus the hysteresis, furthermore the transmission power required to obtain this SINR 
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Figure 3.42: The AQAM and power control decision tree for the 4-QAM mode. 
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is lower than the maximum transmit power, and the SINR is higher than the 16-QAM call 

dropping SINR. However, if the SINR is below the 16-QAM call dropping SINR or the 

maximum transmission power is in use, then the transmit power is reduced in an effort to 

keep the SINR in the 4-QAM mode's target SINR window. The improved SINR achieved 

using adaptive antenna arrays at the base station facilitates a higher mean network data 

throughput. 

The FER was evaluated for approximately half-rate Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) 

codes, which employed interleaving over the different number of bits conveyed by the dif-

ferent modem modes within a transmission frame [93]. The 'Reallocation SINR' and the 

'Outage SINR' are defined as the average SINRs necessary for satisfying the 5% and 10% 

maximum FER constraints, respectively, using a given modulation mode such as BPSK, 4-

QAM, or 16-QAM. The 'Target SINR' was chosen so as to maximise the network capacity 

and represents an FER of approximately 2%. 

The calculation of the receive antenna arrays weights was performed on a transmission 

frame-by-frame basis, leading to updated up- and down-link SINRs every transmission 

frame. These SINR values were then used for selecting the modulation mode and trans-

mission power to be employed, and for determining whether any channel re-allocation was 

necessary. Hence, frame-by-frame adaptive modulation, power control and dynamic channel 

allocation was jointly performed. 

The system parameters for the network are defined in Table 3.9 and our performance 

results are provided in the next section. 

3.7.2.6 Performance of PC-assisted, AQAM-aided D y n a m i c Channel Alloca-

tion 

This section presents the simulation results obtained for a network using burst-by-burst 

adaptive modulation in order to improve the network's performance. Simulations were 

conducted for both a standard 7-cell FCA scheme and for the LOLIA using n = 7. The 

benchmark results obtained for a 4-QAM based network using power control were included 

for comparison purposes. Due to the enhanced network performance resulting from the 

employment of AQAM, a further constraint of a minimum throughput of 2 bits/symbol was 

invoked. This ensured a fair comparison with the fixed 4-QAM based network. 

Figure 3.43 shows the new call blocking probability versus the mean normalised carried 

traffic. From this figure it can be seen that in conjunction with the LOLIA there are 

no blocked calls, except for the highest levels of traffic. In contrast, the performance of 

the FCA algorithm was degraded by using AQAM. This was the result of the limited 
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Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Noisefioor -104dBm Multiple Access TDMA 
Frame length 0.4615ms Cell radius 218m 
Minimum BS transmit power -20dBm Minimum MS transmit power -20dBm 
Maximum BS transmit power lOdBm Maximum MS transmit power lOdBm 
Power control stepsize IdB Power control hysteresis 3dB 
BPSK outage SINE 13dB BPSK reallocation SINR 17dB 
BPSK target SINK 21dB 4-QAM outage SINR 17dB 
4-QAM reallocation SINR 21dB 4-QAM target SINR 27dB 
16-QAM outage SINR 24dB 16-QAM reallocation SINR 27dB 
16-QAM target SINR 32dB Pathloss exponent -3.5 
Number of base stations 49 Handover hysteresis 2dB 
Number of timeslots/carrier 8 Number of carriers 7 
Average inter-call-time 300s Max new-call queue-time 5s 
Average call length 608 Reference signal modulation BPSK 
Beamforming algorithm SMI Reference signal length 8 bits 
MS speed 30mph Number of antenna elements 2 & 4 
Pathless at Im reference point OdB Shadow fading No 
Geometry of antenna array Linear Array element spacing A/2 
Channel/carrier bandwidth 200kHz 

Table 3.9: Simulation parameters for the AQAM based network using power control. 

availability of frequency/timeslot combinations restricting the achievable performance gain, 

since the reduced call dropping probability encouraged the prolonged utilisation of the 

limited resources. This however, prevented new call setups. 

The corresponding call dropping probability is depicted in Figure 3.44, which shows that 

when invoking adaptive modulation, the FCA algorithm performs better than the LOLIA 

below a traffic load of about 14 Erlangs/km^/MHz. Both channel allocation algorithms 

consistently offered a lower call dropping probability, when employing AQAM compared to 

when using the fixed-mode 4-QAM modulation scheme. This reduction in the call dropping 

rate using adaptive modulation was brought about by the inherent ability of the AQAM 

scheme to be reconfigured to a lower-order, and hence more interference resistant modulation 

mode, in order to prevent calls from being dropped. 

Figure 3.45 shows that the probability of a low quality access was substantially reduced 

by AQAM for both the FCA scheme and the LOLIA. At lower traffic loads the probability 

of low quality outage was higher than when using the fixed 4-QAM modulation mode for 

both of the channel allocation schemes. This was due to the frequent use of the highest 

order modulation mode, 16-QAM, which was more susceptible to low quality outages. The 

more frequent usage of the 16-QAM mode by the four element adaptive antenna arrays also 
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Figure 3.43; New call blocking probability versus mean carried traffic of the LOLIA, with 
7 'local' base stations, and of FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for 2 and 4 element 
antenna arrays, wi th and without A Q A M . 

explains their greater probability of low quality outage at the lower traffic levels. However, as 

the traffic levels increased, the lower order modulation modes were invoked more frequently, 

and hence when combined with the four element arrays, the system guaranteed a lower 

probability of low quality outage, than the two element arrays. 

From Figure 3.46 it can be seen that the GOS of the FCA algorithm did not benefit 

from employing AQAM to the same extent as the LOLIA, except at the lower traffic levels 

when the new call blocking probability does not dominate the overall GOS performance. 

The LOLIA, however, benefited substantially, as we have also seen for the probability of 

low quality outages, since its performance was not constrained by its new call blocking 

probability observed in Figure 3.43 for both 4-QAM and AQAM. 

The employment of AQAM, in Figure 3.47, reduced the mean number of handovers per 

call of the LOLIA at all traffic loads, and of the FCA for the highest traffic loads, although 

an increased number of handovers were performed by the FCA at lower traffic loads. At 

these lower traffic loads, more intra-cell handovers were performed by the FCA algorithm, 

due to the employment of the 16-QAM modulation mode, which required more frequent 
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Figure 3.44: Call dropping or forced termination performance versus mean carried traffic 
of the LOLIA, with 7 'local' base stations, and of FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for 
two and four element antenna arrays, wi th and without A Q A M . 

intra-cell handovers in order to maintain a sufficiently high SINR. However, as the traffic 

load increased, the lower-order modulation modes were used more frequently, and hence 

less intra-cell handovers were required, leading to a reduction in the number of handovers 

performed. 

The mean transmission power results of Figure 3.48 demonstrate how the employment of 

AQAM can reduce the power transmitted both for the up- and the down-link. At low traffic 

load levels the FCA algorithm performed slightly worse in transmitted power terms, than 

the LOLIA. However, as the traffic loads increased, the gap became negligible when using 

two element antenna arrays. However, when using four element antenna arrays, the LOLIA 

required a higher transmission power at these higher loads. When compared to the fixed 

transmission power of lOdBm for the network without power control, the employment of 

AQAM resulted in a significant reduction in the mean transmission power, with a minimum 

reduction of more than 4dB and a maximum reduction of more than 7dB, in addition to 

maintaining a superior call quality and mean modem throughput. 

The average modem throughput expressed in bits per symbol versus the mean carried 
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Figure 3.45: Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of the LOLIA, 
with 7 'local' base stations, and of FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for two and four 
element antenna arrays, with and without A Q A M . 

teletraffic is shown in Figure 3.49. The figure shows how the mean number of bits per 

symbol decreased as the network traffic increased. The FCA algorithm offered the lowest 

throughput with its performance degrading near-linearly upon increasing the network's 

traffic load. The LOLIA, especially for the lower levels of traffic, offered a greater modem 

throughput for a given level of teletraffic carried, with the achievable performance gracefully 

decreasing, as the carried teletraffic continued to increase. Table 3.10 shows the mean 

modem throughput in bits per symbol, for the maximum mean carried traffic levels, whilst 

meeting the predefined quality constraints of Section 3.6. 

From Table 3.11 it can be seen that it is the blocking performance of the network using 

the FCA algorithm which limits its associated network capacity, thus leading to a rela-

tively high mean modem throughput at its user capacity limits. The increase in the modem 

throughput for the FCA algorithm varied from 35% to 55%, with corresponding user ca-

pacity improvements of 6% and -4%, when comparing the AQAM network to 4-QAM. The 

table also shows that the number of users supported by the FCA network using two element 
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Figure 3.46; GOS performance versus mean carried traffic of the LOLIA, with 7 'local' base 
stations, and of FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for two and four element antenna 
arrays, wi th and without AQAM. 

Conservative Lenient 
-PpT = 1%, Ĵ low = 1% == 19%, fiow = 29% 

49%, == 39% = 69%, f g = 59% 
Bits per Symbol Bits per Symbol 

FCA, 2 e lements 2.8 2.7 
FCA, 4 e lements 3.1 2.9 
LOLIA ( n = 7 ) , 2 e lements 2.1 
LOLIA ( n = 7 ) , 4 e lements 2.15 2.05 

Table 3.10: Mean modem throughput, when supporting the maximum mean carried traffic, 
whilst meeting the preset quality constraints of Section 3.6. The carried traffic is expressed 
in terms of normalised Erlangs (Erlang/km^/MHz) for the network described in Table 3.9 
in a mult ipath environment with A Q A M . 
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Figure 3.47: Mean number of successful handovers per call versus mean carried traffic of 
the LOLIA, vi^ith 7 'local' base stations, and of FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for 
two and four element antenna arrays, w i th and wi thout A Q A M . 

adaptive antenna arrays increased when using AQAM, which was restricted by the probabil-

ity of low quality access when using 4-QAM. In contrast, when using four element antenna 

arrays, the network capacity was limited by the network's new call blocking performance. 

Hence, using AQAM techniques did not increase the number of users supported. In fact, 

due to the superior call dropping performance of AQAM, the new call blocking probability 

increased as a result of the lack of available frequency/timeslot combinations, and hence 

the number of users supported by the network decreased. 

However, the dynamic nature of the LOLIA limited its fixed 4-QAM based network 

capacity due to its excessive low quality access probability, and thus in all cases, AQAM 

increased the number of users supported, by 38% to 50%, whilst meeting the required 

call quality criteria of Section 3.6. The AQAM-induced improvement in mean modem 

throughput varied from 0% to 7.5% as a result of the part icular AQAM implementation 

used in the simulations. This can be further verified with the aid of Figure 3.48, which shows 

that the mean transmission powers were not at their maxima and hence both the modem 

throughput and the probability of low quality access were sub-optimal. In other words. 
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Figure 3.48: Mean transmit power versus mean carried traffic of the LOLIA, with 7 'local' 
base stations, and of FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for two and four element antenna 
arrays, w i t h and wi thout A Q A M . 

had the AQAM algorithm been more aggressive in terms of its transmitted power usage, a 

reduced probability of low quality access and an increased mean modem throughput would 

have occurred. However, a trade-off existed, where both the number of users supported and 

the mean modem throughput were increased, whilst achieving a significant reduction in the 

mean transmission powers. 

3.7 .2 .7 S u m m a r y of Non-Wraparound Network P e r f o r m a n c e 

The performance results summarised in this section can be gleaned from Tables 3.5-3.11. 

Specifically, in this section simulation results were obtained for a LOS scenario, for both 

the FCA algorithm and for the LOLIA, which showed tha t the FCA algorithm benefited 

the most from the employment of adaptive antenna arrays, wi th an increase of 144% in the 

number of users supported by a four element antenna arrays. The corresponding figure was 

67% with the aid of two element arrays. The performance of the LOLIA with a 19 base 

station constraint improved least using adaptive antenna arrays due to the inherently low 

interference levels present. However, for the LOLIA with a base station constraint of 7, 
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Figure 3.49; Mean throughput in terms of bits per symbol versus mean carried traffic of 
the LOLIA, with 7 'local' base stations, and of FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for 
two and four element antenna arrays, in conjunction w i t h A Q A M . 

using two element adaptive antenna arrays, an extra 22% addit ional users were supported 

with the desired performance metric limits of Section 3.6 observed. Using four element 

adaptive antenna arrays at the base stations led to an increase of 58% in the number of 

users supported. 

Identical simulations with the addition of two multipath rays were then performed. These 

simulations demonstrated that the LOLIA 19 actually performed better in a multipath sce-

nario, than in a LOS situation. This was due to the large reuse distance of the system, 

resulting in the sum of the powers of the three desired mul t ipa th signals versus the sum of 

the interfering signal powers being higher, than the ratio of t he LOS desired signal power 

to the interference power. The FCA algorithm, which offered the lowest network capacity 

in the LOS simulations, also suffered from the greatest capacity reduction in the multi-

path scenarios. The corresponding network capacities, expressed in terms of the number 

of users supported, decreased by between 3% and 17%. The number of users supported by 

the network using the LOLIA 7, was not significantly affected by the mult ipath propaga-

tion environment, with the highest reduction of almost 7% occurring using a four element 
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Conservative Lenient 
PPT == 1/%, == PFT = 19%, flew = 29% 

Algori thm = 49%, jOg == 39% 69%, jSg = 596 
Users Traffic Limiting 

Factor 
Users Traffic Limiting 

Factor 

4 - Q A M with P C 
FCA, 2 elements 2260 13.30 Plow 2455 1A25 PFT 

FCA, 4 elements 2510 14.45 PB 2870 15.95 PB 

LOLIA (n=7), 2 elements 2665 16.30 Plow 2935 17.80 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 4 elements 3125 19.08 Plow 3295 2&42 PFT 

AJQVUVI Tvitli 
FCA, 2 elements 2400 14.00 PB 2760 15.75 PB 

FCA, 4 elements 2400 14J^ PB 2710 15.50 PB 

LOLIA (n=7), 2 elements 3675 2&10 Plow 4115 2&4 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 4 elements 4460 27^0 Plow 4940 2&6 Plow 

Table 3.11: Maximum mean carried traffic, and maximum number of mobile users that can 
be supported by each configuration, whilst meeting the preset quality constraints of Section 
3.6. The carried traffic is expressed in terms of normalised Erlangs (Erlang/km^/MHz) for 
the network described in Table 3.9 in a mult ipath environment . 

antenna array employed in the conservative network scenario of Section 3.6. The FCA algo-

rithm benefited the most from increasing the number of elements comprising the adaptive 

antenna arrays, with a minimum increase of 25% in the number of users supported upon 

doubling the number of antenna elements. The LOLIA employing a reuse cluster size of 

seven also performed well, with a user capacity increase of at least 15% for each doubling 

of the number of antenna elements. 

Simulations were then performed in the multipath environment, where the network used 

the power control algorithm to maintain a fairly constant received SINR across the cell area. 

It was found that the power control algorithm increased the number of users carried in all 

the scenarios considered. The FCA algorithm exhibited the greatest gains in terms of the 

number of users supported by the network. When compared to an identical network without 

power control, the user capacity increased by 28%-72%, with an average increase of 47%. 

The LOLIA 7 using power control carried more traffic, than the equivalent power control 

assisted FCA networks, and the LOLIA 7 system using no power control. When compared 

to the LOLIA 7 network using no power control, 9% to 15% more users were carried with a 

satisfactory performance. With respect to an FCA based network using power control, the 

increase in the number of supported users varied from 9% to almost 25%. 
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Further experiments were conducted in order to investigate the potential of AQAM tech-

niques to increase network capacity. The gains achievable by the FCA algorithm were 

restricted by the number of available frequency/timeslot combinations, for both new calls 

and handovers, and hence the capacity increases were constrained by the new call blocking 

probability to 6%. However, this limitation to the number of supported users resulted in an 

increased mean modem throughput of between 2.7 and 3.1 bits per symbol, a reduced mean 

transmission power, and an overall improvement in call quality. The LOLIA, however, was 

not constrained by its new call blocking probability and was able to fully exploit the ad-

vantages of adaptive modulation. Thus, the LOLIA achieved a minimum network capacity 

increase of 38% over an identical scenario not using adaptive modulation. 

The next section presents similar results but obtained using the "wraparound" technique 

in an effort to provide an effectively infinite simulation plane with, on average, constant 

interference levels present over the entire simulation area. 
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3 .7 .3 W r a p - a r o u n d N e t w o r k P e r f o r m a n c e R e s u l t s 

This section presents a range of performance results similar to those obtained in the previ-

ous section. However, in this section the "wrap-around" technique of Figure 3.7.1 was used 

to generate results not subjected to the edge effects present at the perimeter of the simula-

tion area. This process was described in Section 3.7.1. Results were obtained for the LOS 

propagation environment in Section 3.7.3.1 and for the multipath propagation environment 

of Section 3.7.3.2. Section 3.7.3.3 portrays the results obtained for the multipath propaga-

tion environment using power control, and Section 3.7.3.4 presents the network performance 

using adaptive modulation techniques. 

3.7.3.1 Performance Results over a LOS Channel 

Firstly we compared the FCA and the LOLIA under uniform geographic traffic distribution 

conditions using both a single antenna element and adaptive antenna arrays consisting of 

two and four elements in a LOS propagation environment. The FCA scheme employed 

a seven-cell reuse cluster, corresponding to one carrier frequency per base station. The 

LOLIA was used in conjunction with the constraints of seven and nineteen nearest base 

stations, i.e., n = 7 OT 19. 

As seen in Figure 3.50 the LOLIA using n = 19 offered the worst call blocking performance 

of the three channel allocation schemes, with the AAAs having little beneficial effect. This 

demonstrated that the limiting factor was not inadequate signal quality for a call to be setup, 

but the lack of available frequency/timeslot combinations due to the large exclusion zone. 

The FCA algorithm benefited only to a limited extent from the employment of the AAAs, 

suggesting that the majority of the blocked calls were as a result of the limited availability 

of frequency/timeslot combinations. Inadequate signal quality caused the remainder of the 

blocked calls. The call blocking performance of the LOLIA using n = 7 appeared mainly to 

be interference limited, hence the AAAs guaranteed a significant reduction of the number 

of blocked calls, particularly for mean carried traffic levels in excess of 9 Erlang/km^/MHz. 

Figure 3.51 shows that - as expected - the FCA algorithm performed the least satisfac-

torily of the three channel allocation schemes investigated with respect to its call dropping 

performance. Even in conjunction with a four-element adaptive antenna array, it exhibited 

a higher call dropping rate than that of either of the LOLIAs {n = 19 and n = 7). The large 

exclusion zone of the LOLIA using n = 19 led to a low dropping probability of less than 

1 X 10"^ for teletraffic loads below approximately 12 Erlang/km^/MHz. However, the rapid 

rise in the call dropping probability upon increasing the teletraffic became unacceptable for 
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Figure 3.50; New call blocking probability performance versus mean carried traffic, for the 
LOLIA using 7 and 19 'local' base stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, 
under uniform geographic traffic distribution, for a single an t enna element, as well as for 
two and four element antenna arrays with beamforming in a LOS environment using 
wrap-around. See Figure 3.23 for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

teletrafRc loads in excess of about 13 Erlang/km^/MHz. T h e large exclusion zone of the 

algorithm prevented from handovers occurring, since there were no free channels available 

in the vicinity, hence resulting in a high number of dropped calls. Thus, for n = 19 the 

employment of adaptive antenna arrays at the base stations did not improve the perfor-

mance significantly, unlike for the FCA and LOLIA using n = 7, which were predominantly 

interference limited. The call dropping performance of the LOLIA using n = 7 benefited 

the most from the assistance of adaptive antenna arrays, wi th the most dramatic gains in 

call dropping performance at the higher teletraffic levels. 

Figures 3.52 and 3.53 show the probability of low quality access and the GOS, which are 

similar in terms of their trends and are closely related to each other by Equation 3.23. The 

GOS of the FCA algorithm was dominated by the probability of low quality access, since 

it had a higher value than the blocking probability. However, the rapid rise of the new 

call blocking probability of the LOLIA with n = 19 caused a steep increase in its GOS, 

especially when coupled with its rapidly degrading probability of low quality access. All of 
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Figure 3.51: Dropping probability performance versus mean carried traffic, for the LOLIA 
using 7 and 19 'local' base stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, under a 
uniform geographic traffic distribution, for a single antenna element, as well as for two and 
four element antenna arrays with beamforming in a LOS e n v i r o n m e n t using wrap-around. 
See Figure 3.24 for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

the algorithms benefited substantially from the employment of adaptive antenna arrays. 

The effect of beamforming on the number of handovers performed can be seen in Figure 

3.54. The LOLIAs required the least frequent handovers, with beamforming barely altering 

the results. In contrast, the number of handovers performed when using the FCA algorithm 

was reduced significantly due to employing AAAs with a maximum reduction of 72% for 

two elements, and of 89% for four elements. This translates into a significantly reduced 

signalling load for the network, since it has to manage far less handovers, therefore reducing 

the complexity of the network infrastructure. 

It can be seen from Table 3.12 that in a LOS environment all of the channel allocation 

schemes benefit from the use of base station AAAs in terms of an increased level of teletraffic 

carried, hence supporting an increased number of users. T h e FCA algorithm benefited 

most from the employment of AAAs, with a 160% increase in terms of the number of users 

supported, when using a four-element antenna array. The performance improvements of the 
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Figure 3.52; GOS performance versus mean carried traffic, for the LOLIA using 7 and 
19 'local' base stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, under a uniform 
geographic traffic distribution, for a single antenna element, as well as for two and four 
element antenna arrays with beamforming in a LOS environment using wrap-around. 
See Figure 3.26 for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

LOLIA in conjunction with n = 7 due to using AAAs were more modest, than for the FCA 

system. Specifically, 44% more users were supported by the four element AAA-assisted 

LOLIA using n = 7, when compared to the single antenna element based results. The 

network capacity of the LOLIA along with a 19-cell exclusion zone was higher, than that of 

the LOLIA using n = 7, until the limited number of channels available in conjunction with 

such a large exclusion zone became significant. Up to this point, the AAAs reduced the 

levels of interference, thus improving the network capacity. However, when using a four-

element AAA, the new call blocking probability became the dominant network performance 

limiting factor. 

3.7.3.2 Performance Results over a Mult ipath Channel 

Following our previous experiments, where a purely LOS environment existed between the 

mobiles and their base stations, this section presents results for a multipath environment 
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Figure 3.53: Probability of low quality access performance versus mean carried traffic, for 
the LOLIA using 7 and 19 'local' base stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, 
under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for a single an tenna element, as well as for 
two and four element antenna arrays with beamforming in a LOS environment using 
wrap-around. See Figure 3.25 for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

using two-, four- and eight-element AAAs. 

Comparing the call blocking probabilities of the multipath environment, shown in Figure 

3.55, with those of the LOS environment, shown in Figure 3.50, reveals that all of the 

channel allocation algorithms behave similarly for both radio environments. The FCA 

scheme actually behaved more unfavourably in terms of its new call blocking probability, 

as the number of AAA elements was increased. However, this is a consequence of the 

additional antenna elements improving the other performance measures, such as the call 

dropping rate. This enabled additional calls to be sustained at a given time, leading to a 

higher call blocking rate. In conjunction with an exclusion zone of 19 cells we found that the 

LOLIA's blocking performance was barely affected by the adapt ive antenna arrays, whilst 

for n = 7 the blocked call rate was improved by a factor of 10 at a traffic load of 14-17 

Erlang/km^/MHz. 
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Figure 3.54: Mean number of successful handovers per call versus mean carried traffic, for 
comparison of the LOLIA using 7 and 19 'local' base stations, and for FCA employing a 
7-cell reuse cluster, under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for a single antenna 
element, as well as for two and four element antenna arrays with beamforming in a LOS 
environment using wrap-around. See Figure 3.27 for the corresponding "desert-island" 
scenario. 

Figure 3.56 shows the probability of a dropped call in a mult ipath propagation environ-

ment, which was slightly higher than for the LOS scenario of Figure 3.51, when considered 

in the context of a given channel allocation algorithm and for a given antenna array size. 

The call dropping rate was improved with the aid of adaptive antenna arrays for all of the 

channel allocation algorithms, though the LOLIA using n = 19 did not benefit to the same 

extent as the other algorithms. 

Again, as expected, the GOS curves in Figure 3.57 and the probability of low quality 

access curves of Figure 3.58 are similar in shape, with the differences resulting from the 

blocked call probability according to Equation 3.23. Hence, the GOS of the LOLIA having 

an exclusion zone of 19 base stations increases more rapidly, than its probability of low 

quality access. In addition, the gain in its low quality of access performance achieved by 

using the adaptive antenna arrays is reduced, in terms of the GOS, due to the limited block-

ing probability improvement ofi'ered by the adaptive antenna arrays. All three algorithms 
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Conservative Lenient 
PPT — 1%, jF̂ ow = 1% PPT = 1%, = 2% 

PB 3%, - 4% PB = 5%, GOg = 6% 
Algori thm Users Traffic Limiting Users Traffic Limiting 

Factor Factor 

FCA, 1 element 340 3.6 Plow 465 4.9 Plow 

FCA, 2 elements 575 6.1 Plow 755 7.9 Plow 

FCA, 4 elements 885 9.3 Plow 1105 11.2 PPT 

LOLIA (n=7), 1 element 990 10.5 Plow 1065 11.45 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 2 elements 1155 12.35 Plow 1260 13.5 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 4 elements 1420 14.9 Plow 1535 16.5 Plow 

LOLIA (n=19), 1 element 1020 10.9 Plow 1090 11.6 Plow 

LOLIA (n=19), 2 elements 1200 12.5 Plow 1330 13.35 Plow 

LOLIA (n=19), 4 elements 1335 13.45 PB 1400 13.9 PB 

Table 3.12: Maximum mean carried traffic, and maximum number of mobile users that 
can be supported by each configuration, whilst meeting the preset quality constraints 
defined in Section 3.6. The carried traffic is expressed in terms of normalised Erlangs 
(Erlang/km^/MHz), for the network described in Table 3.3 in a LOS environment using 
wrap-around. See Table 3.5 for the corresponding "desert-island" results. 

benefit significantly in terms of their low quality access performance from the employment 

of the adaptive antenna arrays. However, the significant blocking performance limitations 

of the LOLIA using n = 19 restricts its GOS performance gains. 

Figure 3.59 demonstrates the significant impact that adaptive antenna arrays have on 

the mean number of handovers per call for the FCA algorithm in a multipath environment. 

Even in conjunction with adaptive antenna arrays more handovers per call were invoked, 

when using the FCA system, than for either of the LOLIAs using a single antenna element. 

Furthermore, a higher number of handovers was required in the multipath environment, 

than in the LOS scenario, for a given size of adaptive antenna array. The LOLIAs required 

significantly fewer handovers than the FCA, irrespective of the propagation environment, 

and did not benefit from the employment of adaptive antenna arrays in terms of the required 

handovers per call. 

Table 3.13 presents results similar to those in Table 3.12, but for a multipath environ-

ment, with the bold values highlighting the adaptive antenna array sizes common to both 

sets of investigations. From this table it can be seen that the LOLIA using n = 19 carries 

approximately the same amount of traffic in the multipath scenario, which translates into 

a similar network capacity to that of the LOS scenario of Table 3.12. Again, the number of 

users supported by the network is limited by the probability of a low quality access and by 
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Figure 3.55: New call blocking probability performance versus mean carried traffic, for 
comparison of the LOLIA using 7 and 19 'local' base stations, and for FCA using a 7-cell 
reuse cluster, under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for two, four and eight element 
antenna arrays with beamforming in a mul t ipath e n v i r o n m e n t using wrap-around. See 
Figure 3.29 for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

the new call blocking probability. The performance of the LOLIA using n = 7 was interfer-

ence limited, where the smaller reuse distance or exclusion zone led to numerous sources of 

relatively strong interference, all requiring interference cancellation. Hence, as the number 

of adaptive antenna array elements increased, so did the number of users supported, with 

an average improvement of about 15% for each doubling of t h e number of array elements. 

3.7.3 .3 Performance over a Mul t ipa th Channel us ing P o w e r Control 

This section presents results obtained using the same wrap-around scenario of Section 3.7.1 

over a multipath channel using power control. The power control algorithm was the same 

as that described in Section 3.7.2.3. The power control algorithm implemented at tempted 

to independently adjust the mobile and base station t ransmit powers, such that the up-

and down-link SINRs were within a given target SINR window. The use of a target SINR 

window allowed us to avoid constantly increasing and decreasing the transmission powers. 
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Figure 3.56; Call dropping probability performance versus mean carried traffic, for com-
parison of the LOLIA using 7 and 19 'local' base stations, and for FCA using a 7-cell reuse 
cluster, under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for two, four and eight element 
antenna arrays with beamforming in a mult ipath environment using wrap-around. See 
Figure 3.30 for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

which could lead to potential power control instabilities within the network. Furthermore, 

the effect of employing a range of possible transmission powers is analogous to an inherent 

power control error plus slow fading phenomenon. 

Figure 3.60 portrays the new call blocking probability versus the mean normalised carried 

traffic, expressed in terms of Erlangs/km^/MHz. The figure shows that using power control 

in conjunction with the FCA algorithm resulted in a slight increase in the new call blocking 

probability as a direct consequence of the improved call dropping probability shown in 

Figure 3.61. In contrast, the blocking probability of the LOLIA improved significantly due 

to using power control, achieving a reduction by a factor of 4 to 34. 

The new call blocking performance of the LOLIA was superior to that of the FCA al-

gorithm both with and without power control, as seen in Figure 3.60, which is a result of 

the dynamic nature of the LOLIA. This enabled the LOLIA to allocate any of the available 

channels not used within the 7-cell exclusion zone (maximum of 7x8=56 channels in this 
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Figure 3.57; GOS performance versus mean carried traffic, for the comparison of the LOLIA 
with 7 and 19 'local' base stations, and for FCA using a 7-cell reuse cluster, under a 
uniform geographic traffic distribution, for two, four and eight element antenna arrays with 
beamforming in a mult ipath environment using wrap-around. See Figure 3.32 for the 
corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

scenario) to a new call request. However, the FCA algorithm only had one carrier frequency 

per base station, and therefore was less likely to be able to satisfy a new call request. The 

addition of power control to the LOLIA in conjunction with n = 7 led to a reduced new call 

blocking probability. Specifically, the new call blocking probability with power control was 

reduced to near that achieved using twice the number of antenna elements without power 

control. The higher new call blocking probability of the network using no power control can 

be attributed to the lower average SINR values, which prevent new call initiation, whereas 

the higher average SINR level of the network observed in Figure 3.35 in conjunction with 

power control enables additional calls to commence. 

Figure 3.61 shows that the call dropping probability was significantly reduced for both 

the FCA algorithm and the LOLIA using n = 7, in conjunction with power control. The 

FCA algorithm in conjunction with power control offered a call dropping probability close 

to that of a similar network, without power control, and using twice the number of adaptive 

antenna elements. However, at traffic loads of below approximately 7 Erlangs/km^/MHz the 
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Figure 3.58: Probability of low quality access performance versus mean carried traffic, for 
the comparison of the LOLIA using 7 and 19 'local' base stations, and for FCA using a 7-cell 
reuse cluster, under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for two, four and eight element 
antenna arrays with beamforming in a mult ipath environment using wrap-around. See 
Figure 3.31 for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

call dropping probability began to level off for the FCA algorithm. This phenomenon was 

also noticeable in the context of the LOLIA and resulted from the power control algorithm 

limiting the maximum SINR, leading to a flatter call dropping profile than that of the 

network without power control. Thus, at lower traffic loads the network without power 

control had a higher average SINR as was evidenced by Figure 3.35, leading to less dropped 

calls. However, at higher levels of teletraffic the power control algorithm offered a lower call 

dropping rate, as a consequence of the lower levels of interference present when using the 

power control scheme. 

The FCA algorithm exhibited the greatest improvement in the probability of a low quality 

access due to the implementation of power control, as shown in Figure 3.62. Using a two 

element adaptive antenna array in conjunction with the power control algorithm resulted 

in a probability of low quality access approximately equal to that obtained using an eight 

element adaptive array without power control. The LOLIA also benefited from invoking 

the power control algorithm, but to a lesser extent, offering a performance close to that of 
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Figure 3.59; Mean number of successful handovers per call versus mean carried traffic, for 
comparison of the LOLIA using 7 and 19 'local' base stations, and for FCA using a 7-cell 
reuse cluster, under a uniform geographic traffic distribution, for two, four and eight element 
antenna arrays with beamforming in a mul t ipath e n v i r o n m e n t using wrap-around. See 
Figure 3.33 for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

an array with twice the number of elements without power control. 

The GOS performance gains of the FCA algorithm using power control seen in Figure 

3.63, were somewhat reduced compared to those of the probabili ty of a low quality access 

in Figure 3.62, due to the similar blocking performances of t he power-controlled and non-

power-controlled scenarios seen in Figure 3.60. Nonetheless, t he GOS gains remained quite 

high in Figure 3.63. The GOS gains of the LOLIA due to power control were also quite 

substantial, as seen in Figure 3.63. 

The effect of power control on the mean number of handovers performed per call becomes 

explicit in Figure 3.64. From this figure it can be seen for t he FCA algorithm that with 

respect to the number of handovers per call, the performance of the network employing 

power control significantly exceeded that of the network wi thout power control using an 

adaptive antenna array of twice the number of antenna elements. The employment of 

power control in conjunction with the FCA algorithm led to a mean reduction by a factor 
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Conservative Lenient 
PPT = 1%, — 1% PpT = 1%, = 2% 

PB = 3%, GOg = 4% PB = 5%, GOg = 6% 
Algorithm Users Traffic Limiting Users Traffic Limiting 

Factor Factor 

FCA, 2 element 600 6.0 Plow 740 7.65 Plow 

FCA, 4 elements 790 8.3 Plow 995 10.3 Plow 

FCA, 8 elements 1085 11.2 Plow 1250 12.8 PpT 
LOLIA (n=7), 2 element 1195 12.65 Plow 1290 13.7 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 4 elements 1370 14.35 Plow 1475 15.6 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 8 elements 1555 16.15 Plow 1700 17.7 Plow 

LOLIA (n—19), 2 element 1235 12.65 Plow 1325 13.3 Plow 

LOLIA (n=19), 4 elements 1360 13.55 PB 1410 13.8 
LOLIA (n=19), 8 elements 1385 13.7 f a 1475 14.15 PB 

Table 3.13: Maximum mean carried traffic, and maximum number of mobile users that 
can be supported by each configuration, whilst meeting the preset quality constraints 
defined in Section 3.6. The carried traffic is expressed in terms of normalised Erlangs 
(Erlang/km^/MHz), for the network described in Table 3.3 in a mult ipath environment 
using wrap-around. See Table 3.6 for the corresponding "desert-island" results. 

of 4.4 in the number of handovers. The inherently good performance of the LOLIA was 

also slightly improved on average. 

A further advantage of using power control in a cellular mobile network is portrayed in 

Figure 3.65, which shows that the mean transmit power was reduced from the fixed transmit 

power of lOdBm due to power control. The mean transmit power of the FCA algorithm was 

reduced the most with reductions varying from 4.5dB to almost 9dB at the lowest traffic 

levels. Doubling the number of antenna elements comprising the base stations' adaptive 

antenna arrays from two to four, resulted in additional mean transmission power gains of 

almost IdB at higher traffic loads, which is a consequence of the extra interference rejection 

capability of the four element array. The mean transmission powers of the LOLIAs were 

significantly higher due to the higher target SINRs required for maintaining an acceptable 

call dropping rate. This was a consequence of the dynamic nature of the LOLIA, leading 

to more rapidly changing interference levels, which required a relatively high target SINR 

of 3IdB as seen in Table 3.7. 

Table 3.14 presents similar results to Table 3.13, but using our power control algorithm, 

with the bold values highlighting the adaptive antenna array sizes common to both sets 

of investigations, for the sake of convenient comparison. The table shows the significant 

performance improvement obtained for both the LOLIA and the FCA algorithm in terms 
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Figure 3.60: New call blocking probability versus mean carried traffic of the LOLIA using 7 
'local' base stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for two and four element 
antenna arrays, w i t h and wi thout power control using wrap-around. See Figure 3.36 
for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

of the number of users supported with the advent of power control, whilst maintaining the 

desired network quality. In the conservative scenario, for example, the FCA algorithm using 

a two element adaptive antenna array and power control supported the same number of 

users as the network using an eight element adaptive antenna array without power control. 

The LOLIA-based network, however, did not benefit from the employment of the power 

control algorithm to the same extent, although still offered similar performance to that of a 

network without power control and using adaptive antenna arrays having twice the number 

of antenna elements. 

3.7 .3 .4 Performance of an A Q A M based Network u s i n g Power Control 

This section presents our simulation results obtained for a network using burst-by-burst 

adaptive modulation [13, 101, 102, 103] invoked in order to improve the network's perfor-

mance. Simulations were conducted for both a standard 7-cell FCA scheme and a 7-cell 

LOLIA assisted system. The results obtained for a 4-QAM based network using power 
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Figure 3.61: Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of the LOLIA using 7 
'local' base stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for two and four element 
antenna arrays, w i th and wi thout power control using wrap-around. See Figure 3.37 
for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

control were included for comparison purposes. 

The new call blocking probability depicted in Figure 3.66 was essentially unchanged for 

the FCA algorithm using power control in conjunction with 4-QAM or AQAM, suggesting 

that the new call blocking performance of the FCA algorithm was limited by the lack of 

available frequency/timeslot combinations, rather than by inadequate signal quality. This 

hypothesis was confirmed by the improvement in the new call blocking performance of the 

LOLIA resulting from the superior signal quality of AQAM. 

The corresponding call dropping probability is depicted in Figure 3.67. The AQAM 

LOLIA using n = 7 in conjunction with a two element adapt ive antenna had, in general, 

a higher call dropping probability compared to that of power control assisted 4-QAM. 

However, the power control algorithm, when used in conjunction with AQAM, maintained 

the call dropping probability below the given threshold for a significantly higher traffic 

load. Similar performance trends were observed for both the two element and the four 

element adaptive array, although the higher interference rejection capability offered by 
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Figure 3.62; Probability of low quality outage versus mean carried traffic of the LOLIA 
using 7 'local' base stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for two and 
four element antenna arrays, w i th and wi thout power contro l using wrap-around. See 
Figure 3.38 for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

the four element array resulted in a substantially reduced call dropping probability. The 

dropped calls were caused almost exclusively by insufficient signal quality during the intra-

cell handover process, thus increasing the number of adaptive antenna elements from two to 

four improved the call dropping performance. The high call dropping probability observed 

for traffic loads between 12 and 20 Erlangs/km^/MHz when using the two element adaptive 

antenna array was due to the power control and AQAM at tempt ing to trade-oif modem 

throughput and transmit power against each other, whilst a t tempt ing to minimise the 

number of dropped calls. The extra interference suppression capability of the four-element 

adaptive antenna array led to a reduced call dropping probability. Hence, altering the 

AQAM mode selection algorithm of Figure 3.42, may improve its performance at these 

traffic loads, when used in conjunction with a two element an tenna array. 

The FCA algorithm dropped all of its calls during the inter-cell handover process due 

to the lack of available slots to handover to. However, since inter-cell handovers could 

be performed, if necessary, in order to improve the signal quality, the number of dropped 
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Figure 3.63; GOS performance versus mean carried traffic of the LOLIA using 7 'local' base 
stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for two and four element antenna 
arrays, w i th and w i thout power control using wrap-around. See Figure 3.39 for the 
corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

calls was reduced when using the four element adaptive array, due to its better interference 

rejection capability. All the calls were dropped during the inter-cell handover process, which 

means that no calls were dropped due to insufficient SINR or through the intra-cell handover 

process. This can be at tr ibuted to the AQAM scheme, which enabled users to drop to lower 

order modulation modes of the AQAM scheme, when the SINR became poor. 

Figure 3.68 characterises the mean number of handovers per call for 4-QAM and AQAM, 

both using power control. The LOLIA using n = 7 performed a lower total number of 

handovers per call, when using AQAM, due its inherent resilience to poor signal quality 

conditions. 

The breakdown of the handovers into inter-cell and intra-cell handovers is given in Figure 

3.69. Observe that the improved interference rejection capability, and the associated supe-

rior SINR of the four-element array results in a lower number of intra-cell handovers for 

the LOLIA. Since the intra-cell handover process is the pr imary cause of dropped calls and 

less intra-cell handovers are performed when using a four-element antenna, more inter-cell 
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Figure 3.64: Mean number of successful handovers per call versus mean carried traffic of the 
LOLIA using 7 'local' base stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for two 
and four element antenna arrays, w i t h and wi thout power contro l using wrap-around. 
See Figure 3.40 for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

handovers are necessitated in the network using four-element adaptive antenna arrays, as 

the users roam from cell to cell. In other words, since the LOLIA using a four element 

array drops less calls than when using a two element array, more users are in call at a given 

time, and hence these users cross more cell boundaries, thus necessitating more inter-cell 

handovers. 

In contrast, the number of intra-cell handovers performed in conjunction with the FCA 

algorithm decreases, as the teletraffic rises, and as the number of antenna elements is in-

creased from two to four. This is a consequence of the part icular implementation of the 

modulation mode selection/power control algorithm and its interaction with the FCA han-

dover process. The AQAM algorithm at tempts to remain in the current modulation mode 

as long as possible, and hence as the SINR degrades, it will opt for performing an intra-cell 

handover in an at tempt to maintain the SINR, rather than reconfiguring itself in order to 

use a lower-order modulation mode suitable for the reduced SINR level. Thus, when using 

a four-element adaptive antenna array, the average (and instantaneous) SINR is typically 
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Figure 3.65; Mean transmit power versus mean carried traffic of the LOLIA using 7 'local' 
base stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for two and four element antenna 
arrays, wi th and without power control using wrap-around. See Figure 3.41 for the 
corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

higher than that of a two-element array, leading to a more frequent employment of the 

less resilient higher-order modulation modes, which potentially requires additional intra-

cell handovers. However, as the mean teletraffic increases, so does the level of interference 

in the network and a greater proportion of transmission t ime is spent in the lower-order 

modulation modes, thus requiring less intra-cell handovers, as illustrated in Figure 3.69. 

The probability of a Low Quality (LQ) access is depicted in Figure 3.70, showing an 

interesting interaction between the FCA algorithm and the AQAM scheme. The probability 

of a LQ access occurring is reduced, as the traffic level increases and the number of antenna 

elements is decreased. This can be attributed to the less frequent usage of the higher-order 

modulation modes at the higher traffic loads. Hence the lower-order modulation modes are 

used more frequently and thus the chance of a LQ access taking place is reduced. The four-

element adaptive antenna array leads to a higher probability of a low quality access, since its 

higher associated SINR levels activate a more frequent employment of the less robust, but 

higher-throughput, higher-order modulation modes. For example, let us consider the FCA 
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Conservative Lenient 
PFT = 1%, flow = 1% PFT = 1%, = 2% 

PB - 3%, GOg = 4% PB = 5%, GOg = 6% 
Algorithm Users Traffic Limiting Users Traffic Limiting 

Factor Factor 

4 - Q A M without P C 
FCA, 2 element 600 6.0 Plow 740 7.65 Plow 

FCA, 4 elements 790 8.3 Plow 995 10.3 Plow 

FCA, 8 elements 1085 11.2 Plow 1250 12.8 PFT 

LOLIA (n=7), 2 element 1195 12.65 Plow 1290 13.7 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 4 elements 1370 14.35 Plow 1475 15.6 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 8 elements 1555 16.15 Plow 1700 17.7 Plow 

4 - Q A M with P C 
FCA, 2 elements 1090 10.6 Plow 1120 10.85 PFT 

FCA, 4 elements 1370 13.28 f p T 1370 13.28 PFT 

LOLIA (n=7), 2 elements 1350 14.05 Plow 1445 15.1 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 4 elements 1540 16.15 Plow 1640 17.35 Plow 

Table 3.14: Maximum mean carried traffic, and maximum number of mobile users that 
can be supported by each configuration, whilst meeting the preset quality constraints 
defined in Section 3.6. The carried traffic is expressed in terms of normalised Erlangs 
(Erlang/km^/MHz), for the network described in Table 3.3 in a mult ipath environment 
wi th and without power control using wrap-around. 

AQAM PC scenario supporting 400 users, which corresponded to a traffic load of about 

4 Erlang/km^/MHz. When using two antenna array elements, 85% of the LQ accesses 

occurred whilst in the 16-QAM mode, however, on increasing the number of antenna array 

elements to four this rose to 93%. 

However, as the network loading rises, an increasing proportion of the LQ outages occur 

in the BPSK modulation mode. Coupled with the increase in the BPSK modulation mode's 

employment due to the low SINK constraints, the probability of a low quality outage is ex-

pected to increase at a certain traffic load. This can be seen in Figure 3.70, where the LQ 

outage probability is starting to rise for FCA in conjunction with both two and four ele-

ments, though the extra interference suppression capability of the four element array allows 

extra traffic to be carried, before this phenomenon commences. More specifically, although 

not explicit in Figure 3.70, we found that for a network supporting 1200 users, correspond-

ing to a traffic load of about 12 Erlang/km^/MHz, and employing two element adaptive 

antenna arrays, 43% of the LQ accesses occurred, whilst in the 16-QAM mode, versus 72% 

with four-element antenna arrays. Again, not explicitly shown in the figure, but increasing 

the number of users to 1400, or a traffic load of just less than 14 Erlang/km^/MHz, reduced 
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Figure 3.66: New call blocking probability versus mean carried traffic of the LOLIA using 7 
'local' base stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for two and four element 
antenna arrays, with and without A Q A M using wrap-around. See Figure 3.43 for the 
corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

the number of 16-QAM LQ accesses, but increased the BPSK LQ outages to 69% and 31% 

for the two- and four-element arrays respectively, with reductions to 21% and 53% of the 

LQ outages in the 16-QAM mode. 

From Figure 3.71 it can be seen that the GOS, as defined in Section 3.6, of the FCA 

algorithm did not benefit from invoking AQAM to the same extent as the LOLIA. This 

resulted from the fairly similar probability of low quality access performance of the two 

and four element antenna array assisted systems in Figure 3.70, and the limiting blocking 

performance observed in Figure 3.66. However, since the LOLIA did not suffer from these 

limiting factors, its GOS improved due to the employment of both adaptive antenna arrays 

and AQAM techniques. 

The average modem throughput expressed in bits per symbol versus the mean carried 

teletraffic is shown in Figure 3.72, demonstrating that the mean number of bits per symbol 

throughput of the users decreased, as the number of users supported increased. The FCA 

algorithm offered the lowest throughput and its performance degraded near-linearly upon 
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Figure 3.67: Call dropping, or forced termination, performance versus mean carried traffic 
of the LOLIA using 7 'local' base stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, 
for two and four element antenna arrays, w i th and w i t h o u t A Q A M using wrap-around. 
See Figure 3.44 for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

increasing the number of users supported. At the user capacity limits of 1400 and 1565 users, 

the mean modem throughput was 2.45 BPS and 2.35 BPS for the conservative and lenient 

scenarios, respectively, using two element adaptive antenna arrays. Using four element 

adaptive antenna arrays the corresponding throughputs were 2.7 BPS and 2.6 BPS. The 

LOLIA, especially for lower levels of traffic, offered a higher modem throughput for a given 

level of teletraffic carried, with the BPS throughput performance gracefully decreasing, as 

the carried teletraffic continued to increase. The capacity l imiting factor of the LOLIA was 

the throughput restriction of 2.0 BPS. 

The mean transmission power results of Figure 3.73 demonstra te that the employment 

of AQAM is capable of reducing the power transmitted, b o t h for the up- and the down-

link. At low traffic levels the FCA algorithm performed noticeably worse in transmitted 

power terms, than the LOLIA. However, as the traffic load increased, the difference became 

negligible. The mean power reduction, when compared to a fixed transmission power of 

lOdBm, varied from approximately IdB to more than 6dB. A I d B reduction in transmission 
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Figure 3.68: Mean number of successful handovers per call versus mean carried traffic of 
the LOLIA using 7 'local' base stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for 
two and four element antenna arrays, w i th and wi thout A Q A M using wrap-around. See 
Figure 3.47 for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

power is not particularly significant for the mobile user, especially since at this network load 

a throughput of just 2 bits/symbol is possible. The difference between the network using 

AQAM and that without, though, is the overall improved call quality that can be achieved 

in the context of our performance metrics, and the significantly increased number of users 

that can be supported by the network. 

Again, the constraint of a minimum throughput of 2 bi ts /symbol was invoked in order to 

ensure a fair comparison with the fixed 4-QAM based network. 

Table 3.15 shows the performance of the various networks using AQAM with power 

control, as well as 4-QAM with and without power control, in terms of the number of users 

supported. A mean increase of 61% was achieved in terms of the number of users by the 

addition of power control to the FCA algorithm based 4-QAM network. Invoking AQAM 

and power control led to a further average user capacity increase of almost 22%, with any 

further gains limited by the lack of free frequency/timeslot combinations available for new 

calls to start. Therefore, since the network capacity of t he FCA algorithm when using 
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Figure 3.69: Mean number of successful inter-cell and intra-cell handovers per call versus 
mean carried traffic of the LOLIA using 7 'local' base stations, and for FCA employing a 
7-cell reuse cluster, for two and four element antenna arrays, in conjunction w i t h A Q A M 
using wrap-around. 

adaptive modulation was not limited by co-channel interference, it would be possible to 

reduce the frequency re-use distance to increase the network capacity. 

The performance of the LOLIA was not limited in this sense, however, and the addition 

of power control to the 4-QAM network provided an mean increase of 12% extra users 

supported. In conjunction with AQAM techniques this user capacity was further extended 

by an average of 39%, thus supporting an additional 56% more users, when compared to 

the 4-QAM network using no power control. 

3.8 S u m m a r y 

In this chapter we have examined the network capacity and performance of the FCA algo-

ri thm and the LOLIA using an exclusion zone of seven or 19 base stations, in the context 

of LOS and multipath propagation environments. We have shown that the addition of 

power control results in a substantially increased number of supported users, additionally 
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Figure 3.70: Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of the LOLIA 
using 7 'local' base stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for two and four 
element antenna arrays, with and without A Q A M using wrap-around. See Figure 3.45 
for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 

benefiting from a superior call quality, and reduced transmission power for a given number 

of adaptive antenna array elements located at the base stations. The advantages of using 

AQAM within a mobile cellular network have also been illustrated, resulting in performance 

improvements in terms of the mean modem throughout, call quality, mean transmission 

power and the number of supported users. The next chapter involves the investigation of 

network capacity in the context of a CDMA-based UMTS-type FDD mode network. 
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Figure 3.71: GOS performance versus mean carried traffic of the LOLIA using 7 'local' 
base stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse cluster, for two and four element 
antenna arrays, wi th and without A Q A M using wrap-around. See Figure 3.46 for the 
corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 
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Figure 3.72: Mean throughput of users in terms of bits per symbol versus mean carried 
traffic of the LOLIA using 7 'local' base stations, and for FCA employing a 7-cell reuse 
cluster, for two and four element antenna arrays, using A Q A M using wrap-around. See 
Figure 3.49 for the corresponding "desert-island" scenario. 
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Figure 3.73: Mean transmit power versus mean carried traffic of the LOLIA using 7 'local' 
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Conservative Lenient 
PpT = 1%, = 1% PFT = 1 % , Plow = 2 % 

Algori thm = 4%, f g = 3% GOS" = 6%, f s = 5% 
Users TrafRc Limiting Users Traffic Limiting 

Factor Factor 

4 - Q A M without P C 
FCA, 2 elements 600 6.0 Plow 740 7.65 Plow 

FCA, 4 elements 790 8.3 Plow 995 10.3 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 2 elements 1195 12.65 Plow 1290 13.7 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 4 elements 1370 14.35 Plow 1475 15.6 Plow 

4 - Q A M with P C 
FCA, 2 elements 1090 10.6 Plow 1120 10.85 PFT 

FCA, 4 elements 1370 13.275 1370 13.275 PFT 

LOLIA (n=7), 2 elements 1350 14.05 Plow 1445 15.1 Plow 

LOLIA (n=7), 4 elements 1540 16.15 Plow 1640 17.35 Plow 

A Q A M with P C 
FCA, 2 elements 1400 13.8 PB 1565 15.20 
FCA, 4 elements 1415 13.7 PB 1575 15.15 PB 

LOLIA (n=7), 2 elements 1910 19.75 1910 19.75 
LOLIA (n=7), 4 elements 2245 23.25 2245 23.25 

Table 3.15: Maximum mean carried traffic, and maximum number of mobile users that 
can be supported by each configuration, whilst meeting the preset quality constraints 
defined in Section 3.6. The carried traffic is expressed in terms of normalised Erlangs 
(Erlang/km^/MHz), for the network described in Table 3.3 in a mult ipath environment 
with and without power control and A Q A M using wrap-around. 



Chapter 4 

U T R A Network Pe r fo rmance 

4.1 In t roduc t ion 

In January 1998, the European standardisation body for third generation mobile radio sys-

tems, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute - Special Mobile Group (ETSI 

SMG), agreed upon a radio access scheme for third generation mobile radio systems, referred 

to as the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) [11, 104]. The UMTS Ter-

restrial Radio Access (UTRA) consists of two modes, a Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) 

mode, where the uplink and downlink are transmitted on different frequencies, and a Time 

Division Duplex (TDD) mode, where the uplink and the downlink are transmitted on the 

same carrier frequency, but multiplexed in time. The agreement recommends the employ-

ment of Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA) for UTRA FDD and Time 

Division - Code Division Multiple Access (TD-CDMA) for UTRA TDD. TD-CDMA is 

based on a combination of Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and CDMA, whereas 

W-CDMA is a purely CDMA-based system. The UTRA scheme can be used for operation 

within a minimum spectrum of 2 x 5 MHz for UTRA FDD and 5 MHz for UTRA TDD. 

Both duplex or paired and simplex or unpaired frequency bands have been identified in 

the region of 2 GHz to be used for the UTRA third generation mobile radio system. Both 

modes of UTRA have been harmonised with respect to the basic system parameters, such 

as carrier spacing, chip rate and frame length. Thereby, F D D / T D D dual mode operation is 

facilitated, which provides a basis for the development of low cost terminals. Furthermore, 

the interworking of UTRA with GSM [11] is ensured. 

In UTRA, the different service needs are supported in a spectrally efficient way by a 

combination of FDD and TDD. The FDD mode is intended for applications in both macro-

and micro-cellular environments, supporting data rates of up to 384kbps and high mobility. 
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The TDD mode, on the other hand, is more suited to micro and pico-cellular environments, 

as well as for licensed and unhcensed cordless, wireless local area networking and wireless 

local loop applications. It makes efficient use of the unpaired spectrum - for example 

in wireless Internet applications, where much of the teletraffic is in the downlink - and 

supports data rates of up to 2 Mbps. Therefore, the TDD mode is particularly well suited 

for environments generating a high traffic density (e.g. in city centres, business areas, 

airports etc.) and for indoor coverage, where the applications require high data rates and 

tend to have highly asymmetric traffic again, as in Internet access. 

In parallel to the European activities, extensive work on third generation mobile radio 

has been carried out in Japan and in the USA. The Japanese standardisation body known 

as the Association of Radio Industry and Business (ARIB) also opted for W-CDMA, and 

the Japanese and European proposals for FDD have now converged. Similar concepts have 

also been developed by the North-American T1 standardisation body for the pan-American 

third generation (3G) system known as cdma2000 [11]. 

In order to work towards a truly global third generation mobile radio standard, the Third 

Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) was formed in December 1998. 3GPP consists of 

members of the standardisation bodies in Europe (ETSI), the US (Tl), Japan (ARIB), 

Korea (TTA - Telecommunications Technologies Association), and China (CWTS - China 

Wireless Telecommunications Standard). 3GPP merged the already well harmonised pro-

posals by the regional standardisation bodies and now works towards a single common third 

generation mobile radio standard under the terminology UTRA, retaining its two modes, 

and aiming to operate on the basis of the evolved GSM core network. The Third Genera-

tion Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2), on the other hand, works towards a third generation 

mobile radio standard, which is based on an evolved IS-95 type system which was originally 

referred to as cdma2000 [11]. In June 1999, major international operators in the Operator 

Harmonisation Group (OHG) proposed a harmonised G3G (Global Third Generation) con-

cept, which has been accepted by 3GPP and 3GPP2. The harmonised G3G concept is a 

single standard with the following three modes of operation: 

• CDMA direct spread (CDMA-DS), based on UTRA FDD as specified by 3GPP. 

• CDMA multi-carrier (CDMA-MC), based on cdma2000 using FDD as specified by 

3GPP2. 

. TDD (CDMA TDD) based on UTRA TDD aa speciSed by 3GPP. 
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Figure 4.1: Multiple access schemes ; FDMA (left), TDMA (middle) and CDMA (right) 

4.2 Direct Sequence Code Division Mul t ip l e Access 

Traditional ways of separating signals in time using TDMA and in frequency ensure that 

the signals are transmitted orthogonal in either time or frequency and hence they are non-

interfering. In CDMA different users are separated employing a set of waveforms exhibiting 

good correlation properties, which are known as spreading codes. Figure 4.1 illustrates 

the principles of FDMA, TDMA and CDMA. More explicitly, FDMA uses a fraction of 

the total FDMA frequency band for each communications link for the whole duration of a 

conversation, while TDMA uses the entire bandwidth of a TDMA channel for a fraction 

of the TDMA frame, namely for the duration of a time slot. Finally, CDMA uses the 

entire available frequency band all the time and separates the users with the aid of unique, 

orthogonal user signature sequences. 

In a CDMA digital communications system, such as that shown in Figure 4.2, the data 

stream is multiplied by the spreading code, which replaces each data bit with a sequence 

of code chips. A chip is defined as the basic element of the spreading code, which typically 

assumes binary values. Hence, the spreading process consists of replacing each bit in the 

original user's data sequence with the complete spreading code. The chip rate is significantly 

higher than the data rate, hence causing the bandwidth of the user's data to be spread, as 

shown in Figure 4.2. 

At the receiver, the composite signal containing the spread data of multiple users is 

multiplied by a synchronised version of the spreading code of the wanted user. The specific 

auto-correlation properties of the codes allow the receiver to identify and recover each 

delayed, attenuated and phase-rotated replica of the transmitted signal, provided that the 

signals are separated by more than one chip period and the receiver has the capability of 
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Figure 4.2: CDMA Spreading and Despreading Processes 

tracking each significant path. This is achieved using a Rake receiver [5] that can process 

multiple delayed received signals. Coherent combination of these transmitted signal replicas 

allows the original signal to be recovered. The unwanted signals of the other simultaneous 

users remain wideband, having a bandwidth equal to that of the noise, and appear as 

additional noise with respect to the wanted signal. Since the bandwidth of the despread 

wanted signal is reduced relative to this noise, the signal-to-noise ratio of the wanted signal 

is enhanced by the despreading process in proportion to the ratio of the spread and despread 

band widths, since the noise power outside the useful despread signal's bandwidth can be 

removed by a low-pass filter. This bandwidth ratio is equal to the ratio of the chip rate 

to the data rate, which is known as the Processing Gain (PG). For this process to work 

efficiently, the signals of all of the users should be received at or near the same power at 

the receiver. This is achieved with the aid of power control, which is one of the critical 

elements of a CDMA system. The performance of the power control scheme directly affects 

the capacity of the CDMA network. 
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4.3 U M T S Terrestr ia l Radio Access 

A bandwidth of 155 MHz in the region of 2.0 GHz has been allocated for UMTS services in 

Europe. The paired bands of 1920-1980 MHz (uplink) and 2110-2170 MHz (downlink) have 

been set aside for FDD W-CDMA systems, and the unpaired frequency bands of 1900-1920 

MHz and 2010-2025 MHz for TDD CDMA systems. 

A UTRA Network (UTRAN) consists of one or several Radio Network Sub-systems 

(RNSs), which in turn consist of base stations (referred to as Node Bs) and Radio Net-

work Controllers (RNCs). A Node B may serve one or multiple cells. Mobile stations are 

known as User Equipment (UE), which are expected to support multi-mode operation in or-

der to enable handovers between the FDD and TDD modes and, prior to complete UTRAN 

coverage, also to GSM. The key parameters of UTRA have been defined as in Table 4.1. 

Duplex scheme FDD TDD 
Multiple access scheme TD-CDMA 
Chip rate 3.84 Mchip/s 3.84 Mchip/s 
Spreading factor range 4^,12 1-16 
Frequency bands 1920-1980 MHz (UL) 1900-1920 MHz 

2110-2170 MHz (DL) 2010-2025 MHz 
Modulation mode 4-QAM/QPSK 4rQAM/QPSK 
Bandwidth SlWHz SlWHz 
Nyquist pulse shaping 0.22 0.22 
Frame length 10 ms 10 ms 
Number of timeslots per frame 15 15 

Table 4.1: Key UTRA Parameters 

4 .3 .1 S p r e a d i n g a n d M o d u l a t i o n 

As usual, the uplink is defined as the transmission path from the mobile station to the base 

station, which receives the unsynchronised channel impaired signals from the network's 

mobiles. The base station has the task of extracting the wanted signal from the received 

signal contaminated by both intra- and inter-cell interference. However, as described in 

Section 4.2, some degree of isolation between interfering users is achieved due to employing 

unique orthogonal spreading codes, although their orthogonality is destroyed by the hostile 

mobile channel. 

The spreading process consists of two operations. The first one is the channelisation 

operation, which transforms every data symbol into a number of chips, thus increasing the 



bandwidth of the signal, as seen in Figure 4.2 of Section 4.2. The channelisation codes 

in UTRA are Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) codes [11] that preserve the 

orthogonality between a given user's different physical channels, which are also capable 

of supporting multirate operation. These codes will be fur ther discussed in the context 

of Figure 4.4. The second operation related to the spreading, namely the "scrambling" 

process then multiplies the resultant signals separately on the I- and Q-branches by a 

complex-valued scrambling code, as shown in Figure 4.3. T h e scrambling codes may be one 

of either 2̂ "̂  different "long" codes or 2^^ "short" uplink scrambling codes. 

The Dedicated Physical Control CHannel (DPCCH) [11, 105] is spread to the chip rate 

by the channelisation code Cc, while the Dedicated Physical Data CHannel (DPDCH), 

namely DPDCH„, is spread to the chip rate by the channelisation code Cfi,n- One DPCCH 

and up to six parallel DPDCHs can be transmitted simultaneously, i.e. 1 < n < 6 as seen 

in Figure 4.3). However, it is beneficial to transmit with the aid of a single DPDCH, if 

the required bit-rate can be provided by a single DPDCH for reasons of terminal amplifier 

efficiency. This is because multi-code transmissions increase the peak-to-average ratio of the 

transmission, which reduces the efficiency of the terminal's power amplifier [104]. The max-

imum user data rate achievable with the aid of a single code is derived from the maximum 

channel bit rate, which is 960 kbps using a spreading factor of four without channel coding 

in the 1999 version of the UTRA standard. However, at t he time of writing a spreading 

factor of one is being considered by the standardisation body. With channel coding the 

maximum practical user data rate for single code transmission is of the order of 400-500 

kbps. For achieving higher data rates parallel multi-code channels are used. This allows up 

to six parallel codes to be used, three in the I channel and three in the Q channel, increasing 

the achievable channel bit rate to 5740 kbps, which can accommodate a 2 Mbps user data 

rate or even higher data rates, if the channel coding rate is 1/2. 

The OVSF codes [106] can be defined using the code tree of Figure 4.4. In Figure 4.4, the 

channelisation codes are uniquely described by Cch,SF,k, where SF is the spreading factor 

of the codes, and k is the code index where 1 < k < SF — 1. Each level in the code tree 

defines spreading codes of length SF, corresponding to a particular spreading factor of SF. 

The number of codes available for a particular spreading factor is equal to the spreading 

factor itself. All the codes of the same level in the code tree constitute a set and they 

are orthogonal to each other. Any two codes of different levels are also orthogonal to each 

other, as long as one of them is not the mother of the other code. For example, the codes 

ci5(2), £7(1) and 03(1) are all the mother codes of C3i(3) and hence are not orthogonal to 

C3i(3), where the number in the round bracket indicates the code index. Thus not all the 

codes within the code tree can be used simultaneously by a mobile station. Specifically, a 
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code can be used by an MS if and only if no other code on the path from the specific code 

to the root of the tree, or in the sub-tree below the specific node is used by the same MS. 

For the DPCCH and DPDCHs the following applies : 

• The PDCCH is always spread by code Cc = Cc/i,256,o-

• When only one DPDCH is to be transmitted, DPDCHi is spread by the code Cd,i = 

Cch,SF,k, where SF is the spreading factor of DPDCHi and k = SF/4:. 

• When more than one DPDCHs have to be transmitted, all DPDCHs have spreading 

factors equal to four. Furthermore, DPDCH„ is spread by the code Cd,n = C'cA,4,A, 

where /c = 1 if n C {1, 2}, /c = 3 if n C {3,4}, and = 2 if n C {5, 6}. 

A fundamental difference between the uplink and the downlink is that in the downlink 



synchronisation is common to all users and channels of a given cell. This enables us to exploit 

the cross-correlation properties of the OVSF codes, which were originally proposed in [106]. 

These codes offer perfect cross-correlation in an ideal channel, but there is only a limited 

number of these codes available. The employment of OVSF codes allows the spreading 

factor to be changed and orthogonality between the spreading codes of different lengths to 

be maintained. The codes are selected from the code tree, which is illustrated in Figure 4.4. 

As illustrated above, there are certain restrictions as to which of the channelisation codes 

can be used for transmission from a single source. Another physical channel may invoke a 

certain code from the tree, if no other physical channel to be transmitted employing the 

same code tree is using a code on an underlying branch, since this would be equivalent to 

using a higher spreading factor code generated from the spreading code to be used, which 

are not orthogonal to each other on the same branch of the code tree. Neither can a smaller 

spreading factor code on the path to the root of the tree be used. Hence, the number 

of available codes depends on the required transmission ra te and spreading factor of each 

physical channel. 

In the UTRA downlink a part of the multi-user interference can be orthogonal - apart 

from the channel effects. The users within the same cell share the same scrambling code, but 

use different channelisation/OVSF codes. In a non-dispersive downlink channel, all intra-

cell users are synchronised and therefore they are perfectly orthogonal. Unfortunately, in 

most cases the channel will be dispersive, implying that non-synchronised interference will 

be suppressed only by a factor corresponding to the processing gain, and thus they will 

interfere with the desired signal. The interference from other cells which is referred to as 

inter-cell interference, is non-orthogonal, due to employing different scrambling but possibly 

the same channelisation codes. Therefore inter-cell interference is also suppressed by a factor 

corresponding to the processing gain. 

The channelisation code used for the the Primary Common Pilot CHannel (CPICH) is 

fixed to CcA,256,0, while the channelisation code for the Primary Common Control Physical 

CHannel (CCPCH) is fixed to Cch,2m,i [105]. The channelisation codes for all other physical 

channels aze assigned by the UTRAN [105]. 

A total of 2̂ ® — 1 = 262143 scrambling codes, numbered as 0 . . . 262142 can be generated. 

However, not all of the scrambling codes are used. The scrambling codes are divided into 512 

sets, each consisting of a primary scrambling code and 15 secondary scrambling codes [105]. 

More specifically, the primary scrambling codes consist of scrambling codes n = 16 * i, 

where i = 0 . . . 511. The set of secondary scrambling codes consists of scrambling codes 

16*i+A; where A: = 1 . . . 15. There is a one-to-one mapping between each primary scrambling 



code and the associated 15 secondary scrambling codes in a set, such that the primary 

scrambling code uniquely identifies the set of secondary scrambling codes. Hence, ac-

cording to the above statement, scrambling codes k = 0 . . . 8191 are used. Each of these 

codes is associated with a left alternative scrambling code and a right alternative scrambling 

code, that may be used for the so-called compressed frames. Specifically, compressed frames 

are shortened duration frames transmitted right before a handover, in order to create an 

inactive period during which no useful data is transmitted. This allows the transceivers 

to carry out operations necessary for the handover to be successful. The left alternative 

scrambling code associated with scrambling code k is the scrambling code k + 8192, while 

the corresponding right alternative scrambling code is scrambling code k + 16384. In com-

pressed frames, the left alternative scrambling code is used, if n < SF/2 and the right 

alternative scrambling code is used, if n > SF/2, where Cch,SF,n is the channelisation code 

used for non-compressed frames. 

The set of 512 primary scrambling codes is further divided into 64 scrambling code groups, 

each consisting of 8 primary scrambling codes. The scrambling code group consists of 

primary scrambling codes 16 * 8 * j + 16 * fc, where j = 0 . . . 63 and A: = 0 . . . 7. 

Each cell is allocated one and only one primary scrambling code. The primary CCPCH 

and primary CPICH are always transmitted using this primary scrambling code. The other 

downlink physical channels can be spread and transmitted with the aid of either the primary 

scrambling code or a secondary scrambling code from the set associated with the primary 

scrambling code of the cell. 

4 .3 .2 C o m m o n P i l o t C h a n n e l 

The Common Pilot CHannel (CPICH) is an unmodulated downlink code channel, which 

is scrambled with the aid of the cell-specific primary scrambling code. The function of the 

downlink CPICH is to aid the Channel Impulse Response (CIR) estimation necessary for the 

detection of the dedicated channel at the mobile station and to provide the CIR estimation 

reference for the demodulation of the common channels, which are not associated with the 

dedicated channels. 

UTRA has two types of common pilot channels, namely the primary and secondary 

CPICHs. Their difi'erence is that the primary CPICH is always spread by the primary 

scrambling code defined in Section 4.3.1. More explicitly, the primary CPICH is associated 

with a fixed channelisation code allocation and there is only one such channel and chan-

nelisation code for a cell or sector. The secondary CPICH may use any channelisation code 

of length 256 and may use a secondary scrambling code as well. A typical application of 



secondary CPICHs usage would be in conjunction with narrow antenna beams intended 

for service provision at specific teletraffic "hot spots" or places exhibiting a high traffic 

density [104]. 

An important application of the primary common pilot channel is during the collection of 

channel quality measurements for assisting during the handover and cell selection process. 

The measured CPICH reception level at the terminal can be used for handover decisions. 

Furthermore, by adjusting the CPICH power level the cell load can be balanced between 

different cells, since reducing the CPICH power level encourages some of the terminals to 

handover to other cells, while increasing it invites more terminals to handover to the cell, 

as well as to make their initial access to the network in that cell. 

4 .3 .3 P o w e r C o n t r o l 

Agile and accurate power control is perhaps the most important aspect in W-CDMA, in 

particular on the uplink, since a single high-powered rogue mobile can cause serious perfor-

mance degradation to other users in the cell. The problem is referred to as the "near-far 

effect" and occurs when, for example, one mobile is near the cell edge, and another is near 

the cell centre. In this situation, the mobile at the cell edge is exposed to a significantly 

higher pathloss, say 70 dB higher, than that of the mobile near the cell centre. If there 

were no power control mechanisms in place, the mobile near the base station could eas-

ily "overpower" the mobile at the cell edge, and thus may block a large part of the cell. 

The optimum strategy in the sense of maximising the system's capacity is to equalise the 

received power per bit of all mobile stations at all times. 

A so-called open-loop power control mechanism [104] at tempts to make a rough estimate 

of the expected pathloss by means of a downlink beacon signal, but this method can be 

highly inaccurate. The prime reason for this is that the fast fading is essentially uncorrelated 

between the uplink and downlink, due to the large frequency separation of the uplink and 

downlink band of the W-CDMA FDD mode. Open-loop power control is however, used in 

W-CDMA, but only to provide a coarse initial power setting of the mobile station at the 

beginning of a connection. 

A better solution is to employ fast closed-loop power control [104]. In closed-loop power 

control in the uplink, the base station performs frequent estimates of the received SIR and 

compares it to the target SIR. If the measured SIR is higher than the target SIR, the base 

station commands the mobile station to reduce the power, while if it is too low it will 

instruct the MS to increase its power. Since each 10 ms UTRA frame consists of 15 time 

slots, each corresponding to one power control power adjustment period, this procedure 



takes place at a rate of 1500 Hz. This is far faster than any significant change of pathloss, 

including street corner effects, and indeed faster than the speed of Rayleigh fading for low 

to moderate mobile speeds. The street corner effect occurs, when a mobile turns a street 

corner and hence the received signal power drops markedly. Therefore, the mobile responds 

by rapidly increasing its transmit power, which may inflict severe interference upon other 

closely located base stations. In response, mobiles using these base stations increase their 

transmit powers in order to maintain their connection quality. This is undesirable, since it 

results in a high level of co-channel interference, leading to excessive transmission powers 

and reducing the achievable battery life. The same closed-loop power control technique is 

used on the downlink, although the rationale is different. More specifically, there is no near-

far problem due to the one-to-many distributive scenario, i.e. all the signals originate from 

the single base station to all mobiles. It is, however, desirable to provide a marginal amount 

of additional power to mobile stations near the cell edge, since they suffer from increased 

inter-cell interference. Hence, the closed loop power control in CDMA systems ensures that 

each mobile transmits just sufficient power to satisfy the outer-loop power control scheme's 

SIR target. The SIR target is controlled by an outer-loop power control process that adjusts 

the required SIR in order to meet the Bit Error Ratio (BER) requirements of a particular 

service. At higher mobile speeds typically a higher SIR is necessary for attaining a given 

BER/FER. 

4.3.3.1 Upl ink Power Control 

The uplink's inner-loop power control adjusts the mobile's t ransmit power in order to main-

tain the received uplink SIR at the given SIR target, namely at SIRtarget- The base stations 

that are communicating with the mobile generate Transit Power Control (TPC) commands 

and transmit them, once per slot, to the mobile. The mobile then derives from the T P C 

commands of the various base stations, a single TPC command, TPC-cmd, for each slot, 

combining multiple received TPC commands if necessary. In [107] two algorithms were 

defined for the processing of TPC commands and hence for deriving TPC-cmd. 

Algorithm 1 : [107] 

When not in soft-handover, i.e. when the mobile communicates with a single base station, 

only one T P C command will be received in each slot. Hence, for each slot, if the TPC 

command is equal to 0 {SIR > SIRtarget) then TPC-cmd = —1, otherwise, if the TPC 

command is 1 {SIR < SIRtarget) then TPC-cmd = 1, which implies powering down or up, 

respectively. 

When in soft handover, multiple T P C commands are received in each slot from the 



different base stations in the active base station set. If all of the base station's T P C 

commands are identical, then they are combined to form a single TPC command, namely 

TPC-cmd. However, if the T P C commands of the different base stations differ, then a soft 

decision Wi is generated for each of the TPC commands, TPCi, where i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N, 

and N is the number of T P C commands. These N soft decisions are then used to form a 

combined T P C command TPC-cmd according to : 

T f 1^2,... , (4.1) 

where TPC-cmd is either -1 or + 1 and 7() is the decision function combining the soft 

values, W i , . . . , W^. 

If the N T P C commands appear to be uncorrelated, and have a similar probability of 

being 0 or 1, then function 7() should be defined such that t he probability that the output 

of the function -}() is equal to 1, is greater than or equal to 1 / 2 ^ , and the probability that 

the output of 7() is equal to -1, shall be greater than or equal to 0.5 [107]. Alternatively, 

the function 7() should be defined such that P(7() = 1) > 1 / 2 ^ and P(7() = —1) > 0.5. 

Algorithm 2 : [107] 

When not in soft handover, only one TPC command will be received in each slot, and 

the mobile will process the maximum 15 TPC commands in a five-slot cycle, where the sets 

of five slots are aligned with the frame boundaries and the sets do not overlap. Therefore, 

when not in soft handover, for the first four slots of a five-slot set TPC-cmd = 0 is used for 

indicating that no power control adjustments are made. For the fifth slot of a set the mobile 

performs hard decisions on all five of the received T P C commands. If all five hard decisions 

result in a binary 1, then we set TPC-cmd = 1. In contrast, if all five hard decisions yield 

a binary 0, then TPC-cmd = —1 is set, else TPC-cmd = 0. 

When the mobile is in soft handover, multiple T P C commands will be received in each slot 

from each of the base stations in the set of active base stations. When the T P C commands 

of the active base stations are identical, then they can be combined into a single T P C 

command. However, when the received T P C commands are different, the mobile makes 

a hard decision concerning the value of each T P C command for three consecutive slots, 

resulting in N hard decisions for each of the three slots, where N is the number of base 

stations within the active set. The sets of three slots are aligned to the frame boundaries 

and do not overlap. Then TPC-cmd = 0 is set for the first two slots of the three-slot set, 

and then TPC-cmd is determined for the third slot as follows. 

The temporary command TPCstempi is determined for each of the N sets of three T P C 

commands of the consecutive slots by setting TPC-tempi = 1 if all three T P C hard decisions 



are binary 1. In contrast, if all three TPC hard decisions are binary 0, TPC-tempi = — 1 

is set, otherwise we set TPC-tempi = 0. These temporary T P C commands are then used 

to determine the combined TPC command for the third slot invoking the decision function 

^{TPC-tempi, TPCJemp2, • • • , TPC-tempN) defined as; 

1 ^ 
TPC-cmd = 1 if — TPCdempj > 0.5 

2=1 

1 ^ 
T f = - 1 if ^ ^ < -0 .5 (4.2) 

t=l 
TPC-cmd = 0 otherwise. 

4.3.3.2 Downlink Power Control 

The downlink transmit power control procedure simultaneously controls the power of a 

DPCCH and its corresponding DPDCHs, both of which are adjusted by the same amount, 

and hence the relative power difference between the DPCCH and DPDCHs remains con-

stant. 

The mobile generates TPC commands for controlling the base station's transmit power 

and sends them in the TPC field of the uplink DPCCH. When the mobile is not in soft 

handover, the TPC command generated is transmitted in the first available TPC field 

using the uplink DPCCH. In contrast, when the mobile is in soft handover, it checks the 

downlink power control mode {DPC-MODE) before generating the TPC command. If 

DPC-MODE = 0, the mobile sends a unique TPC command in the first available TPC 

field in the uplink DPCCH. If however, DPC-MODE = 1, the mobile repeats the same 

TPC command over three consecutive slots of the same frame and the new TPC command 

is transmitted to the base station in an effort the control its power at the beginning of the 

next frame. The minimum required transmit power step size is IdB, with a smaller step 

size of 0.5dB being optional. The power control step size can be increased from IdB to 2dB, 

thus allowing a 30dB correction range during the 15 slots of a 10ms frame. The maximum 

transmit powers are +21dBm and +24dBm, although it is likely that in the first phase of 

network deployment most terminals will belong to the 21dBm power class [104]. 

4 .3 .4 Sof t H a n d o v e r 

Theoretically, the ability of CDMA to despread the interfering signals, and thus adequately 

operate at low signal-to-noise ratios, allows a CDMA network to have a frequency reuse 

factor of one [104]. Traditionally, non-CDMA based networks have required adjacent cells to 



have different carrier frequencies, in order to reduce the co-channel interference to acceptable 

levels. Therefore, when a mobile hands over from one cell to another, it has to re-tune its 

synthesizer to the new carrier frequency, i.e. it performs an inter-frequency handover. 

This process is a "break-before-make" procedure, known as a hard handover, and hence 

call disruption or interruption is possible. However, in a CDMA based network, having a 

frequency reuse factor of one so-called soft handovers may be performed, which is a "make-

before-break" process, potentially allowing for a smoother handover between cells. During 

a soft handover a mobile is connected to two or more base stations simultaneously, thus 

utilising more network resources and transmitting more signals, which interfere with other 

users. Therefore, it is in the network operator's interests to minimise the number of users 

in soft handover, whilst maintaining a satisfactory quality of service. In soft handover, each 

connected base station receives and demodulates the user's data, and selection diversity is 

performed between the base stations, i.e. the best version of the uplink frame is selected. 

In the downlink, the mobile station performs maximal ratio combining [5] of the signal 

received from the multiple base stations. This diversity combining improves the coverage in 

regions of previously low-quality service provision, but at the expense of increased backhaul 

connections. 

The set of base stations engaged in soft handover is known as the active set. The mo-

bile station continuously monitors the received power level of the Pilot CHannels (PICHs) 

transmitted by its neighbouring base stations. The received pilot power levels of these 

base stations are then compared to two thresholds, the acceptance threshold, Tacc and the 

dropping threshold Tdrop- Therefore, as a mobile moves away from base station 1, and to-

wards base station 2, the pilot signal strength received from base station 2 increases. When 

the pilot strength exceeds the acceptance threshold, Tacc, the mobile station enters the soft 

handover state, as shown in Figure 4.5. As the mobile continues to move away from base 

station 1, its pilot strength decreases, until it falls below the drop threshold. After a given 

time interval, T^rop, during which the signal strength from base station 1 has not exceeded 

the drop threshold, base station 1 is removed from the active set. 

4 .3 .5 S igna l - to - In ter f erence p lus N o i s e R a t i o C a l c u l a t i o n s 

4.3.5.1 Downlink 

The interference received at the mobile can be divided into interference due to the signals 

transmitted to other mobiles from the same base station, which is known as intra-cell inter-

ference, and that received due to the signals transmitted to other mobiles from other base 

stations, which is termed inter-cell interference. In an ideal case, the intra-cell interference 
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Figure 4.5: The soft handover process showing the process of adding and dropping base 
stations from the active set. 

would be zero, since all the signals from the base station are subjected to the same channel 

conditions, and orthogonal channelisation codes are used for separating the users. However, 

after propagation through a dispersive multipath channel, this orthogonality is eroded. The 

intra-cell and inter-cell interference values are always non-zero when in a single-user scenario 

due to the inevitable interference inflicted by the common pilot channels. 

The instantaneous SINR is obtained by dividing the received signal powers by the total 

interference plus thermal noise power, and then by multiplying this ratio by the spreading 

factor, SF, yielding 

= (4.3) 
(1 Cx) I Intra ~l~ Winter 4" A^O 

where a = 1 corresponds to the ideal case of perfectly orthogonal intra-cell interference, 

and a = 0 is for completely asynchronous intra-cell interference. Furthermore, Nq is the 

thermal noise power, S is the received signal power, Iintra is the intra-cell interference and 

Iinter is the iuter-cell interference. Again, the interference plus noise power is scaled by the 

spreading factor, SF, since after the low-pass filtering the noise bandwidth is reduced by a 

factor of SF during the despreading process. 

When in soft handover, the maximum ratio combining is performed on the N received 

signals of the N active base stations. Therefore, provided tha t the active base stations' 

received signals are independent, the SINR in this situation is : 

(4.4) 



4.3.5.2 Uplink 

The uplink differs from the downlink in that the multiple access interference is asynchronous 

in the uplink due to the un-coordinated transmissions of the mobile stations, whereas it may 

remain quasi-synchronous in the downlink. Therefore, the intra-cell uplink interference is 

not orthogonal. A possible solution for mitigating this problem is employing Multi-User 

Detectors (MUDs) [108] at the base stations. 

Thus, we define /? as the MUD's efficiency, which effectively gives the percentage of the 

intra-cell interference that is removed by the MUD. Setting /3 = 0.0 implies 0% efficiency, 

when the intra-cell interference is not reduced by the MUD, whereas /? = 1.0 results in the 

perfect suppression of all the intra-cell interference. Therefore, the expression for the uplink 

SINK is : 

qp q 

(1 p)J-Intra 4" J-Inter ~l~ -^0 

When in soft handover, selection diversity is performed on the N received signals at each 

of the active base stations. Therefore, the SINR in this situation becomes : 

= m a x ( g 7 A r , - - - , )- (4.6) 

4 .3 .6 M u l t i - U s e r D e t e c t i o n 

Multiple access communications using DS-CDMA is interference limited due to the Multiple 

Access Interference (MAI) generated by the users transmitting simultaneously within the 

same bandwidth. The signals received from the users are separated with the aid of the 

despreader using spreading sequences that are unique to each user. Again, these spreading 

sequences are usually non-orthogonal. Even if they are orthogonal, the asynchronous uplink 

transmissions of the users or the time-varying nature of the mobile radio channel may 

partially destroy this orthogonality. The non-orthogonal nature of the codes results in 

residual MAI, which degrades the performance of the system. The frequency selective 

mobile radio channel also gives rise to Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) due to dispersive 

multipath propagation. This is exacerbated by the fact that the mobile radio channel is 

time-varying. 

Conventional CDMA detectors - such as the matched filter [5, 109] and the RAKE com-

biner [110] - are optimised for detecting the signal of a single desired user. RAKE com-

biners exploit the inherent multi-path diversity in CDMA, since they essentially consist 

of matched filters combining each resolvable path of the multipath channel. The outputs 

of these matched filters are then coherently combined according to a diversity combining 
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technique, such as maximal ratio combining [72], equal gain combining or selective diversity 

combining . These conventional single-user detectors are inefficient, because the interference 

is treated as noise, and our knowledge concerning the CIR of the mobile channel, or that of 

the spreading sequences of the interferers is not exploited. The efficiency of these detectors 

is dependent on the cross-correlation (CCL) between the spreading codes of all the users. 

The higher the cross-correlation, the higher the MAI. This CCL-induced MAI is exacer-

bated by the effects of the dispersive multi-path channel and asynchronous transmissions. 

The utilisation of these conventional receivers results in an interference-limited system. An-

other weakness of the above-mentioned conventional CDMA detectors is the phenomenon 

known as the "near-far effect" [111, 112]. For conventional detectors to operate efficiently, 

the signals received from all the users have to arrive at the receiver with approximately 

the same power. A signal that has a significantly weaker signal strength compared to the 

other signals will be "swamped" by the relatively higher powers of the other signals and 

the quality of the weaker signal at the output of the conventional receiver will be severely 

degraded. Therefore, stringent power control algorithms are needed to ensure that the sig-

nals arrive at similar powers at the receiver, in order to achieve a similar quality of service 

for different users [112, 113]. Using conventional detectors to detect a signal corrupted by 

MAI, while encountering a hostile channel results in an irreducible BER, even if the Es/Nq 

ratio is increased. This is because at high Es/Nq values the probability of errors due to 

thermal noise is insignificant compared to the errors caused by the MAI and the channel. 

Therefore, detectors that can reduce or remove the effects of MAI and ISI are needed in 

order to achieve user capacity gains. These detectors also have to be "near-far resistant", in 

order to avoid the need for stringent power control requirements. In order to mitigate the 

problem of MAI, Verdu [108] proposed the optimum multi-user detector for asynchronous 

Gaussian multiple access channels. This optimum detector significantly outperforms the 

conventional detector and it is near-far resistant, but unfortunately its complexity increases 

exponentially according to the order of 0(2^^), where N is the number of overlapping 

asynchronous bits considered in the detector's window, and K is the number of interfering 

users. In order to reduce the complexity of the receiver and yet to provide an acceptable 

BER performance, significant research efforts have been invested in the field of sub-optimal 

CDMA multiuser receivers [108, 114]. 

In summary, multi-user detectors reduce the error fioor due to MAI and this translates 

into user capacity gains for the system. These multi-user detectors are also near-far resistant 

to a certain extent and this results in less stringent power control requirements. However, 

multi-user detectors are more complex than conventional detectors. Coherent detectors 

require the explicit knowledge of the channel impulse response estimates, which implies 
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that a channel estimator is needed in the receiver and hence training sequences have to be 

included in the transmission frames. Training sequences are specified in the TDD mode 

of the UTRA standard and enable the channel impulse response of each simultaneously 

received user to be obtained, which is necessary in order for the multi-user detectors to be 

able to separate the data received for each user. These multi-user detectors also exhibit an 

inherent latency, which results in delayed reception. Multi-user detection is more suitable 

for the uplink receiver since the base station has to detect all users' signals anyway and it 

can tolerate a higher complexity. In contrast, a hand-held mobile receiver is required to be 

compact and lightweight, imposing restrictions on the available processing power. Recent 

research into blind MUDs has shown that data detection is possible for the desired user 

without invoking the knowledge of the spreading sequences and channel estimates of other 

users. Hence using these detectors for downlink receivers is becoming feasible. 

4.4 Simulat ion Resul ts 

This section presents simulation results obtained for an FDD mode UMTS type CDMA 

cellular network, investigating the applicability of various soft handover metrics when sub-

jected to different propagation conditions. This is followed by performance curves obtained 

using adaptive antenna arrays, when subjected to both non-shadowed as well as shadowed 

propagation conditions. The performance of adaptive modulation techniques used in con-

junction with adaptive antenna arrays in a shadow faded environment is then characterised. 

4 .4 .1 S i m u l a t i o n P a r a m e t e r s 

Simulations of an FDD mode UMTS type CDMA based cellular network were conducted for 

various scenarios and algorithms in order to study the interactions of the processes involved 

in such a network. As in the standard, the frame length was set to 10 ms, containing 15 

power control timeslots. The power control target SINR was chosen to give a Bit Error 

Ratio (BER) of 1 x 10"^, with a low quality outage occurring at a BER of 5 x 10"^ and an 

outage taking place at a BER of 1 x 10"^. The received SINRs at both the mobile and the 

base stations were required for each of the power control timeslots, and hence the outage 

and low quality outage statistics were gathered. If the received SINR was found to be below 

the outage SINR for 75 consecutive power control timeslots, corresponding to 5 consecutive 

transmission frames or 50 ms, the call was dropped. The post despreading SINRs necessary 

for obtaining the target BERs were determined with the aid of physical-layer simulations 

using a 4-QAM modulation scheme, in conjunction with 1/2 rate turbo coding and joint 



detection over a COST 207 seven-path Bad Urban channel [115]. For a spreading factor of 

16, the post-de-spreading SINR required to give a BER of 1 x 10"^ was 8.0 dB, for a BER 

of 5 X 10"^ it was 7.0 dB, and for a BER of 1 x 10"^ was about 6.6 dB. These values can 

be seen along with the other system parameters in Table 4.2. The-pre de-spreading SINR 

is related to Eh/No and to the spreading factor by : 

(4.7) 

where the spreading factor SF = W/R, with W being the chip rate and R the data rate. A 

receiver noise figure of 7 dB was assumed for both the mobile and the base stations [104]. 

Thus, in conjunction with a thermal noise density of-174 dBm/Hz and a noise bandwidth of 

3.84 MHz, this resulted in a receiver noise power of-100 dBm. The power control algorithm 

used was relatively simple, and unrelated to the previously introduced schemes of Section 

4.3.3. Furthermore, since it allowed a full transmission power change of 15 dB within a 

15-slot UTRA data frame, the power control scheme advocated is unlikely to limit the 

network's capacity. Specifically, for each of the 15 timeslots per transmitted frame, both 

the mobile and base station transmit powers were adjusted such that the received SINR was 

greater than the target SINR, but less than the target SINR plus 1 dB of hysteresis. When 

in soft handover, a mobile's transmission power was only increased, if all of the base stations 

in the Active Base station Set (ABS) requested a power increase, but was it decreased if 

any of the base stations in the ABS had an excessive received SINR. In the downlink, if 

the received SINR at the mobile was insufficiently high then all of the active base stations 

were commanded to increase their transmission powers. Similarly, if the received SINR was 

unnecessarily high, then the active base stations would reduce their transmit powers. The 

downlink intra-cell interference orthogonality factor, a, as described in Section 4.3.5, was 

set to 0.5 [116, 117, 118]. Due to the frequency reuse factor of one, with its associated low 

frequency reuse distance, it was necessary for both the mobiles and the base stations, when 

initiating a new call or entering soft handover, to increase their transmitted power gradually. 

This was required to prevent sudden increases in the level of interference, particularly on 

links using the same base station. Hence, by gradually increasing the transmit power to the 

desired level, the other users of the network were capable of compensating for the increased 

interference by increasing their transmit powers, without encountering undesirable outages. 

In an FDMA/TDMA network this effect is less noticeable due to the significantly higher 

frequency reuse distance. 

Since a dropped call is less desirable from a user's viewpoint than a blocked call, two 

resource allocation queues were invoked, one for new calls and the other - higher priority -

queue, for handovers. By forming a queue of the handover requests, which have a higher 

priority during contention for network resources than new calls, it is possible to reduce the 
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Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Frame length 10 ms Timeslots per frame 15 
Target Ej/iVo &OdB ()ut;ige &6dB 
Low Quality (LQ) Outage Eh/No ^OdB BS Pilot Power -5 dBm 
BS/MS Minimum TX Power -44 dBm BS Antenna Gain l l d B i 
BS/MS Maximum TX Power +21 dBm MS Antenna Gain OdBi 
Attenuation at 1 m reference point 39 dB Pathloss exponent -3.5 
Power control SINR hysteresis 1 dB Cell radius 150 m 
Downlink scrambling codes per BS 1 Modulation scheme 4-QAM 
Downlink OVSF codes per BS Variable Max new-call queue-time 5 s 
Uplink scrambling codes per BS Variable Average inter-call time cWOs 
Uplink OVSF codes per BS Variable Average call length 60 8 
Spreading factor Variable Data/voice bit rate Variable 
Remove BS from ABS threshold Variable Add BS to ABS threshold Variable 
User speed 1.34 m/s Noisefloor -100 dBm 

(3 mph) Size of /LBS 2 

Table 4.2; Simulation parameters of the UTRA-type CDMA based cellular network. 

number of dropped calls at the expense of an increased blocked call probability. A further 

advantage of the Handover Queueing System (HQS) is that during the time a handover 

is in the queue, previously allocated resources may become available, hence increasing the 

probability of a successful handover. However, in a CDMA based network the capacity 

is not hard-limited by the number of frequency/timeslot combinations available, like in a 

FDMA/TDMA based network such as GSM. The main limiting factors are the number 

of available downlink spreading and OVSF codes, with the number of available OVSF 

codes restricted to the spreading factor minus one, since an OVSF code is used for the 

pilot channel. This is because although the pilot channel has a spreading factor of 256, it 

removes an entire branch of the OVSF code generation tree. Other limiting factors are the 

interference levels in conjunction with the restricted maximum transmit power, resulting in 

excessive call dropping rates. New call allocation requests were queued for up to 5s, if they 

could not be immediately satisfied, and were blocked if the request had not been completed 

successfully within the 5s. 

Similarly to our TDMA-based investigations portrayed in Chapter 3, several network 

performance metrics were used in order to quantify the quality of service provided by the 

cellular network, namely the ; 

New Call Blocking probability, Pg, 

Call Dropping or Forced Termination probability, PfTi 



• Probability of low quality connection, Piow, 

• Probability of Outage, Pout, 

• Grade Of Service, GOS. 

The new call blocking probability, Pb, is defined as the probability that a new call is 

denied access to the network. In an FDMA/TDMA based network, such as GSM, this 

may occur because there are no available physical channels at the desired base station or 

the available channels are subject to excessive interference. However, in a CDMA based 

network this does not occur, provided that no interference level based call admission control 

is performed and hence the new call blocking probability is typically very low. 

The call dropping probability, PFT, is the probability that a call is forced to terminate 

prematurely. In a GSM type network, an insufficiently high SINR, which inevitably leads 

to dropped calls, may be remedied by an intra- or inter-cell handover. However, in CDMA 

either the transmit power must be increased, or a soft handover must be performed in order 

to exploit the available diversity gain. 

Again, the probability of a low quality connection is defined as ; 

or (4 8) 

P\fnin(^SINSINR^iQ^jiHnk) SINRj-eg}-

The GOS was defined in [801 as ; 

GOS = f {unsuccessful or low-quality call access} (4.9) 

= f {call is blocked} + f {call is admit ted} x 

f {low signal quality and call is admitted} 

= PB + - PB)Piotu, 

and is interpreted as the probability of unsuccessful network access (blocking), or low quality 

access, when a call is admitted to the system. 

In our forthcoming investigations, in order to compare the network capacities of different 

networks, similarly to our TDMA-based investigations in Chapter 3, it was decided to use 

two scenarios defined as : 

• A conservative scenario, where the maximum acceptable value for the new call block-

ing probability, Pg, is 3%, the maximum call dropping probability, Pft, is 1%, and 

is 1%. 



# A fenzem^ acenario, where the maximum acceptable value for the new call blocking 

probability, Pg, is 5%, the maximum call dropping probability, PFT, is 1%, and 

is 29%. 

In the next section we consider the network's performance considering both fixed and nor-

malised soft handover thresholds using both received pilot power and received pilot power 

versus interference threshold metrics. A spreading factor of 16 was used, corresponding to 

a channel data rate of 3.84Mbps/16 = 240 kbps with no channel coding, or 120 kbps when 

using 1/2 rate channel coding. It must be noted at this stage that the results presented 

in the following sections are network capacities obtained using a spreading factor of 16. 

The network capacity results presented in the previous chapter, which were obtained for 

an FDMA/TDMA GSM-like system, were achieved for speech-rate users. Here we assumed 

that the channel coded speech-rate was 15 kbps, which is the lowest possible Dedicated 

Physical Data CHannel (DPDCH) rate. Speech users having a channel coded rate of 15 

kbps may be supported by invoking a spreading factor of 256. Hence, subjecting the chan-

nel data rate of 15 kbps to 1/2 rate channel coding gives a speech-rate of 7.5 kbps, or if 

protected by a 2/3 rate code the speech-rate becomes 10 kbps, which are sufficiently high 

for employing the so-called Advanced MultiRate (AMR) speech codec [119, 120, 121] ca-

pable of operating at rates between 4.7 kbps and 12.2 kbps. Therefore, by multiplying the 

resultant network capacities according to a factor of 256/16=16, it is possible to estimate 

the number of speech users supported by a speech-rate network. However, with the aid 

of our exploratory simulations, conducted using a spreading factor of 256, which are not 

presented here, we achieved network capacities higher than 30 times the network capacity 

supported in conjunction with a spreading factor of 16. Therefore, it would appear that the 

system is likely to support more than 16 times the number of 240 kbps data users, when 

communicating at the approximately 16 times lower speech-rate, employing a high spread-

ing factor of 256. Hence, using the above-mentioned scaling factor of 16 we arrive at the 

lower bound of network capacity. A mobile speed of 3 mph was used in conjunction with a 

cell size of 150m radius, which was necessarily small in order to be able to support the pre-

viously assumed 240 kbps high target data rate. The performance advantages of using both 

adaptive beamforming and adaptive modulation assisted networks are also investigated. 

4.4.2 T h e Effect of P i lo t Power on Soft H a n d o v e r Resu l t s 

In this section we consider the settings of the soft handover thresholds, for an IS-95 type 

handover algorithm [122], where the handover decisions are based on downlink pilot power 

measurements. Selecting inappropriate values for the soft handover thresholds, namely 



for the acceptance threshold and the drop threshold, may result in an excessive number of 

new blocked and dropped calls in certain parts of the simulation area. For example, if 

the acceptance threshold for adding a base station to the active set is too high (Threshold 

B in Figure 4.6), then a user may be located within a cell, but it would be unable to 

add any base stations to its active base station set, and hence it is unable to initiate a 

call. Figure 4.6 illustrates this phenomenon and shows that the acceptance thresholds must 

be set sufficiently low for ensuring that at least one base station covers every part of the 

network. 

Another consequence of setting the acceptance threshold to an excessively high value, is 

that soft handovers may not be completed. This may occur when a user leaving the coverage 

area of a cell, since the pilot signal from that cell drops below the drop threshold, before the 

signal from the adjacent cell becomes sufficiently strong for it to be added to the active base 

station set. However, if the acceptance threshold, in conjunction with the drop threshold, is 

set correctly, then new calls and soft handovers should take place as required, so long as 

the availability of network resources allows it. Care must be taken however, not to set the 

soft handover threshold too low, otherwise the mobiles occupy additional network resources 

and create extra interference, due to initiating unnecessary soft-handovers. 

4.4.2.1 Fixed Received Pilot Power Thresholds w i thout Shadowing 

Figure 4.7 shows the new call blocking probability of a network using a spreading factor of 

16, in conjunction with fixed received pilot signal strength based soft handover thresholds 

without imposing any shadowing effects. The figure illustrates that reducing both the 

acceptance and the dropping soft handover thresholds results in an improved new call 

blocking performance. Reducing the threshold at which further base stations may be added 

to the Active Base station Set (ABS) increases the probability that base stations exist 

within the ABS, when a new call request is made. Hence, as expected, the new call blocking 

probability is reduced, when the acceptance threshold is reduced. Similarly, dropping the 

threshold at which base stations are removed from the ABS also results in an improved new 

call blocking probability, since a base station is more likely to be retained in the ABS as 

a mobile moves away from it. Therefore, should a mobile at tempt to initiate a call in this 

situation, there is a greater chance that the ABS will contain a suitable base station. 

The associated call dropping probability is depicted in Figure 4.8, indicating that reducing 

the soft handover thresholds, and thus increasing the time spent in soft handover, improved 

the performance up to a certain point. However, above this point the additional interference 

inflicted by the soft handover process led to a degraded performance. For example, in this 
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Figure 4.6: This figure indicates that using inappropriate soft handover thresholds may 
lead to blocked and dropped calls due to insufficient pilot coverage of the simulation area. 
Threshold A is the drop threshold, which when combined with the acceptance threshold C 
can fail to cover the simulation area sufficiently well, thus leading to soft handover failure. 
When combining threshold A with the acceptance threshold B, users located in the "new 
call dead zone" may become unable to initiate calls. 
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Figure 4.7; New call blocking probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cel-
lular network using f ixed received pilot power based soft handover thresholds without 
shadowing for SF=16. 

figure the performance associated with Tacc=-lll dBm improved, when Tdrop was decreased 

from -112 dBm to -113 dBm. However, at high traffic levels the performance degraded when 

Tdrop was decreased further, to -114 dBm. The call dropping probability obtained using 

2^acc=-113 dBm and 7jr(^=-115 dBm was markedly lower for the lesser levels of traffic 

carried due to the extra diversity gain provided by the soft handover process. However, 

since these soft handover thresholds resulted in a greater proportion of time spent in soft 

handover, the levels of interference were increased, and thus at the higher traffic levels 

the performance degraded rapidly, as can be seen in Figure 4.8. Hence, the call dropping 

performance is based on a trade-off between the diversity gain provided by the soft handover 

process and the associated additional interference. 

The probability of low quality access (not explicitly shown) was similar in terms of its 

character to the call dropping probability, since reducing Tdrop improved the performance 

to a certain point, after which it degraded. 

The mean number of base stations in the ABS is shown in Figure 4.9, illustrating that 
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Figure 4.8: Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellu-
lar network using f ixed received pilot power based soft handover thresholds without 
shadowing for SF=16. 

reducing the soft handover thresholds leads, on average, to a higher number of base sta-

tions in the ABS. Therefore, a greater proportion of call t ime is spent in soft handover. 

The associated diversity gain improves the link quality of the reference user but addi-

tional co-channel interference is generated by the diversity links, thus ultimately reducing 

the call quality, as shown in Figure 4.8. Additionally, this extra co-channel interference re-

quired more transmission power for maintaining the target SINR as depicted in Figure 4.10. 

This figure shows that when lower soft handover thresholds are used, and thus a greater 

proportion of time is spent in soft handover, greater levels of co-channel interference are 

present, and thus the required mean transmission powers became higher. It is interesting 

to note that for the highest soft handover thresholds employed in Figure 4.10, the downlink 

transmission power required for maintaining the target SINR is lower than the uplink trans-

mission power, whereas, for the lower soft handover thresholds, the required mean uplink 

transmission power is lower than the downlink transmission power. The required downlink 

transmission power was, in general, lower than the uplink transmission power due to the 

mobile stations' ability to perform maximal ratio combining when in soft handover. This 
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Figure 4.9: Mean number of base stations in the active base station set versus mean carried 
traffic of a CDMA based cellular network using fixed received pilot power based soft 
handover thresholds without shadowing for SF=16. 

was observed despite the absence of the pilot interference in the uplink, and despite the base 

stations' ability to perform selective diversity which offers less diversity gain when compared 

to maximal ratio combining. However, reducing the soft handover thresholds to the lowest 

levels shown in Figure 4.10, led to increased co-channel interference on the downlink, thus 

requiring higher base station transmission powers, as clearly seen in the figure. 

In summary, as seen by comparing Figures 4.7-4.10 the maximum capacity of the network 

using fixed received pilot power based soft handover thresholds was limited by the call 

dropping probability. The new call blocking probability remained below the 3% limit, thanks 

to the appropriate choice of thresholds used, whilst the probability of low quality access 

was constantly below the 1% mark. Therefore, the maximum normalised teletraffic load 

was 1.64 Erlangs/km^/MHz, corresponding to a total network capacity of 290 users, while 

satisfying both quality of service constraints, was achieved with the aid of an acceptance 

threshold of-112 dBm and a dropping threshold of-114 dBm. A mean ABS size of 1.7 base 

stations was registered at this traffic level, and both the mobile and base stations exhibited 

a mean transmission power of 5.1 dBm. 
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Figure 4,10: Mean transmission power versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellu-
lar network using f ixed received pilot power based soft handover thresholds without 
shadowing for SF=16. 

4.4.2.2 Fixed Received Pilot Power Thresholds w i t h 0.5 Hz Shadowing 

In this section we examine the achievable performance, upon using fixed received pilot 

power based soft handover thresholds when subjected to log-normal shadow fading having 

a standard deviation of 3 dB and a maximum frequency of 0.5 Hz. 

The call dropping results of Figure 4.11 suggested that the network's performance was 

poor when using fixed received pilot power soft handover thresholds in the above mentioned 

shadow fading environment. The root cause of the problem is that the fixed thresholds 

must be set such that the received pilot signals, even when subjected to shadow fading, are 

retained in the active set. Therefore, setting the thresholds too high results in the base 

stations being removed from the active set, thus leading to an excessive number of dropped 

calls. However, if the thresholds are set too low, in order to counteract this phenomenon, 

then the base stations can be in soft handover for too high a proportion of time, and thus 

an unacceptable level of low quality accesses is generated due to the additional co-channel 

interference inflicted by the high number of active base stations. Figure 4.11 shows that 
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Figure 4.11: Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using fixed received pilot power based soft handover thresholds in conjunction 
with 0.5 Hz shadowing having a standard deviation of 3 d B for SF—16. 

reducing the soft handover thresholds improved the network's call dropping probability, but 

Figure 4.12 illustrates that reducing the soft handover thresholds engendered an increase in 

the probability of a low quality access. 

The network cannot satisfy the quality requirements of the conservative scenario, namely 

that of maintaining a call dropping probability of 1% combined with a maximum probability 

of low quality access below 1%. However, the entire network supported 127 users, whilst 

meeting the lenient scenario's set of criteria, which consists of a maximum call dropping 

probability of 1% and a probability of low quality access of below 2%, using the thresholds 

of T q c c ^ - 1 1 3 d B m a n d d B m . 

4.4.2.3 Fixed Received Pilot Power Thresholds wi th 1.0 Hz Shadowing 

This section presents results obtained using fixed receiver pilot power based soft handover 

thresholds in conjunction with log-normal shadow fading having a standard deviation of 

3 dB and a maximum fading frequency of 1.0 Hz. 
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Figure 4.12: Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based 
cellular network using fixed received pilot power based soft handover thresholds in 
conjunction w^ith 0.5 Hz shadowing having a standard dev ia t ion of 3 dB for SF=16. 

The corresponding call dropping probability is depicted in Figure 4.13, showing that 

using fixed thresholds in a propagation environment exposed to shadow fading resulted 

in a very poor performance. This was due to the shadow fading induced fluctuations of 

the received pilot signal power, which resulted in removing base stations from the ABS 

mid-call, which ultimately engendered dropped calls. Hence, lowering the fixed thresholds 

significantly reduced the call dropping probability. However, this led to a deterioration of 

the low quality access probability, as shown in Figure 4.14. The probability of low quality 

access was also very poor due to the rapidly fluctuating interference-limited environment. 

This was shown particularly explicitly in conjunction with Tacc=-113 dBm and Tdrop^-

115 dBm, where reducing the number of users resulted in a degradation of the low quality 

access performance due to the higher deviation of the reduced number of combined sources 

of interference. In contrast, adding more users led to a near-constant level of interference 

that varied less dramatically. 

It was found that the network was unable to support any users at the required service 

quality, since using the thresholds that allowed the maximum 1% call dropping probability 
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Figure 4.13: Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using fixed received pilot power based soft handover thresholds in conjunction 
with 1 Hz shadowing having a standard deviation of 3 d B for SF—16. 

restriction to be met, led to a greater than 2% probability of a low quality outage occurring. 

4.4.2.4 Summary 

In summary of our findings in the context of Figure 4.7-4.14, a disadvantage of using fixed 

soft handover thresholds is that in some locations all pilot signals may be weak, whereas 

in other locations, all of the pilot signals may be strong due to the localised propagation 

environment or terrain. Hence, using relative or normalised soft handover thresholds is 

expected to be advantageous in terms of overcoming this limitation. An additional benefit of 

using dynamic thresholds is confirmed within a fading environment, where the received pilot 

power may drop momentarily below a fixed threshold, thus causing unnecessary removals 

and additions to/from the ABS. However, these base stations may have been the only base 

stations in the ABS, thus ultimately resulting in a dropped call. When using dynamically 

controlled thresholds this scenario would not have occurred. Hence, in the next section 

we considered the performance of using relative received pilot power based soft handover 

thresholds under both non-shadowing and shadowing impaired propagation conditions. 
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Figure 4.14: Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based 
cellular network using fixed received pilot power based soft handover thresholds in 
conjunction wi th 1 Hz shadowing having a standard dev ia t ion of 3 dB for SF=16. 

To summarise, using fixed received pilot power thresholds in a non-shadowing environ-

ment resulted in a total network capacity of 290 users for both quality of service scenarios, 

namely for both the conservative and lenient scenarios considered. However, this perfor-

mance was severely degraded in a shadow fading impaired propagation environment, where 

a total network capacity of 127 users was supported in conjunction with a maximum shadow 

fading frequency of 0.5 Hz. Unfortunately, the network capacity could not be evaluated when 

using a maximum shadow fading frequency of 1.0 Hz due to the contrasting characteristics 

of the dropped call and low quality access probability results. 



4.4.2.5 Relat ive Received Pi lot Pow^er Thresholds w i t h o u t Shadowing 

Employing relative received pilot power thresholds is important in realistic propagation 

environments exposed to shadow fading. More explicitly, in contrast to the previously used 

thresholds, which were expressed in terms of dBm, i.e. wi th respect to 1 mW, in this 

section the thresholds Tacc and Tdrop are expressed in terms of dB relative to the received 

pilot strength of the base stations in the ABS. Their employment also caters for situations, 

where the absolute pilot power may be too low for use in conjunction with fixed thresholds, 

but nonetheless sufficiently high for reliable communications. Hence, in this section we 

examine the performance of relative received pilot power based soft handover thresholds in 

a non-shadow faded environment. 

The call dropping performance is depicted in Figure 4.15, which shows that reducing the 

soft handover thresholds, and thus increasing the time spent in soft handover, improved 

the call dropping performance. It was also found in the cases considered here, that si-

multaneously the probability of a low quality access decreased, as illustrated by Figure 

4.16. However, it was also evident in both figures, that reducing the soft handover thresh-

olds past a certain point resulted in degraded performance due to the extra interference 

incurred during the soft handover process. 

Since the probability of low quality access was under the 1% threshold, the network capac-

ity for both the lenient and conservative scenarios were the same, namely 1.65 Erlangs/km^/ 

MHz or a total of 288 users over the entire simulation area of 2.86 km^. The mean ABS size 

was 1.7 base stations, with a mean mobile transmission power of 4.1 dBm and an average 

base station transmit power of 4.7 dBm. 

4.4.2.6 Relat ive Received Pi lot Power Thresholds w i t h 0.5 Hz Shadowing 

In this section we present results obtained using relative received pilot power based soft 

handover thresholds in a shadowing-impaired propagation environment. The maximum 

shadow fading frequency was 0.5 Hz and the standard deviation of the log-normal shadowing 

was 3 dB. 

Figure 4.17 depicts the call dropping probability for several relative thresholds and shows 

that by reducing both the thresholds, the call dropping performance is improved. This 

enables the mobile to add base stations to its ABS earlier on during the soft handover 

process, and to relinquish them at a much later stage than in the case of using higher 

handover thresholds. Therefore, using lower relative soft handover thresholds results in 

longer period of time spent in soft handover, as can be seen in Figure 4.18, which shows 
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Figure 4.15: Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using relative received pilot power based soft handover thresholds without 
shadowing for SF=16. 

the mean number of base stations in the ABS. 

The probability of low quality access is shown in Figure 4.19, illustrating that, in general, 

as the relative soft handover thresholds were reduced, the probability of low quality access 

increased. This demonstrated that spending more time in soft handover generated more co-

channel interference and thus degraded the network's performance. However, the difference 

between the two thresholds must also be considered. For example, the probability of low 

quality access is higher in conjunction with Tacc=-16 dB and dB, than using 

TLcc=-16 dB and T'jrop=-20 dB, since the latter scenario has a higher mean number of base 

stations in its ABS. Therefore, there is a point at which the soft handover gain experienced 

by the desired user outweighs the detrimental effects of the extra interference generated by 

base stations' transmissions to users engaged in the soft handover process. 

Figure 4.20 shows the mean transmission powers of both the mobiles and the base stations. 

The mobiles are required to transmit at a lower power than the base stations, because the 

base stations are not subjected to downlink pilot power interference and to soft handover 

interference. Furthermore, the mobiles are not affected by the level of the soft handover 
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Figure 4.16: Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based 
cellular network using relative received pilot power based soft handover thresholds 
without shadowing for SF—16. 

thresholds, because only selective diversity is performed in the uplink, and hence the mobile 

transmits as if not in soft handover. As the soft handover thresholds were reduced, the time 

spent in soft handover increased and thus the mean base transmission power had to be 

increased in order to overcome the additional downlink interference. 

The maximum network capacity of 0.835 Erlangs/km^/MHz, or 144 users over the entire 

simulation area, was achieved using the soft handover thresholds of T^cc—-14 dB and Tdrop^-

18 dB for the conservative scenario. The mean ABS size was 1.77 base stations, while the 

mean mobile transmit power was -1.5 dBm and 0.6 dBm for the base stations. In the lenient 

scenario a maximum teletraffic load of 0.865 Erlangs/km^/MHz, corresponding to a total 

network capacity of 146 users was maintained using soft handover thresholds of 2^cc=-16 dB 

and Trffop—-18 dB. The mean number of base stations in the ABS was 1.78, with an average 

transmit power of -1.5 dBm for the mobile handset, and 1.3 dBm for the base station. 
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Figure 4.17: Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cel-
lular network using relative received pilot power based soft handover thresholds in 
conjunction wi th 0.5 Hz shadowing and a standard dev ia t ion of 3 dB for SF=16. 

4.4.2.7 Relat ive Received Pilot Power Thresholds w i t h 1.0 Hz Shadowing 

In this section we present further performance results obtained using relative received pilot 

power based soft handover thresholds in a shadowing propagation environment. The max-

imum shadow fading frequency was 1.0 Hz and the standard deviation of the log-normal 

shadowing was 3 dB. 

On comparing the call dropping probability curves seen in Figure 4.21 with the call 

dropping probability obtained for a maximum shadow fading frequency of 0.5 Hz in Figure 

4.17 it was found that the performance of the 1.0 Hz frequency shadowing scenario was 

slightly worse. However, the greatest performance difference was observed in the probability 

of low quality access, as can be seen in Figure 4.22. 

Using the soft handover thresholds which gave a good performance for a maximum shadow 

fading frequency of 0.5 Hz resulted in significantly poorer low quality access performance for 

a maximum shadowing frequency of 1.0 Hz. In order to obtain a probability of low quality 

access of below 1% it was necessary to use markedly different soft handover thresholds, 
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Figure 4.18: Mean number of base stations in the active base station set versus mean carried 
traffic of a CDMA based cellular network using relative received pilot power based soft 
handover thresholds in conjunction with 0.5 Hz shadowing and a standard deviation 
of 3 dB for SF=16. 

which reduced the time spent in soft handover and hence also the size of the ABS, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.23. 

For the conservative scenario, where the maximum probability of low quality access, Piow, 

was set to 1%, the maximum network capacity was found to be 0.69 Erlangs/km^/MHz, 

equivalent to a total network capacity of 127 users, obtained using dB and TLcc—-

16 dB. In contrast, in the lenient scenario, where the Piow limit was 2%, the maximum 

number of users supported was found to be 144, or 0.825 Erlangs/km^/MHz, in conjunction 

with Tacc=-14 dB and Tdrop=-^8 dB. 

4.4.2.8 Summary 

In summary, using relative received pilot power as a soft handover metric has resulted 

in a significantly improved performance in comparison to that of the fixed received pilot 

power based results in a shadow fading environment. In the non-shadowed environment the 

network capacity was approximately the same as when using the fixed threshold algorithm. 
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Figure 4.19; Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based 
cellular network using relative received pilot power based soft handover thresholds in 
conjunction with 0.5 Hz shadowing and a standard deviat ion of 3 dB for SF=16. 

albeit with a slightly improved mean transmission power. Due to the time varying nature 

of the received signals subjected to shadow fading, using relative thresholds has been found 

to be more amenable to employment in a realistic propagation environment, than using 

fixed thresholds. In conclusion, without shadow fading the network supported a total of 

288 users, whilst with a maximum shadow fading frequency of 0.5 Hz, approximately 145 

users were supported by the entire network, for both the conservative and lenient scenarios. 

However, different soft handover thresholds were required for each situation, for achieving 

these capacities. At a maximum shadowing frequency of 1.0 Hz, a total of 127 users were 

supported in the conservative scenario, and 144 in the lenient scenario. However, again, 

different soft handover thresholds were required in each scenario in order to maximise the 

network capacity. 
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Figure 4.20: Mean transmission power versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cel-
lular network using relative received pilot power based soft handover thresholds in 
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Figure 4,21: Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cel-
lular network using relative received pilot power based soft handover thresholds in 
conjunction wi th 1 Hz shadowing and a standard deviat ion of 3 dB for SF=16. 
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Figure 4.22: Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based 
cellular network using relative received pilot power based soft handover thresholds in 
conjunction wi th 1 Hz shadowing and a standard deviat ion of 3 dB for SF=16. 
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traffic of a CDMA based cellular network using relative received pilot power based soft 
handover thresholds in conjunction wi th 1 Hz shadowing a n d a standard deviation 
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4.4.3 Ec/Io Power Based Soft Handover R e s u l t s 

An alternative soft handover metric used to determine "cell ownership" is the pilot to down-

link interference ratio of a cell, which was proposed for employment in the 3rd generation 

systems [104]. The pilot to downlink interference ratio, or EC/IQ, may be calculated thus 

as [123]: 

-®c Ppilot (4 10) 
+ 

where is the total transmit power of cell k, Tk is the transmission gain which includes 

antenna gain and pathloss as well as shadowing, NQ is the thermal noise power and Nceiis is 

the number of cells in the network. The advantage of using such a scheme is that it is not 

aji absolute measurement that is used, but the ratio of the pilot power to the interference 

power. Thus, if fixed thresholds were used a form of admission control may be employed 

for new calls if the interference level became too high. A further advantage is that it takes 

into account the time-varying nature of the interference level in a shadowed environment. 

4.4.3.1 Fixed Ec/Io Thresholds without Shadowing 

The new call blocking probability obtained when using fixed Ec/Io soft handover thresholds 

without any form of shadow fading is shown in Figure 4.24, which suggests that in gen-

eral, lowering the soft handover thresholds reduced the probability of a new call attempt 

being blocked. However, it was found that in conjunction with %drop=-40 dB, dropping the 

threshold Tacc from -20 dB to -24 dB actually increased the new call blocking probability. 

This was attributed to the fact that the lower threshold precipitated a higher level of co-

channel interference, since there was a higher mean number of base stations in the ABS, 

as evidenced by Figure 4.25. Therefore, since the mean level of interference present in the 

network is higher, when using a lower threshold, and the threshold determines the value of 

the pilot to downlink interference ratio at which base stations may be added to the ABS, a 

more frequent blocking of calls occurs. Alternatively, a lower threshold resulted in a higher 

level of downlink interference due to the additional interference inflicted by supporting the 

mobiles in soft handover, which prevented base stations from being included in the ABS 

due to insufficient pilot to interference "head-room". This then ultimately led to blocked 

calls due to the lack of base stations in the ABS. 

Again, the mean number of base stations in the ABS is given in Figure 4.25, which 

illustrates that as expected, reducing the soft handover thresholds increased the proportion 

of time spent in soft handover, and thus reduced the mean number of base stations in the 

ABS. The average size of the ABS was found to decrease, as the network's traffic load 
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Figure 4.24: New call blocking probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based 
cellular network using fixed Ec/Io based soft handover thresholds without shadowing 
for SF=16. 

increased. This was a consequence of the increased interference levels associated with the 

higher traffic loads, which therefore effectively reduced the pilot to interference ratio at a 

given point, and hence base stations were less likely to be in soft handover and in the ABS. 

Figure 4.26 depicts the mean transmission powers for both the uplink and the downlink, 

for a range of different soft handover thresholds. These results show similar trends to 

the results presented in previous sections, with the required average downlink transmission 

power increasing, since a greater proportion of call time is spent in soft handover. Again, the 

mean uplink transmission power varied only slightly, since the selection diversity technique 

of the base stations only marginally affected the received interference power at the base 

stations. 

Figure 4.27 shows the call dropping performance, indicating that lowering the soft han-

dover thresholds generally improved the call dropping performance. However, reducing the 

soft handover thresholds too much resulted in a degradation of the call dropping probability 

due to the increased levels of co-channel interference inherent, when a higher proportion of 

the call time is spent in soft handover. This is explicitly illustrated by Figure 4.28, which 
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Figure 4.25; Mean number of base stations in the active base station set versus mean carried 
traffic of a CDMA based cellular network using fixed EC/IQ based soft handover thresholds 
without shadowing for SF=16. 

indicates that reducing the soft handover thresholds caused a significant degradation in 

the probability of low quality access. This was a consequence of the additional co-channel 

interference associated with the soft handover process. The figure also shows that there is a 

point, where the diversity gain of the mobiles obtained with the advent of the soft handover 

procedure outweighs the extra interference that it generates. 

On the whole, the capacity of the network when using fixed Ec/Io soft handover thresholds 

was lower than when using fixed received pilot power based soft handover thresholds. This 

can be attributed to the fact that the Ec/Io thresholds are related to the interference level 

of the network, which changes with the network load and propagation conditions. Hence 

using a fixed threshold is sub-optimal. In the conservative scenario, the network capacity 

was 1.275 Erlangs/km^/MHz, corresponding to a total network capacity of 223 users. In 

the lenient scenario, this increased to 1.305 Erlangs/km^/MHz, or 231 users. In contrast, 

when using fixed received pilot power thresholds the entire network supported 290 users. 
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Figure 4.26: Mean transmission power versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using f ixed received Ec/Io based soft handover thresholds wi thout shadowing 
for SF=16. 

4.4.3.2 Fixed E d l o Thresholds with 0.5 Hz Shadowing 

In this section we consider fixed pilot to downlink interference ratio based soft handover 

thresholds in a propagation environment exhibiting shadow fading in conjunction with a 

maximum fading frequency of 0.5 Hz and a standard deviation of 3 dB. 

Examining Figure 4.29, which shows the call dropping probability, we see, again, that 

reducing the soft handover thresholds typically resulted in a lower probability of a dropped 

call. However, since the handover thresholds are dependent upon the interference level, 

there was some interaction between the handover thresholds and the call dropping rate. For 

example, it can be seen in the figure that when 7jrop=-40 dB, the call dropping probability 

fell as Tacc was reduced from -20 dB to -24 dB. However, on lowering Tacc further, to -26 dB, 

the call dropping rate at low traffic loads became markedly higher. A similar phenomenon 

was observed in Figure 4.30, which shows the probability of low quality outage. 

It is explicitly seen from Figures 4.29 and 4.30 that the performance of the fixed Ec/Io 

soft handover threshold based scheme clearly exceeded that of the fixed received pilot power 
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Figure 4.27: Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using fixed received EC/IQ based soft handover thresholds without shadowing 
for SF=16. 

threshold based system in a shadow fading environment. The network supported a teletraffic 

load of 0.7 Erlangs/km^/MHz or a total of 129 users in the conservative scenario, which rose 

to 0.78 Erlangs/km^/MHz, or 140 users, in the lenient scenario. These network capacities 

were achieved with the aid of a mean number of active base stations in the ABS, which were 

1.88 and 1.91, respectively. In order to achieve the total network capacity of 129 users in the 

conservative scenario, a mean mobile transmit power of -2.4 dBm was required, while the 

mean base station transmission power was 7 dBm. For the lenient scenario, these figures 

were -2.4 dBm and 8.7 dBm, respectively. 

4.4.3.3 Fixed EC/IQ Thresholds with 1.0 Hz Shadowing 

Increasing the maximum shadow fading frequency from 0.5 Hz to 1.0 Hz resulted in an 

increased call dropping probability and a greater probability of low quality access, for a 

given level of carried teletraffic. This is clearly seen by comparing Figures 4.31 and 4.32 

with Figures 4.29 and 4.30. Explicitly, Figure 4.31 and 4.32 show that reducing the soft 

handover threshold, Tacc from -20 dB to -24 dB led to both an increased call dropping 
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Figure 4.28: Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based 
cellular network using fixed received Ec/Io based soft handover thresholds without shad-
owing for SF=16. 

probability and an increased probability of low quality access. This can be attributed to 

the extra co-channel interference generated by the greater proportion of call time being 

spent in soft handover. This is also confirmed by the increased probability of low quality 

access observed in Figure 4.32 for lower soft handover thresholds Tacc and Tdrop-

The network capacity of the conservative scenario was 0.583 Erlangs/km^/MHz, giving 

an entire network capacity of 107 users. In the lenient scenario the network supported a 

total of 128 users or a traffic load of 0.675 Erlangs/km^/MHz was carried. The 107 users 

were serviced in conjunction with a mean ABS size of 1.86, a mean mobile transmit power 

of -3 dBm and a mean base station transmit power of 4.5 dBm. The 128 users supported 

in the lenient scenario necessitated an average mobile transmit power of -3 dBm and an 

average base station transmit power of 9.5 dBm. The mean number of base stations in the 

ABS was 1.91. 
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Figure 4.29; Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using fixed received Eclh based soft handover thresholds in conjunction wi th 
0.5 Hz shadowing and a standard deviation of 3 dB for SF=16. 

4.4.3.4 Summary 

In summary, a maximum network capacity of 290 users was obtained when employing the 

fixed EC/IQ soft handover thresholds. This capacity was equal to that when using fixed 

received pilot power thresholds in the lenient scenario without shadow fading. However, in 

the conservative scenario the network capacity was reduced from 290 to 231 users. Nev-

ertheless, when a realistic shadowed propagation environment was considered, using the 

pilot power to interference ratio based soft handover metric improved the network capac-

ity significantly. This was particularly evident in conjunction with the maximum shadow 

fading frequency of 1.0 Hz, when using the fixed received pilot power thresholds no users 

could be supported whilst maintaining the desired call quality. In contrast, using the fixed 

EC/IQ soft handover thresholds led to a total network capacity of between 107 and 128 

users, for the conservative and lenient scenarios, respectively. This capacity increase was 

the benefit of the more efficient soft handover mechanism, which was capable of taking into 

account the interference level experienced, leading to a more intelligent selection of base 

station supporting the call. At a maximum shadow fading frequency of 0.5 Hz the network 
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Figure 4.30: Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based 
cellular network using fixed received E^jlo based soft handover thresholds in conjunction 
with 0.5 Hz shadowing and a standard deviation of 3 d B for SF=16. 

had a maximum capacity of 129 and 140 users, for the conservative and lenient scenario, 

respectively, when using the fixed Ec/Io soft handover thresholds. 
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Figure 4.31: Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using fixed received Ec/Io based soft handover thresholds in conjunction with 
1.0 Hz shadowing and a standard deviation of 3 dB for SF=16. 
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Figure 4.32: Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based 
cellular network using fixed received -Bc/-̂ o based soft handover thresholds in conjunction 
with 1.0 Hz shadowing and a standard deviation of 3 d B for SF—16. 
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4.4.3.5 Relat ive Ec/Io Thresholds without Shadowing 

In this section we combined the benefits of using the received E c / h ratio and relative soft 

handover thresholds, thus ensuring that variations in both the received pilot signal strength 

and interference levels were monitored in the soft handover process. 

The call dropping performance is shown in Figure 4.33, illustrating that reducing the soft 

handover thresholds improved the probability of dropped calls, in particular at higher traffic 

loads. This phenomenon is also evident in Figure 4.34, which shows the probability of a 

low quality outage. However, in some cases it was evident that excessive reduction of the 

thresholds led to increasing the co-channel interference, and hence to a greater probability 

of outage associated with low quality. Again, this was the consequence of supporting an 

excessive number of users in soft handover, which provided a beneficial diversity gain for 

the mobiles but also increased the amount of downlink interference inflicted by the base 

stations supporting the soft handovers. 

The entire network supported a total of 256 users employing soft handover thresholds of 

TLcc=-12 dB and dB. The mean number of base stations in the active set was 

1.68, and the mean mobile transmit power was 3.1 dBni. The average base station transmit 

power was 2.7 dBm. 

4.4.3.6 Relat ive Ec/Io Thresholds with 0.5 Hz Shadowing 

Examining the call dropping probability graphs in Figure 4.35 shows that the probability 

of a dropped call was significantly lower than that of the other soft handover algorithms 

considered for the same propagation environment. This was because the handover algorithm 

was capable of taking the current interference levels into account, when deciding whether to 

initiate a handover, additionally, the employment of the relative thresholds minimised the 

chances of making an inappropriate soft handover decision concerning the most suitable base 

station to use. The superiority of this soft handover algorithm was further emphasised by 

the associated low probability of a low quality access, as illustrated in Figure 4.36, which 

was an order of magnitude lower than that achieved using the alternative soft handover 

algorithms. 

When Tacc was set to -10 dB the ultimate capacity of the network was only marginally 

afi'ected by changing T^rop, although some variation could be observed in the call dropping 

probability. Furthermore, the probability of low quality access increased for the lowest val-

ues of Tfirop- This degradation of the probability of low quality access was due to the higher 

proportion of time spent in soft handover, as indicated by the correspondingly increased 
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Figure 4.33: Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using relative received Ecjlo based soft handover thresholds wi thout shadow-
ing for SF=16. 

ABS size in Figure 4.37, which was a consequence of the associated increased co-channel 

interference levels. 

The mean transmit power curves of Figure 4.38 exhibited a different characteristic in 

comparison to that observed for the other soft handover algorithms. Specifically, at low 

traffic loads the mean mobile transmit power was less than tha t of the base stations, whereas 

at the higher traffic loads, the mobile transmit power was greater than that of the base 

stations. Although, comparing this graph with Figure 4.20 revealed that the spread and 

the rate of change of the mobile transmit power versus the traffic load was similar in both 

scenarios, the mean base station transmission power was lower in Figure 4.38. This reduced 

base station transmission power, again demonstrated the superiority of this soft handover 

algorithm, which manifested itself in its more efficient use of resources. 

Since the probability of low quality access fell well below the 1% threshold, both the 

conservative and lenient scenarios exhibited the same total network capacity, which was 

slightly above 150 users for the entire network. This was achieved on average with the aid 

of 1.65 base stations, at a mean mobile transmit power of -1.2 dBm and at a mean base 
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Figure 4.34; Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based 
cellular network using relative received Ec/Io based soft handover thresholds without 
shadowing for SF=16. 

station transmit power of -1.7 dBm. 

4.4.3.7 Relat ive Ec/Io Thresholds wi th 1.0 Hz Shadowing 

The call dropping probability shown in Figure 4.39 is slightly worse than that obtained in 

Figure 4.35 for a maximum shadow fading frequency of 0.5 Hz, with a greater performance 

difference achieved by altering T^rop- A similar performance degradation was observed for 

the probability of low quality access in Figure 4.40, with an associated relatively low impact 

due to varying the soft handover thresholds. Although not explicitly shown, we found that 

the mean transmission powers were similar to those required for a maximum shadow fading 

frequency of 0.5 Hz. 

4.4.3.8 Summary 

In summary, the employment of relative Ec/Io soft handover thresholds resulted in a supe-

rior network performance and capacity under all the propagation conditions investigated. 
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Figure 4.35; Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using relative received Ec/Iq based soft handover thresholds in conjunction wi th 
0.5 Hz shadowing and a standard deviation of 3 dB for SF—16. 

This was achieved whilst invoking the lowest average number of base stations and the min-

imum mean base station transmit power. A further advantage of this handover scheme 

is that the same soft handover thresholds excelled in all of the propagation environments 

studied, unlike the previously considered algorithms, which obtained their best results at 

different thresholds for different conditions. The entire network capacity was 256 users with-

out shadow fading, with a mean ABS size of 1.68. At a maximum shadowing frequency of 

0.5 Hz the network supported just over a total of 150 users, whilst 144 users were served by 

the entire network, when a maximum shadow fading frequency of 1.0 Hz was encountered. 

4 . 4 . 4 O v e r v i e w of R e s u l t s 

Table 4.3 summarises the results obtained for the various soft handover algorithms over 

the three different propagation environments considered. The fixed receiver pilot power 

based algorithm performed the least impressively overall, as expected due to its inherent 

inability to cope with shadow fading. However, it did offer a high network capacity in a 
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Figure 4.36: Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based 
cellular network using relative received EC/IO based soft handover thresholds in conjunc-
tion w i t h 0.5 Hz shadowing and a s tandard deviat ion of 3 dB for SF=16. 

non-shadowed environment. Using the relative received pilot power based soft handover al-

gorithm improved the performance under shadow fading, but different fading rates required 

different thresholds to meet the conservative and lenient quality criteria. The performance 

of the fixed Ec/Io based soft handover algorithm also varied significantly, when using the 

same thresholds for the two different fading rates considered. However, the maximum 

network capacity achieved under the different shadow fading conditions was significantly 

higher, than that of the fixed received pilot power based algorithm. This benefit resulted 

from the inclusion of the interference levels in the handover process, which thus took into 

account the fading of both the signal and the co-channel interference. Combining the rela-

tive threshold based scheme with using Ec/Ig thresholds allowed us to support the highest 

number of users under the shadow fading conditions investigated. Whilst its performance 

was not the highest in the non-shadowed environment, this propagation environment is 

often unrealistic, and hence the relative received Ec/Io based soft handover algorithm was 

chosen as the basis for our future investigations, while using the soft handover thresholds of 

Tacc=-^^ dB and 2jr(^=-18 dB. The advantages of this handover algorithm were its reduced 
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Figure 4.37: Mean number of base stations in the active base station set versus mean 
carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular network using re lat ive received EC/IO based soft 
handover thresholds in conjunction with 0.5 Hz shadowing and a standard deviation 
of 3 dB for SF=16. 

fraction of time spent in soft handover, and its ability to perform well under both shadow 

fading conditions evaluated, whilst utilising the same soft handover thresholds. Since the 

constraining factor of these network capacity results was the probability of a dropped call, 

PpT^ which was the same for both scenarios, further network capacity results were only 

shown for the conservative scenario. 
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Figure 4.38: Mean transmission power versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using relative received E^JLO based soft handover thresholds in conjunction with 
0.5 Hz shadowing and a standard deviation of 3 dB for SF=16. 
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Figure 4.39; Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using relat ive received ECJLO based soft handover thresholds in conjunction w i t h 
1.0 Hz shadowing and a s tandard deviat ion of 3 dB for SF=16. 
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Figure 4.40: Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based 
cellular network using relative received Ec/Iq based soft handover thresholds in conjunc-
tion w i th 1.0 Hz shadowing and a s tandard dev ia t ion of 3 d B for SF=16. 
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Conservative scenario Lenient scenario 
P i?r=l% ; Plow'--1% =2% 

Soft handover Power (dBm) Power (dBm) 
algorithm Shadowing Users 1 ABS MS 1 BS Users i ABS MS BS 

Fixed pilot pwr. No 290 1.7 5.1 5.1 290 1.7 5.1 5.1 
Fixed pilot pwr. 0.5 Hz, 3dB - - - - 127 1.83 -2.0 6.5 
Fixed pilot pwr. 1.0 IIz, 3d]3 - - - - - - - -

Delta pilot pwr. No 288 1.7 4.1 4.7 288 1.7 4.1 4.1 
Delta pilot pwr. 0.5 Hz, 3dB 144 1.77 -1.5 0.6 146 1.78 -1.5 1.3 
Delta pilot pwr. 1.0 Hz, SdJB 127 1.5 -2.4 -1.9 144 1.72 -1.5 0.8 
Fixed Ec/Io No 223 1.83 2.0 10.0 231 1.86 2.0 10.3 
Fyjosd 0.5 Hz, 3dB 129 1.88 -2.4 7.0 140 1.91 -2.4 8.7 
Fixed 1.0 Hz, 3dI3 107 1.86 -3.0 4.5 128 1.91 -3.0 9.5 
Delta Ec/Io No 256 1.68 3.1 2.7 256 1.68 3.1 2.7 
Delta Ec/Io 0.5 IIz, 3dB «150 1.65 -1.2 -1.7 R 1̂50 1.65 -1.2 -1.7 
Delta ^c/^o 1.0 IIz, 3dJ8 144 1.65 -1.1 -1.6 144 1.65 -1.1 -1.6 

Table 4.3: Maximum number of mobile users that can be supported by the network, for 
different soft handover metrics/algorithms whilst meeting the preset quality constraints. 
The mean number of base stations in the Active Base station Set (ABS) is also presented, 
along with the mean mobile and mean base station transmit powers. 



4 .4 .5 P e r f o r m a n c e of A d a p t i v e A n t e n n a A r r a y s in a H i g h D a t a R a t e 

P e d e s t r i a n E n v i r o n m e n t 

In our previous investigations we endeavoured to identify the soft handover algorithm, 

which supports the greatest number of users, at the best call quality, regardless of the 

propagation conditions. In the section we study the impact of adaptive antenna arrays 

on the network's performance. The investigations were conducted using the relative Io 

based soft handover algorithm in conjunction with Tacc=-10 dB and dB, using a 

spreading factor of 16. Given that the chip rate of UTRA is 3.84 Mchips/sec, this spreading 

factor corresponds to a channel data rate of 3.84x10^/16=240 kbps. Applying 1/2 rate error 

correction coding would result in an effective data throughput of 120 kbps, whereas utilising 

a 2/3 rate error correction code would provide a useful throughput of 160 kps. As in the 

previous simulations a cell radius of 150 m was assumed and a pedestrian walking velocity 

of 3 mph was used. In our previous investigations employing adaptive antenna arrays at the 

base station and using a FDMA/TDMA based network, as in Chapter 3, we observed quite 

significant performance gains as a direct result of the interference rejection capabilities of 

the adaptive antenna arrays invoked. Since the CDMA based network considered here has a 

frequency reuse of 1, the levels of co-channel interference are significantly higher, and hence 

the adaptive antennas may be able to null the interference more effectively. However, the 

greater number of interference sources may limit the achievable interference rejection. 

Network performance results were obtained using two and four element adaptive antenna 

arrays, both in the absence of shadow fading, and in the presence of 0.5 Hz and 1.0 Hz 

frequency shadow fading exhibiting a standard deviation of 3 dB. The adaptive beamforming 

algorithm used was the Sample Matrix Inversion (SMI) algorithm, as described in Chapter 

2 and used in the FDMA/TDMA network simulations of Chapter 3. The specific adaptive 

beamforming implementation used in the CDMA based network was identical to that used 

in the FDMA/TDMA network simulations. Briefly, one of the eight possible 8-bit BPSK 

reference signals was used to identify the desired user, and the remaining interfering users 

were assigned the other seven 8-bit reference signals. The received signal's autocorrelation 

matrix was then calculated, and from the knowledge of the desired user's reference signal, the 

receiver's optimal antenna array weights were determined with the aid of the SMI algorithm. 

The reader is referred to Section 3.7.1 for further details. Since this implementation of the 

algorithm only calculated the receiver's antenna array weights, i.e. the antenna arrays 

weights used by the base station in the uplink, these weights may not be suitable for use in 

the downlink, when independent up/downlink shadow fading is experienced. Hence, further 

investigations were conducted, where the uplink and downlink interference scenarios were 

identical, in order to determine the potential performance gain that may be achieved by 
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Figure 4.41: Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using relative received EC/IO based soft handover thresholds w i th and without 
beamforming and without shadowing for SF=16. 

separately calculating the antenna array weights to be used in the downlink. The antenna 

array weights were re-calculated for every power control step, i.e. 15 times per UTRA data 

frame, due to the potential significant changes in terms of the desired signal and interference 

powers that may occur during one UTRA frame as a result of the possible 15 dB change in 

power transmitted by each user. 

Figure 4.41 shows the significant reduction in the probability of a dropped call, or prob-

ability of a forced termination, P f t , achieved by employing adaptive antenna arrays in a 

non-shadowed propagation environment. The figure has demonstrated that, even with only 

two antenna elements, the adaptive antenna arrays have considerably reduced the levels 

of co-channel interference, leading to a reduced call dropping probability. This has been 

achieved in spite of the numerous sources of co-channel interference resulting from the fre-

quency reuse factor of one, which was remarkable in the light of the limited number of 

degrees of freedom of the two element array. Without employing antenna arrays at the base 

stations the network capacity was limited to 256 users, or to a teletraffic load of approxi-

mately 1.4 Erlangs/km^/MHz. However, with the advent of two element adaptive antenna 
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Figure 4.42: Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based 
cellular network using relative received EC/IO based soft handover thresholds with and 
without beamforming and without shadowing for SP=16. 

arrays at the base stations the number of users supported by the network rose by 27% to 

325 users, or almost 1.9 Erlangs/km^/MHz. Replacing the two element adaptive antenna 

arrays with four element arrays led to a further rise of 48%, or 88% with respect to the 

capacity of the network using no antenna arrays. This is associated with a network capac-

ity of 480 users, or 2.75 Erlangs/km^/MHz. A summary of the network capacities achieved 

under different conditions is given in Table 4.4. 

The probability of low quality outage, presented in Figure 4.42 also exhibited a substan-

tial improvement with the advent of two element adaptive antenna arrays. However, the 

performance gains obtained when invoking four element adaptive antenna arrays were more 

involved. It can be seen from the figure that higher traffic loads were carried with a suffi-

ciently low probability of a low quality occurring, and at higher traffic loads the probability 

of a low quality access was lower than that achieved using a two element array. However, at 

lower traffic loads the performance was worse than that obtained when using two element 

arrays, and the gradient of the performance curve was significantly lower. Further in-depth 
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Figure 4.43: The changes in the antenna array gain, versus time, in the direction of the 
desired user, the up- and down-link transmission powers, and the up- and down-link re-
ceived SINRs, when a new call starts using four element adaptive antenna arrays without 
shadowing in conjunction with the original power ramping algorithm and SF=16. 

analysis of the results suggested that the vast majority of the low quality outages were oc-

curring when new calls started. When a user decided to commence communications with the 

base station, the current interference level was measured, and the target transmission power 

was determined in order to reach the target SINR necessary for reliable communications. 

However, in order to avoid disrupting existing calls the transmission power was ramped up 

slowly, until the target SINR was reached. A network using no adaptive antenna arrays, 

i.e. employing omnidirectional antennas, can be viewed as offering equal gain to all users 

of the network, which we assumed to be 1.0, or 0 dB. Thus, when a new call is initiated, 

the level of interference rises gradually, and the power control algorithm ensures that the 

existing users compensate for the increased level of co-channel interference by increasing 

their transmission power. In a network using adaptive antenna arrays, the adaptive antenna 

arrays are used to null the sources of interference, and in doing so the array may reduce the 

antenna gain in the direction of the desired user, in order to maximise the SINR. Hence a 

user starting a new call, even if it has low transmission power, can alter the antenna array's 

response, and thus the antenna gain experienced by the existing users. This phenomenon 
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Figure 4.44: The changes in the antenna array gain, versus time, in the direction of the 
desired user, the up- and down-link transmission powers, and the up- and down-link re-
ceived SINRs, when a new call starts using four element adaptive antenna arrays without 
shadowing in conjunction with a slower power ramping algorithm and SF=16. 

is more marked, when using four element arrays since their directivity, and thus sensitivity 

to interfering signals, is greater. 

Figure 4.43 illustrates this phenomenon, where another user starts a new call at frame 

112 suddenly reducing the antenna gain in the direction of the desired user from 0.4 to just 

above 0.2, a drop of 3 dB. As can be seen from the figure, the downlink SINR falls sharply 

below the low quality outage threshold of 7.0 dB, resulting in several consecutive outages, 

until the downlink transmission power is increased sufficiently. The impact of reducing the 

initial transmission power, in order to ensure that the power ramping takes place more 

gently, is depicted in Figure 4.44. In this figure it can be seen that the antenna gain falls 

much more gently, over a prolonged period of time, thus reducing the number of low quality 

outages, as the downlink transmission power is increased in an effort to compensate for the 

lower antenna gain. It is of interest to note how the received SINR varies as the antenna 

gain and the power control algorithm interact, in order to maintain the target SINR. 

Even though the employment of adaptive antenna arrays can result in the attenuation of 
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Figure 4.45: Mean transmission power versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using relative received Ec/Iq based soft handover thresholds w i th and without 
beamforming and without shadowing for SF=16. 

the desired signal, this is performed in order to maximise the received SINR, and thus the 

levels of interference are attenuated more strongly, ultimately leading to the reduction of 

the mean transmission power, as emphasised by Figure 4.45. This figure clearly shows the 

lower levels of transmission power, required in order to maintain an acceptable performance, 

whilst using adaptive antenna arrays at the base stations. A reduction of 3 dB in the mean 

mobile transmission power was achieved by invoking two element antenna arrays, and a 

further reduction of 1.5 dB resulted from using four element arrays. These power budget 

savings were obtained in conjunction with reduced levels of co-channel interference, lead-

ing to superior call quality, as illustrated in Figures 4.41 and 4.42. A greater performance 

advantage was evident in the uplink scenario, suggesting tha t the selective base station 

diversity techniques employed in the uplink are amenable to amalgamation with adaptive 

antenna arrays. In contrast, the maximum ratio combining performed at the mobile inher-

ently reduces the impact of co-channel interference, and hence benefits to a lesser extent 

from the employment of adaptive antenna arrays. 

The impact of adaptive antenna arrays in a propagation environment subjected to shadow 
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Figure 4.46: Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using relative received E^/LO based soft handover thresholds wi th and without 
beamforming and with shadowing having a standard dev ia t ion of 3 dB for SF=16. 

fading was then investigated. The associated call dropping performance is shown in Figure 

4.46. This figure illustrates the substantial network capacity gains achieved with the aid 

of both two and four element adaptive antenna arrays under shadow fading propagation 

conditions. Simulations were conducted in conjunction with log-normal shadow fading hav-

ing a standard deviation of 3 dB, and maximum shadowing frequencies of both 0.5 Hz and 

1.0 Hz. As expected the network capacity was reduced at the faster fading frequency. The 

effect of performing independent up- and down-link beamforming, as opposed to using the 

base station's receive antenna array weights in the downlink was also studied, and a small, 

but not insignificant call dropping probability reduction can be seen in the Figure 4.46. 

The network supported just over 150 users, and 144 users, when subjected to 0.5 Hz and 

1.0 Hz frequency shadow fading, respectively. With the application of two element adaptive 

antenna arrays, re-using the base station's uplink receiver weights on the downlink, these 

capacities increased by 35% and 40%, to 203 users and 201 users. Performing independent 

up- and down-link beamforming resulted in a mean further increase of 13% in the network 

capacity. The implementation of four element adaptive antenna arrays led to a network 
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Figure 4.47; Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based 
cellular network using relative received EDLO based soft handover thresholds wi th and 
without beamforming and with shadowing having a s tandard deviation of 3 dB 
for SF-16. 

capacity of 349 users at a 0.5 Hz shadowing frequency, and 333 users at a 1.0 Hz shadowing 

frequency. This corresponded to relative gains of 133% and 131% over the capacity pro-

vided without beamforming. Invoking independent up- and down-link beamforming gave 

another boost of 7% and 10% to network capacity for 0.5 Hz and 1.0 Hz frequency shad-

owing environments, respectively, giving final network capacities of just over 375 users and 

365 users. 

Similar trends were observed regarding the probability of low quality outage to those 

found in the non-shadowing scenarios. However, the trend was much more prevalent under 

shadowing, due to greater variation of the received signal strengths, as a result of the shadow 

fading, as shown in Figure 4.47. The figure indicates that the trend is also evident, when 

using two element adaptive antenna arrays in conjunction with shadow fading. As expected, 

the performance deteriorated as the number of antenna elements increased, and when the 

maximum shadow fading frequency was increased from 0.5 Hz to 1.0 Hz. It should be noted, 

however that the probability of low quality access always remained below the 1% constraint 
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Figure 4.48: Mean transmission power versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using relative received Ec/Iq based soft handover thresholds wi th and without 
beamforming and shadowing having a standard deviat ion of 3 dB for SF=16. 

of the conservative scenario, and the call dropping probability was considerably reduced by 

the adaptive antenna arrays. 

The mean transmission power performance is depicted in Figure 4.48, suggesting that as 

for the non-shadowing scenario of Figure 4.45, the number of antenna elements had only a 

limited impact on the base stations' transmission power, although there was some reduction 

in the mobile stations' mean transmission power. The mean transmission powers required 

when using independent up- and down-link beamforming are not explicitly shown, but were 

slightly less than those presented here, with a mean reduction of about 0.4 dB. 

A summary of the maximum network capacities of the networks considered in this section 

both with and without shadowing, employing beamforming using two and four element 

arrays is given in Table 4.4, along with the teletraffic carried and the mean mobile and base 

station transmission powers required. 

The lower bounds of the maximum network capacities obtained under identical scenarios 

in conjunction with a spreading factor of 256, are also presented in Table 4.5, leading to a 

bit rate of 15 kbps, which is suitable for use by speech-rate users. The network capacity 
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calculations were performed by scaling the number of users supported, as presented in Table 

4.4, by the ratio of their spreading factors, i.e. 256/16=16. Further interesting user capacity 

figures can be inferred for a variety of target bit rates by comparing Tables 4.4, 4.5, 4.7 and 

4.8 and applying the appropriate spreading factor related scaling mentioned in the context 

of estimating the number of 15 kbps speech users supported. 

Conservative scenario, f ^ = l % , 
Shadowing Beamforming: independent Users Traffic (Erlangs Power (dBm) 

up/down-link /km2/MHz) MS 1 BS 

No No - 256 1.42 3.1 2.7 
No 2 elements - 325 1.87 3.75 0.55 
No 4 elements - 480 2.75 4.55 1.85 

3 d B No - «150 0.87 -1.2 -1.7 
3 d B 2 elements No 203 1.16 0.1 -1.1 
3 d B 4 elements No 349 2.0 2.0 0.65 

0.5 Hz, 3 dl3 2 elements Yes 233 1.35 0.2 -0.8 
0.5 Hz, 3 dUB 4 elements Yes 1 «375 2.2 2 . 1 ^ 0.85 

LOBb, 3 d B No 
1 144 0.82 -1.1 -1.6 

LOHb, 3 d B 2 elements No 201 1.12 -0.3 -1.1 
1.0 Hz, 3 dB 4 elements No 333 1.88 1.6 0.5 
1.0 Hz, 3 dB 2 elements Yes 225 1.31 0.1 -0.9 
1.0 Hz, 3 dB 4 elements Yes 1 365 2.05 1.65 0.6 

Table 4.4: Maximum mean carried traffic and maximum number of mobile users that can be 
supported by the network, whilst meeting the conservative quality constraints. The carried 
trafiic is expressed in terms of normalised Erlangs (Erlang/km^/MHz) for the network 
described in Table 4.2 both wi th and without beamforming (as well as with and 
without independent up/down-l ink beamforming) , a n d also wi th and without 
shadow fading having a standard deviation of 3 dB for SF=16. 
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Shadowing Beamforming: independent Users Traffic (Erlangs 
up / down-link when SF=256 /km^/MHz) 

No No - 4096 22.7 
No 2 elements - 5200 29.9 
No 4 elements - 7680 44^ 

0.5 Hz, 3 dB No - 2400 13.9 
0.5 Hz, 3 dB 2 elements No 3248 18.6 
&5Bb, 3 d B 4 elements No 5584 3&0 
0.5 Hz, 3 dB 2 elements Yes 3728 2L6 
0.5 Hz, 3 dB 4 elements Yes 6000 3&2 

1.0 Hz, 3 dB No - 2304 13.1 
1.0 Hz, 3 dB 2 elements No 3216 17^ 
1.0 Hz, 3 dB 4 elements No 5328 3&1 
1.0 Hz, 3 dB 2 elements Yes 3600 2L0 
1.0 Hz, 3 dB 4 elements Yes 5840 3&8 

Table 4.5: A lower bound estimate of the maximum mean traffic and the maximum num-
ber of mobile speech-rate users that can be supported by the network, whilst meeting 
the conservative quality constraints. The carried traffic is expressed in terms of nor-
malised Erlangs (Erlang/km^/MHz) for the network described in Table 4.2 both with and 
without beamforming (as well as wi th and without independent up/down-l ink 
beamforming) , and also with and without shadow fading having a standard 
deviation of 3 dB for SF=256. The number of users supported in conjunction with a 
spreading factor of 256 was calculated by multiplying the capacities obtained in Table 4.4 
by 256/16=16. 



4 .4 .6 P e r f o r m a n c e of A d a p t i v e A n t e n n a A r r a y s a n d A d a p t i v e M o d u l a -

t i o n in a H i g h D a t a R a t e P e d e s t r i a n E n v i r o n m e n t 

In this section we build upon the results presented in the previous section by applying 

Adaptive Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (AQAM) techniques. The various scenarios 

and channel conditions investigated were identical to those of the previous section, except 

for the application of AQAM. Since in the previous section an increased network capacity 

was achieved due to using independent up- and down-link beamforming, this procedure was 

invoked in these simulations. AQAM involves the selection of the appropriate modulation 

mode in order to maximise the achievable data throughput over a channel, whilst minimising 

the Bit Error Ratio (BER). More explicitly, the philosophy behind adaptive modulation is 

the most appropriate selection of a modulation mode according to the instantaneous radio 

channel quality experienced [12, 13]. Therefore, if the SINR of the channel is high, then 

a high-order modulation mode may be employed, thus exploiting the temporal fluctuation 

of the radio channel's quality. Similarly, if the channel is of low quality, exhibiting a low 

SINR, a high-order modulation mode would result in an unacceptably high BER or PER, 

and hence a more robust, but lower throughput modulation mode would be employed. 

Therefore, adaptive modulation combats the effects of time-variant channel quality, while 

also attempting to maximise the achieved data throughput, and maintaining a given BER 

or PER. In the investigations conducted, the modulation modes of the up and downlink 

were determined independently, thus taking advantage of the lower levels of co-channel 

interference on the uplink, or of the potentially greater transmit power of the base stations. 

The particular implementation of AQAM used in these investigations is illustrated in 

Pigure 4.49. This figure describes the algorithm in the context of the downlink, but the 

same implementation was used also in the uplink. The first step in the process was to 

establish the current modulation mode. If the user was invoking 16-QAM and the SINR 

was found to be below the Low Quality (LQ) outage SINR threshold after the completion 

of the power control iterations, then the modulation mode for the next data frame was 4-

QAM. Alternatively, if the SINR was above the LQ outage SINR threshold, but any of the 

base stations in the ABS were using a transmit power within 15 dB (the maximum possible 

power change during a 15-slot UTRA data frame) of the maximum transmit power, then 

the 4-QAM modulation mode was selected. This "headroom" was introduced in order to 

provide a measure of protection, since if the interference conditions degrade, then at least 

15 dB of increased transmit power would be available in order to mitigate the consequences 

of the SINR reduction experienced. 

A similar procedure was invoked, when switching to other legitimate AQAM modes from 
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the 4-QAM mode. If the SINR was below the 4-QAM target SINR and any one of the base 

stations in the ABS was within 15 dB of the maximum transmit power, then the BPSK 

modulation mode was employed for the next data frame. However, if the SINR exceeded the 

4-QAM target SINR and there would be 15 dB of headroom in the transmit power budget 

in excess of the extra transmit power required for switching from 4-QAM to 16-QAM, then 

the 16-QAM modulation mode was invoked. 

And finally, when in the BPSK mode, the 4-QAM modulation mode was selected if the 

SINR exceeded the BPSK target SINR, and the transmit power of any of the base stations 

in the ABS was less than the power required to transmit reliably using 4-QAM, while being 

at least 15 dB below the maximum transmit power. The algorithm was activated at the 

end of each 15-slot UTRA data frame, after the power control algorithm had performed 

its 15 iterations per data frame, and thus the AQAM mode selection was performed on a 

UTRA transmission frame-by-frame basis. When changing from a lower-order modulation 

to a higher-order modulation mode, the lower-order mode was retained for an extra frame 

in order to ramp up the transmit power to the required level, as shown in Figure 4.50(a). 

Conversely, when changing from a higher-order modulation mode to a lower-order mod-

ulation mode, the lower-order modulation mode was employed whilst ramping the power 

down, in order to avoid excessive outages in the higher-order modulation mode due to the 

reduction of the transmit power, as illustrated in Figure 4.50(b). 

Table 4.6 gives the BPSK, 4-QAM and 16-QAM SINR thresholds used in the simulations. 

The BPSK SINR thresholds were 4 dB lower than those necessary when using 4-QAM, while 

the 16-QAM SINR thresholds were 5.5 dB higher [115]. In other words, in moving from 

the BPSK modulation mode to the 4-QAM modulation mode, the target SINR, low quality 

outage SINR and outage SINR all increased by 4 dB. When switching to the 16-QAM 

mode from the 4-QAM mode, the SINR thresholds increased by 5.5 dB. However, setting 

the BPSK to 4-QAM and the 4-QAM to 16-QAM mode switching thresholds to a value 

7 dB higher than the SINR required for maintaining the target B E R / F E R was necessary 

in order to prevent excessive outages due to sudden dramatic channel-induced variations in 

the SINR levels. 

SINR Threshold BPSK 4-QAM 

Outage SINR 
Low Quality Outage SINR 
Tazget SINR 

&6dB 
3.0 dUB 
4.0 dJB 

&6dB 
^OdB 
&OdB 

12.1 dOB 
12.5 dB 
13.5 dB 

Table 4.6; The target SINR, low quality outage SINR and outage SINR thresholds used for 
the BPSK, 4-QAM and 16-QAM modulation modes of the adaptive modem. 
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based cellular network. 
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Figure 4.50: Power rampimg requirements whilst switching modulation modes. 

Performance results were obtained both with and without beamforming in a log-normal 

shadow fading environment, at maximum fading frequencies of 0.5 Hz and 1.0 Hz, and a 

standard deviation of 3 dB. A pedestrian velocity of 3 mph, a cell radius of 150 m and a 

spreading factor of 16 were used, as in our previous investigations. 

Figure 4.51 shows the significant reduction in the probability of a dropped call, achieved 

by employing adaptive antenna arrays in conjunction with adaptive modulation in a log-

normal shadow faded environment. The figure demonstrates that , even with the aid of a two 

element adaptive antenna array and its limited degrees of freedom, a substantial call drop-

ping probability reduction was achieved. The performance benefit of increasing the array's 

degrees of freedom, achieved by increasing the number of antenna elements, becomes ex-

plicit from the figure, resulting in a further call dropping probability reduction. Simulations 

were conducted in conjunction with log-normal shadow fading having a standard deviation 

of 3 dB, and maximum shadowing frequencies of 0.5 Hz and 1.0 Hz. As expected, the call 

dropping probability was generally higher at the faster fading frequency, as demonstrated 

by Figure 4.51. The network was found to support 223 users, corresponding to a traffic load 

of 1.27 Erlang/km^/MHz, when subjected to 0.5 Hz frequency shadow fading. The capacity 

of the network was reduced to 218 users, or 1.24 Erlang/km^/MHz, upon increasing the 

maximum shadow fading frequency to 1.0 Hz. On employing two element adaptive antenna 

arrays, the network capacity increased by 64% to 366 users, or to an equivalent traffic load 

of 2.11 Erlang/km^/MHz when subjected to 0.5 Hz frequency shadow fading. When the 

maximum shadow fading frequency was raised to 1.0 Hz, the number of users supported 

by the network was 341 users, or 1.98 Erlang/km^/MHz, representing an increase of 56% 

in comparison to the network without adaptive antenna arrays. Increasing the number of 

antenna elements to four, whilst imposing shadow fading with a maximum frequency of 
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Figure 4.51: Call dropping probability versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using relative received EDLO based soft handover thresholds both with and 
without beamforming in conjunction with A Q A M as well as wi th shadowing 
having a standard deviation of 3 dB for SF=16. See Figure 4.46 for corresponding 
results without adaptive modulation. 

0.5 Hz, resulted in a network capacity of 2.68 Erlang/km^/MHz or 476 users, corresponding 

to a gain of an extra 30% with respect to the network employing two element arrays, and of 

113% in comparison to the network employing no adaptive antenna arrays. In conjunction 

with a maximum shadow fading frequency of 1.0 Hz the network capacity was 460 users or 

2.59 Erlang/km^/MHz, which represented an increase of 35% with respect to the network 

invoking two element antenna arrays, or 111% relative to the identical network without 

adaptive antenna arrays. 

The probability of low quality outage, presented in Figure 4.52, did not benefit from the 

application of adaptive antenna arrays, or from the employment of adaptive modulation. 

Figure 4.47 depicts the probability of low quality outage without adaptive modulation, and 

upon comparing these results to those obtained in conjunction with adaptive modulation 

shown in Figure 4.52, the performance degradation due to adaptive modulation can be ex-

plicitly seen. However, the increase in the probability of low quality access can be attributed 

to the employment of less robust, but higher throughput, higher-order modulation modes 
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Figure 4.52: Probability of low quality access versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based 
cellular network using relative received Ec/Io based soft handover thresholds both wi th 
and without beamforming in conjunction with A Q A M as well as wi th shadowing 
having a standard deviation of 3 dB for SF=16. See Figure 4.47 for corresponding 
results without adaptive modulation. 

invoked by the adaptive modulation scheme. Hence, under given propagation conditions 

and using the fixed 4-QAM modulation mode a low quality outage may not occur, yet when 

using adaptive modulation and a higher order modulation mode, the same propagation 

conditions may inflict a low quality outage. This phenomenon is further exacerbated by the 

adaptive antenna arrays, as described in Section 4.4.5, where the addition of a new source 

of interference, constituted by a user initiating a new call, results in an abrupt change in 

the gain of the antenna in the direction of the desired user. This in turn leads to low quality 

outages, which are more likely to occur for prolonged periods of time, when using a higher 

order modulation mode. Again, increasing the number of antenna elements from two to 

four results in an increased probability of a low quality outage due to the sharper antenna 

directivity. This results in a higher sensitivity to changes in the interference incident upon 

it. 

The mean transmission power versus teletraffic performance is depicted in Figure 4.53, 

suggesting that the mean uplink transmission power was always significantly below the 
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mean downlink transmission power, which can be attributed to the pilot power interference 

encountered by the mobiles in the downlink. This explanation can be confirmed by exam-

ining Figure 4.54, which demonstrates that the mean modem throughput in the downlink, 

without adaptive antenna arrays, was lower than that in the uplink even in conjunction 

with increased downlink transmission power. Invoking adaptive antenna arrays at the base 

stations reduced the mean uplink transmission power required in order to meet the service 

quality targets of the network. The attainable downlink power reduction increased as the 

number of antenna array elements increased, as a result of the superior interference rejec-

tion achieved with the aid of a higher number of array elements. A further advantage of 

employing a larger number of antenna array elements was the associated increase in the 

mean uplink modem throughput, which became more significant at higher traffic loads. In 

the downlink scenario, however, increasing the number of adaptive antenna array elements 

led to an increased mean downlink transmission power, albeit with a substantially improved 

mean downlink modem throughput. This suggests that there was some interaction between 

the adaptive antenna arrays, the adaptive modulation mode switching algorithm and the 

maximal ratio combining performed at the mobiles. In contrast, simple switched diversity 

was performed by the base stations on the uplink, thus avoiding such a situation. However, 

the increase in the mean downlink transmission power resulted in a much more substantial 

increase in the mean downlink modem throughput, especially with the advent of the four 

element antenna arrays, which exhibited an approximately 0.5 BPS throughput gain over 

the two element arrays for identical high traffic loads which can be seen in Figure 4.54. 

A summary of the maximum user capacities of the networks considered in this section 

in conjunction with log-normal shadowing having a standard deviation of 3 dB, with and 

without employing beamforming using two and four element arrays is given in Table 4.7. 

The teletrafhc carried, the mean mobile and base station transmission powers required, and 

the mean up- and down-link modem data throughputs achieved are also shown in Table 4.7. 

Similarly, the lower bounds of the maximum network capacities obtained under identical 

scenarios in conjunction with a spreading factor of 256, leading to a bit rate of 15 kbps, 

suitable for speech-rate users are presented in Table 4.8. The network capacity calculations 

were performed by scaling the number of users supported, as presented in Table 4.7, by the 

ratio of their spreading factors, i.e. by 256/16=16. 
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Figure 4.53: Mean transmission power versus mean carried traffic of a CDMA based cellular 
network using relative received EC/IG based soft handover thresholds both with and 
without beamforming in conjunction with A Q A M as well as with shadowing 
having a standard deviation of 3 dB for SF=16. See Figure 4.48 for corresponding 
results without adaptive modulation. 

Conservative scenario 
Traffic (Erlangs Power (dBm) Throughput (BPS) 

Shadowing Beamforming tJsers /km^/MHz) MS BS Uplink Downlink 

3 d B No 223 1.27 3.25 4.95 2.86 2.95 
3 d B 2 elements 366 &11 3.55 4.7 2.56 2 j ^ 
3 d B 4 elements 476 2.68 3.4 5.0 2.35 2.72 

1.0 Hz, 3 dB No 218 L24 3.3 4.95 2.87 2.96 
1.0 Hz, 3 dB 2 elements 341 1.98 3.5 4.9 2.62 2J3 
1.0 Hz, 3 dB 4 elements 460 2.59 3.5 4.95 2.4 2.8 

Table 4.7: Maximum mean carried traffic and maximum number of mobile users that can 
be supported by the network, whilst meeting the conservative quality constraints. The 
carried traffic is expressed in terms of normalised Erlangs (Erlang/km^/MHz), for the net-
work described in Table 4.2 both with and without beamforming (using independent 
up/down-l ink beamforming) , in conjunction wi th shadow fading having a stan-
dard deviation of 3 dB, whilst employing adaptive m o d u l a t i o n techniques for 
SF=16. 
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Figure 4.54: Mean modem throughput versus mean carried trafEc of a CDMA based cellular 
network using relative received Ec/Iq based soft handover thresholds both with and 
without beamforming in conjunction with A Q A M as well as wi th shadowing 
having a standard deviation of 3 dB for SF=16. 
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Conservative scenario 
Traffic (Erlangs 

Shadowing Beamforming Users /km^/MHz) 

0.5 Hz, 3 dB No 3568 20.3 
a S B b , 3 d B 2 elements 5856 3&8 
0.5 IIz, 3 dJ3 4 elements 7616 4&9 

1.0 Hz, 3 dB No 3488 1&8 
1.0 Hz, 3 dB 2 elements 5456 3L7 
1.0 IIz, 3 dB 4 elements 7360 4L4 

Table 4.8; A lower bound estimate of the maximum mean carried traffic and maximum num-
ber of mobile speech-rate users that can be supported by the network, whilst meeting the 
conservative quality constraints. The carried traffic is expressed in terms of normalised Er-
langs (Erlang/km^/MHz), for the network described in Table 4.2 both w i th and without 
beamforming (using independent up/down-l ink beamforming) , in conjunction 
wi th shadow fading having a standard deviation of 3 d B , whilst employing adap-
tive modulat ion techniques for SF=256. The number of users supported in conjunction 
with a spreading factor of 256 was calculated by multiplying the capacities obtained in 
Table 4.7 by 256/16=16. 



4.5 S u m m a r y 

We commenced this chapter with a brief overview of the background behind the 3G UTRA 

standard. This was followed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 by an introduction to CDMA and the 

techniques invoked in the UTRA standard. 

Network capacity studies were then conducted in Section 4.4, which evaluated the per-

formance of four different soft handover algorithms in the context of both non-shadowed 

and log-normal shadow faded propagation environments. The algorithm using relative re-

ceived pilot-to-interference ratio measurements at the mobile, in order to determine the 

most suitable base stations for soft handover, was found to offer the highest network capac-

ity when subjected to shadow fading propagation conditions. Hence, this algorithm and its 

associated parameters, were selected for use in our further investigations. The impact of 

adaptive antenna arrays upon the network capacity was then considered in Section 4.4.5 in 

both non-shadowed and log-normal shadow faded propagation environments. Considerable 

network capacity gains were achieved, employing both two and four element adaptive an-

tenna arrays. This work was then extended in Section 4.4.6 by the application of adaptive 

modulation techniques in conjunction with the previously studied adaptive antenna arrays 

in a log-normal shadow faded propagation environment, which elicited further significant 

network capacity gains. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Fu r the r Work 

5.1 S u m m a r y and Conclusions 

In this thesis we have discussed the performance implications of adaptive antenna arrays 

and adaptive modulation techniques in both FDMA/TDMA and CDMA cellular mobile 

communications networks. 

In Chapter 2 we investigated antenna arrays and adaptive beamforming algorithms. We 

commenced, in Section 2.2.2, by considering the possible applications of antenna arrays and 

their related benefits. The signal model used was then described in Section 2.2.3 and a 

rudimentary example of how beamforming operates was presented. Section 2.3 highlighted 

the process of adaptive beamforming using several different temporal reference techniques, 

along with the approaches used in spatial reference techniques. The challenges that must 

be overcome before beamforming for the downlink becomes feasible were also discussed in 

Section 2.3.5. Results were presented showing how the SMI, ULMS and NLMS beamform-

ing algorithms behaved for a two element adaptive antenna in conjunction with varying 

eigenvalue spread and reference signal length. The SMI algorithm was shown to converge 

rapidly, irrespective of the eigenvalue spread. The performance of the ULMS beamformer 

was shown to be highly dependent upon the input signal power presented to the antenna, 

rendering it impractical. However, the NLMS algorithm was found to be far superior in 

this respect and it was later shown to approach the performance of the SMI beamformer 

for a three element adaptive array. A low SNR gives a poor estimate of the received signal's 

cross-correlation matrix, resulting in similar performance for all three algorithms. However, 

as the SNR improves, the SMI technique guarantees a stronger interference rejection. The 

SMI algorithm is more complex for a large number of antenna elements, but for a realistic 

number of elements, such as four, its complexity is below that of the LMS routines. 
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In Chapter 3 the performance gains achieved using adaptive antenna arrays at the base 

stations in a cellular network were investigated for both LOS and multipath environments. 

A exposure to modelling an adaptive array was provided in Section 3.2, before an overview 

of fixed and dynamic channel allocation schemes was conducted in Section 3.3. Section 3.5 

then reviewed some of the different models available for simulating multipath environments, 

followed by a more detailed portrayal of the Geometrically Based Single-Bounce Elliptical 

Model (GBSBEM). The metrics used for characterising the performance of mobile cellular 

networks were presented under both LOS and multipath propagation conditions, with and 

without adaptive antenna arrays. The network capacity was found to increase, when using 

adaptive antenna arrays, with further increases achieved due to the adoption of power 

control. An adaptive modulation mode switching algorithm with combined power control 

was developed and network capacity investigations were conducted. Employing adaptive 

modulation using adaptive antenna arrays was found to increase the network's capacity 

significantly, whilst providing a superior call quality and a higher mean modem throughput. 

Our investigations in Chapter 3 initially focused on the non-wraparound or "desert is-

land" type networks, where the outer cells of the simulation area are subjected to lower 

levels of co-channel interference, a scenario that may be encountered in the suburbs of large 

conurbations. Simulations were carried out for the FCA algorithm, and the LOLIA using 

nearest base station constraints of 7 and 19, when exposed to LOS propagation conditions. 

The FCA algorithm offered the lowest network capacity, but benefited the most from em-

ploying adaptive antenna arrays. Specifically, the network capacity of FCA increased by 

67%, when employing two element antenna arrays at the base stations, and 144%, when 

using four element arrays. The LOLIA using a nearest base station constraint of 7 cells 

supported a higher number of users, but the adaptive antenna arrays did not result in such 

dramatic improvements in network capacity. Explicitly, a 22% increase was observed for 

the two element case, and a 58% when using four elements. However, the network capac-

ity supported by the LOLIA in conjunction with n = 7 always exceeded that of the FCA 

algorithm. When using a 19 base station constraint, the LOLIA resulted in the highest 

network capacity without employing adaptive antenna arrays, although the large frequency 

reuse distance of this algorithm led to a negligible increase in network capacity through. 

We then conducted further simulations in Section 3.7.2.2 using a more realistic 3-ray 

multipath propagation environment. Again, the FCA algorithm supported the lowest num-

ber of users, and gained the most from invoking adaptive antenna arrays. Using a four 

element array instead of a two element array led to a network capacity increase of 35%, and 

replacing the four element array with one employing eight elements resulted in a 24-34% 

increase in the number of users supported. The LOLIA employing n = 7 supported the 



greatest number of users, but did not benefit from the same capacity increases as the FCA 

algorithm with the advent of adaptive antenna arrays. The number of users supported 

increased by 18% upon upgrading the system from two to four element adaptive antenna 

arrays, and by between 5% and 15% upon using eight element arrays in place of the four 

element arrays. Using a frequency reuse constraint of 19 in conjunction with the LOLIA re-

sulted in a network whose capacity was restricted by the high new call blocking probability 

associated with its large frequency reuse distance. This large frequency reuse distance led 

to low levels of co-channel interference, which could not be nulled effectively by the adaptive 

antenna arrays, and hence the network capacity did not increase by more than 5% upon 

doubling the number of antenna elements comprising the array. Hence, our future studies 

only considered the FCA algorithm and the LOLIA in conjunction with n = 7. 

The network capacity gains accruing from the implementation of power control over the 

same 3-ray multipath channel, as in the previous section, were then investigated for the 

FCA algorithm and the LOLIA using n = 7. Significant network capacity increases were 

observed for all of the scenarios considered. Specifically, the network capacity without 

power control and using a given number of antenna elements, was frequently exceeded by 

that of an identical scenario using power control and half the number of antenna elements. 

On comparing otherwise identical scenarios, an increase in the network capacity of between 

28% and 72% was attributed to the implementation of power control, whilst using the FCA 

algorithm. When employing the LOLIA and power control, the number of users supported 

increased by between 8.5% and 15%. The network capacity gains resulting from increasing 

the number of elements in the adaptive antenna arrays were reduced however, to 11% and 

17% for the FCA algorithm. In contrast, the adaptive nature of the LOLIA enabled it to 

maintain the network capacity increases of 12-17%, achieved due to increasing the number 

of elements comprising the adaptive arrays. 

The implementation of adaptive modulation techniques was then investigated in Section 

3.7.2.4, since they allow the exploitation of good near-instantaneous channel conditions, 

whilst providing resilience when subjected to poor quality channels. The network capacity 

of the FCA algorithm was found to increase by 6-12%, when invoking adaptive modula-

tion in conjunction with two element adaptive antenna arrays. However, when using four 

element adaptive antenna arrays the network capacity was reduced upon invoking adap-

tive modulation. This was due to the improved call dropping probability accruing from 

employing adaptive modulation, leading in turn to a lower number of frequency/timeslot 

combinations available for new calls. Since the new call blocking probability was the fac-

tor limiting the network's capacity, the capacity was reduced. This phenomenon was not 

observed, when employing the LOLIA, which supported 43% more users on average upon 



invoking adaptive modulation techniques. Doubling the number of antenna elements led to 

an extra 20% supported users. 

In summary, the network using the FCA algorithm supported 2400 users, or 14 Er-

langs/km^/MHz, in the conservative scenario, and approximately 2735 users, or 15.6 Erlangs-

/km^/MHz, in the lenient scenario. When using the LOLIA 7 channel allocation algorithm 

and two element adaptive antenna arrays, 3675 users (23.1 Erlangs/km^/MHz) were car-

ried under the conservative conditions, and 4115 users (25.4 Erlangs/km^/MHz) under the 

lenient specifications. When invoking four element adaptive antenna arrays, 4460 users 

(27.4 Erlangs/km^/MHz) and 4940 users (29.6 Erlangs/km^/MHz) were supported under 

the conservative and lenient scenarios, respectively. 

In Section 3.7.3 our investigations then led us to consider results obtained for an infinite 

network using the so-called "wraparound" technique, which allows a cellular network to be 

simulated as if part of a much larger network, thus inflicting similar levels of co-channel 

interference upon all cells within the network. The FCA algorithm again supported the 

lowest number of users, but benefited the most from the employment of adaptive antenna 

arrays, resulting in network capacity increases of between 46 and 70%, when employing 

adaptive antenna arrays, or when using four rather than two elements. The LOLIA using 

a nearest base station constraint of 7, supported an extra 17-23% of users due to the 

application of adaptive antenna arrays at the base stations. As in the "desert island" 

scenarios, the LOLIA in conjunction with a frequency reuse constraint of 19 base stations, 

offered the greatest network capacity without adaptive antenna arrays. However, when 

using two element arrays, the network capacity grew by almost 20%, since the limiting 

factor was the co-channel interference, not the new call blocking probability. The extra 

interference rejection potential offered by the four element arrays was also exploited, but 

was also somewhat limited, since the new call blocking probability became the capacity 

limiting constraint once again. 

Under 3-ray multipath propagation conditions the network capacities of both the FCA 

algorithm and the LOLIAs were limited by the probability of low quality access, and hence 

invoking adaptive beamforming techniques increased the number of users supported. For 

an adaptive antenna array consisting of a given number of elements, the FCA algorithm 

supported the least number of users, and although exhibiting the greatest capacity gains 

due to the adaptive antenna arrays, the LOLIA 7 employing two element arrays exceeded 

the capacity of the FCA algorithm using eight element arrays. The LOLIA in conjunction 

with a frequency reuse of 19 base stations benefited from doubling the number of antenna 

elements from two, to four, and from four, to eight, but the network capacity was then 

limited by the new call blocking probability, and hence further increases in the number of 
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antenna array elements would have had no impact on the network's capacity. 

The addition of power control in the "infinite" network was then considered under the 

above 3-ray multipath conditions. The capacity gains were significant for both the FCA 

algorithm and the LOLIA 7, when compared to our identical investigations conducted with-

out power control. Again, the network capacity when using the FCA algorithm benefited 

the most, with the number of users supported increasing by between 38 and 82%, exhibiting 

a mean increase of 61%. However, the LOLIA 7 based network still supported the greatest 

number of users, although the capacity gains of the power control were limited to around 

12%. 

The employment of adaptive modulation techniques led to the saturation of network 

resources for the FCA algorithm, with the network capacity limited by the number of 

frequency/timeslot combinations available for new calls. Hence, increasing the number of 

antenna elements from two to four resulted in an increase in the mean modem throughput 

from 2.4 BPS to 2.7 BPS, and a small reduction in the mean transmission power. The 

adaptive nature of the LOLIA allowed it to fully exploit the potential of adaptive modulation 

and supported more than 32% extra users. The limiting factor of the LOLIA's network 

capacity was the requirement of a minimum mean modem throughput of 2.0 BPS. 

Therefore, the FCA algorithm supported 1400 users, and carried a teletraffic load of 13.8 

Erlangs/km^/MHz in the conservative scenario and 1570 users, or 15.2 Erlangs/km^/MHz 

of traffic under the lenient conditions. The LOLIA however supported an extra 35% of users, 

giving a network capacity of 1910 users, or 19.75 Erlangs/km^/MHz, when using two element 

adaptive antenna arrays for both the conservative and lenient scenarios. Utilising four 

element antenna arrays at the base stations allowed 2245 users, or 23.25 Erlangs/km^/MHz 

of network traffic to be supported at the required quality levels of the conservative and 

lenient scenarios. 

Thus, the network capacity was found to substantially increase, when using adaptive 

antenna arrays, with further increases achieved through the adoption of power control. An 

adaptive modulation mode switching algorithm combined with power control was developed 

and network simulations were conducted. Employing adaptive modulation in conjunction 

with adaptive antenna arrays was found to increase the network capacity significantly, whilst 

providing superior call quality and a greater mean modem throughput. 

Chapter 4 examined the performance of a CDMA based cellular mobile network, very 

similar in its nature to the FDD-mode of the proposed UTRA standard. A comparison 

of various soft handover algorithms was conducted in both non-shadowed and shadowed 

propagation environments. The algorithm that was found to offer the highest network 



capacity, i.e. the highest number of users supported at a given quaUty of service, used the 

relative received Ec/Iq for determining cell ownership. The impact of using adaptive antenna 

arrays at the base stations was then investigated, in both non-shadowed and shadowed 

environments for high data rate users. This work was then extended by the application of 

adaptive modulation techniques, in conjunction with adaptive antenna arrays. 

The network capacity in terms of the number of users supported, was 256 when experi-

encing no log-normal shadow fading and using no adaptive antenna arrays. However, with 

the application of two element adaptive antenna arrays the network capacity increased by 

27% to 325 users, and when upgrading the system to four element arrays, the capacity of 

the network increased by a further 47% to 480 users. When subjected to log-normal shadow 

fading having a standard deviation of 3 dB in conjunction with a maximum fading frequency 

of 0.5 Hz, the network capacity without adaptive antennas was reduced to about 150 users. 

Again, invoking adaptive antenna arrays at the base stations increased the network capacity 

to 203 users, and 349 users, when employing two and four array elements, respectively. 

We then applied independent up- and down-link beamforming. This implied determining 

separately the optimum weights for both the up- and the down-link, rather than re-using 

the antenna array weights calculated for the uplink scenario in the downlink. This mea-

sure led to further network capacity gains. Specifically, employing independent up- and 

down-link beamforming resulted in 15% and 7% network capacity increases, for the two 

and four element arrays, respectively, giving total network capacities of 349 and 375 users. 

Increasing the maximum shadow fading frequency from 0.5 Hz to 1.0 Hz slightly reduced 

the maximum number of users supported by the network, resulting in a network capacity of 

144 users without beamforming, and capacities of 201 and 333 users, when invoking two and 

four element arrays, respectively. These absolute network capacity increases corresponded 

to relative network capacity gains of 40% and 131%, respectively. Again, performing inde-

pendent up- and down-link beamforming increased the network capacities, with 225 and 365 

users supported by the two and four element adaptive antenna arrays, respectively. Hence, 

these results show that applying both two and four element adaptive antenna arrays have 

led to significant network capacity increases both with and without log-normal shadow fad-

ing. Furthermore, the capacity of the network was found to be reduced by approximately 

40%, when subjected to log-normal shadow fading having a standard deviation of 3 dB. 

However, increasing the maximum log-normal fading frequency from 0.5 Hz to 1.0 Hz had 

little impact on the total network capacity. 

These results were then extended by applying adaptive modulation techniques, both with 

and without adaptive antenna arrays, which were performing independent up- and down-

link beamforming in conjunction with log-normal shadow fading having a standard deviation 
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of 3 dB as well as maximum fading frequencies of 0.5 Hz and 1.0 Hz. Without adaptive 

antenna arrays the network supported 223 users, at a mean uplink modem throughput 

of 2.86 BPS. The mean throughput of the downlink was 2.95 BPS. Upon increasing the 

maximum shadowing frequency from 0.5 Hz to 1.0 Hz the network capacity fell slightly to 

218 users, whilst the mean modem throughputs remained essentially unchanged. However, 

invoking two element adaptive antenna arrays enhanced the network capacities by 64% 

upon encountering 0.5 Hz shadow fading, and by 56% when subjected to 1.0 Hz shadowing. 

In both cases the mean modem throughput dropped by approximately 0.3 BPS. A further 

0.2 BPS reduction of the mean modem throughput occurred, when applying four element 

adaptive antenna arrays. However, this allowed an extra 30% of users to be supported, 

when subjected to shadow fading fluctuating at a maximum frequency of 0.5 Hz and 35% 

in conjunction with 1.0 Hz frequency shadowing. Therefore, these results have shown the 

significant network capacity increases achieved by invoking adaptive modulation techniques. 

These network capacity improvements have been achieved in conjunction with a higher mean 

modem throughput, albeit at a slightly higher mean transmission power. 

The performance results obtained for the UTRA-type network of Chapter 4 were obtained 

for high data rate users communicating at a raw data rate of 240 kbps, using a spreading 

factor of 16. However, as described in Section 4.4, some exploratory investigations not 

presented in this thesis demonstrated that the increase in the number of users supported 

by the network, was up to a factor of two higher than expected on the basis of simple 

spreading factor proportionate scaling. Specifically, the expected increase in switching from 

a spreading factor of 16 to 256 was a factor of 256/16=16, and hence Tables 4.5 and 4.8 

were presented showing the potential worst-case network capacities achieved by multiplying 

the high data rate results by 16. Even when considering these user capacities, the teletraffic 

carried by the network normalised with respect to both the occupied bandwidth and the 

network's area, was found to be higher than that achieved by the FDMA/TDMA based 

networks considered in Chapter 3. 

5.2 Fu r the r work 

Future work that builds upon the investigations considered here includes applying beam-

forming techniques to the pilot signals, or developing a method by which the pilot signals 

received at the mobile may be cancelled. In future systems the carrier frequency may be 

sufficiently high so that two antenna elements may be incorporated into the mobile hand-

set, thus enabling beamforming to be performed at both ends of the data link. Further 



research is required for optimising the AQAM mode switching criteria, which could amal-

gamate the power control and beamforming algorithms. This could be further developed to 

a joint optimisation of the adaptive modulation mode switching, power control and beam-

forming, and potentially could also be incorporated into multi-user detection algorithms. 

Additionally, the performance of multi-rate networks is worthy of investigation, especially 

when combined with adaptive modulation and adaptive beamforming techniques, which are 

particularly suitable for mitigating the significant levels of interference inflicted by the high 

data rate users. Since the high speed users inflict the majority of the interference as a 

result of their spreading factor and hence also receive a high level of interference from the 

numerous lower speed users, interference reduction techniques are of vital importance. This 

thesis has only considered uniform linear antenna arrays having an antenna element spacing 

of A/2. However, other antenna array geometries, not exhibiting symmetry and possibly 

in conjunction with non-omnidirectional antenna elements may yield greater improvements 

in network capacity. More sophisticated propagation channel models tailored for different 

physical environments, such as macro- and pico-cells must also be considered, as should 

the TDD mode and the associated time slot allocation algorithms required for maximis-

ing the achievable network capacity, whilst maintaining the advantages of the asymmetric 

uplink/downlink data rate nature of the TDD mode. 



Glossary 

ABS 

A W G N 

BS 

C D M A 

C M A 

DCS1800 

DOA 

F D D 

GSM 

H I P E R L A N 

IF 

LMS 

MS 

MSB 

P D F 

RF 

Active Base station Set is the set of base stations in use at any-

given time by a mobile station during soft handover. 

Additive White Gaussian Noise 

A common abbreviation for Base Station 

Code Division Multiple Access 

Constant Modulus Algorithm 

A digital mobile radio system standard, based on GSM, but oper-

ates at 1.8GHz at a lower power. 

Direction Of Arrival 

Frequency Division Duplex 

A Pan-European digital mobile radio standard, operating at 900MHz. 

High Performance Radio Local Area Network 

Intermediate Frequency 

Least Mean Square, a stochastic gradient algorithm used in adapt-

ing coefficients of a system 

A common abbreviation for Mobile Station 

Mean Square Error, a criterion used to optimised the coefficients 

of a system such that the noise contained in the received signal is 

minimised. 

Probability Density Function 

Radio Frequency 
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RLS 

SDMA 

SINK 

SIR 

S N R 

T D D 

T D M A 

UMTS 

Recursive Least Square 

Spatial Division Multiple Access 

Signal to Interference plus Noise ratio, same as signal to noise ratio 

(SNR) when there is no interference. 

Signal to Interference ratio 

Signal to Noise Ratio, noise energy compared to the signal energy 

Time Division Duplex 

Time Division Multiple Access 

Universal Mobile Telecommunication System 
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